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ABSTRACT 
Silver chloride crystals containing diff erent transition metal 
ions have been investigated by e lectron spin resonance spectroscopy. 
The properties of iron impurity have been studied in detai l . 
The irradiation of crystals containing divalent iron leads to the 
formation of a trigonal trivalent complex when the temperature of 
the crystal is about 1700 [( . Subsequent warming of the crystal to 
• 
2000 K converts this complex into the cubic centre which has been 
identified by Hayes , Pilbrow and Slifkin . Ii. model is proposed for 
the trigonal spectrum and a mechanism is suggested for the processes 
which occur in the crystal during and after irradiation . '~ number 
of other spectra have been observed , but owing to difficulti es in 
r eproducing thes e , it is only possibl e to make general comments 
r egarding their classification and origin . The S-state spectra for 
both the cubic and the trigonal sites exhibit some unusual 
characteristics nh ich are discussed in some detail. 
Single crys ta l experiments have been carri ed out on a IOOKc / s 
000 field modulation, X-band spectrometer a t 20 :(, 77 K and at 300 K. 
The e.s , r . spectrometer is conventional apart fro m the absorption 
ce ll which is a standing wave helix rather than a microwave cavity. 
The use of a helix in an e . s . r . spectrometer is described, and ideal 
design criteria arc calculated to take account of dielectric loading 
of the helix by non-Iossy samples . The spectrometer sensitivity is 
comparable with a similar cavity instrument, principally because of 
the high f Hling factor which can be obtained . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCT ION 
Electron Spin Resonance (E . S.R. ) spectroscopy is a technique 
which detects tra nsitions betweenl~mpaired electrons(spin states 1 in 
a magnetic fie d . In the systems considered in this thesis, the 
paramagnetic or unpaired electrons are those of transition metal 
ions dissolved in silver chi oride crystals . The energy levels of 
paramagnetic electrons in a crystal are generally very sensitive 
to the l ocal environment of the atom; the unpairing of electron 
spins implies that they are among the least firmly bound electrons 
in the crystal and hence are associated in some way with the 
bonding of the crystal . It is for this reason that E.S .R. can be 
a very useful technique for investigating, often in fine detail, 
local crystalline symmetries and the bonding around paramagnetic 
ions. Whe n it is necessary to take into account more than the 
simple ionic effect of neighbouring ions around a paramagnetic ion, 
the neighbours are called "ligandsll and the molecular system 
comprising a centra l ion and its ligands i~ called a "complex" . 
Some empha sis i s pl aced on the importance of the molecular effects 
as these appear to be of considerable relevance in the iron 
compl exes whi ch ha ve been studied. 
It has been possible to study thei hOle{t"rapPing1 WhiCh follows 
the irradiation of silver chloride containing divalent iron ions 
and then to understand the mechanisms of ionic rearrangement which 
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take pl a c at pa " t icu l ar temperatures. Such processes in silver 
ha l ides are of importance in many of the physica l properties of 
the cry sta ls and the part played by impuriti e s such as iron is 
of particular int er e st . The resui ts of this work are presented 
in Chapt e r VII and they a r e discussed in the fo l! owing chapte r . 
As the interpretat ion of the data depends on an a ppreciation of 
many of the physica l properties of silver halide crystal s and as 
no r e cent revie ~ has been published, Chapter 11 attempts to 
describe some of the mo re i mportant properties . In the subsequent 
t ~l O chapters t he theory of electron resonance spectroscopy and 
its e ppl ication t o transition ion systems is discuss ed . Chapter V 
briefly indicates t he inst r umentation which is used in E . S.R. 
stUdies and a short description is given of the spectromet e r ~hich 
has been bui t and used in the silver ch l oride experiments . 
An analysi s is gi ven of some aspects of the use of a s10 ., lave 
helical structure as the absorption cel l in a spectrometer; in 
particular the dielectric Loading by samples is investigated . 
It has b en found ne cessa ry to prepare and purify the siiver 
chl oride crystals fair l y carefu l ly and Chapt er VI is devoted to 
a description of the pr paration and hand l ing of si l ver chloride . 
CHAPTER 11 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SILVER HALIDES 
2.1 Introduction 
To provide some understanding of disorder and impurity processes 
in a crystal it is necessary to examine many of its properties. 
The silver halides are basically classed as ionic crystals, and both 
silver chloride and bromide, which are the two halides which lill be 
discussed, have the same face-centred cubic structure as the majority 
of the alkali halides. Attention is restricted to the chloride and 
~ 1i "'-
bromide .as -t'-t-~I-()~m-t-h817 most work has been concentratedJ and 
the fluoride and iodide are not nearly as "well behaved". The 
fluoride has a tendency to prefer the AgF2 form and silver iodide has 
a disordered phase at high temperatures . 
Many of the detailed properties of the alkali and silver halides 
differ considerably; this is often because the binding of the s ilver 
halides is not so completely polar as that of the alkali halides. 
A study of both crystal types is however of great use for contrast or 
comparison when the properties of one or the other are considered. 
Accordingly, there will be much r eferenc e in this chapter to the 
properties of alkali halide crystals, although no conscious attempt 
will be made to survey them. Many of the properties of ionic crystals 
in particular the alkali halides, are described, for example by 
Seitz (1, 2), by Kittel (3) and by Dekker (4). 
2.2 
2.2.1 
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The section on photographic sensitivity wi ll be restricted 
primarily to physical volume effects 1 although much of the technical 
importa~ce of t hi s a spect of silver halidc s depends on the surface 
properL.es . 
Binding of t he Pe~st Crysta~ 
Bi ndi !l&..li.f!~8X 
The coh esive ener gy of an ionic crystal IS divided into four 
parts in the Born Theory: the electrostatic, repulsive, Van-der-i'/aa l s 
and zero-po "nt energy (1). These experimental and theoretical energies 
for sodium chloride a nd silver bromide are cowpared in table 2.1 (5) . 
Table 2.1 Y~2_~ontribut ions to the cohe s ive energy per ion pair 
(in e .v.) 
AgBr NaCI 
Coulomb Energy 8 . 64 8.86 
Repulsive Energy -1 .37 -1.02 
Van-der- i'laals Energy 1.18 0. 12 
Zero-point Energy 
- 0 .04 -0.07 
Total Energy 8.41 7.89 
Experimental val ue 8 . 74 7.90 
The agreement of the theoret ical and experimental values for 
NaCl can be taken as an indication that it s chara cter is truly ionic 
at least vhen compa r ed wi th AgBr. 
In any ionic crystal, there will be overlap between nea rest 
neighbours to provide the r epulsive energy; this will distort the ions 
to some extent . Thi s distortion will be important if the work required 
2.2.2 
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to r emove an el ectron from the negative to an adjacent positive ion 
(not to the conduction band) is small (see Section 4.3). This is the 
ca se with the s i! ver ha lides to some ext ent. Examination of the 
ionization potential s of the alkali meta ls and silver shows that the 
fir s t ionization pot ential for the alkali metal s is lowe r than other 
metal s ; more than 2e .v. l ess than for si l ver . This allows an 
apprecia ble amount of cova lent bonding between the halogen ions and 
their silver ion ligands. 
Associat ed with this difference be tween the alkali and silver 
halides is the very large difference in the Van-der-Waa l s energy . 
i lthough the Van-der-Waals energy is properly described by a quantum 
mechanical treatment J classically the effect will be of the form 
exl a2 for the dipo le-dipole part of the interaction, where a l and r6 
(X2 a r e the atomic po l arizabiliti e s of nearest neighbours. These are 
la rge for th e halogen ions but lkali metal ion~ olarizabi l ities are 
small due to the tight binding of the r emaining electrons in the ion. 
In s ilver a is large compared with the alkali meta l s. This is due to 
the weaker binding of the 4d electrons to the silver ion r el ative to 
the crystal. It is ~orth noting t hat this is associated with the fact 
that silve r is to be found in a divalent state in some complexes. 
The ca se of AgCI is similar although the contrast is perhaps 
not quit e so great. 
The Dielectric Constant 
The polarizability of a SUbstance may usually be divided into 
three parts: electronic, ionic and dipolar. The electronic part is 
facing page 6 
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simply the a mentioned above. I t des cribes the displacement of the 
e l ectrons r elative t o the nucl eus . The ionic polarizability a. . 10nlC 
arises from the displ a cement and distortion of an ion r e lative to other 
ions . Thi s i s important in ionic crys tals but the eff ect is sma ll in 
cova l ent crysta 1 s ( e . g . diamond) ,yhere a ll ions interact identica lly 
in an ext erna l e l ectric fi eld . The dipola r or ori entational 
cont ribution , a , occurs if there is some pe rmanent dipolar d ipo la r 
mol e cu le or compl ex i n the crystal, as i s the case with ma ny organic 
substances . This can also be found in ionic crystals whe n, for exampl e , 
a va ca ncy i s associa ted with a diva lent impurity in ilgBr ( 8). 
As far as the perf ect lattice i s concerned , there is no dipolar 
contribution in ordinary ionic crys tal s . 
The three eff ect s can be separated experimentally as is shown in 
Figure 2 . 1 . Dipol a r complexes are only abl e to fo ll ow a varying 
e l ectric fi el d to a limited ext ent depending on the s urroundings of 
, 
the complex and its symme try . A s imilar ef f ect occurs with the ionic 
displacement when an electric field of frequency grea t er than the 
optical phonon vibration f requency i s used . This frequency usually 
lies in th e f ar infrared (approximate ly 1l0fl in AgBr and 80fl in Agel) 
and t he actual fr equ ency can provide s ome measure of th e i onic nature 
of the crystal by eff ect ive ly measuring the cha r ge of oscillating ions 
through th Szigetti r ela tions (p. 167 of Ref . 3, 9, 10). 
The magnitude of aionic wi ll depend very strongly on the degr ee of 
ionic binding and i n th e limit of coval ent crystals it s eff ect 
di sappea r s . 
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The electronic polarization, largest for the most weakly bound 
electrons , i s able to follow an electric field until the associated 
energy is sufficient to lift a valence ele ctron into the conduction 
band. This eff ecti vely destroys the ionic state of that constituent 
of the crystal . The high frequency di electric constant ( t ) is the 00' 
observed eff ect of ae in the bul k crystal. To assess the local field 
on an ion due to an applied field, some assumptions must be made 
regarding the surroundings of the ion (3, p.155). Ignoring the dipolar 
contribution, the low frequency dielectric constant ( E 0) is a 
combina ti on of a
e 
and a i • Aga in, some local fi eld must be postulated 
to allow a calculation of the dielectric constant. This difficulty is 
r elated to the polaron problem which is mentioned in the next section; 
in the case of the alka l i and silver halides, there is a fairly localized 
distortion around a given centre, but it is not concentrated within 
its own radius. The polarization energy associated with the perfect 
lat tice , and with distortions of it, is of very great importance. 
As would be expected from the large atomic polarizability of the 
silver ion, the high frequency dielectric constant of the silver halides 
is much larger than that of the a lkali halides as shown in table 2.2. 
The deta ils of a number of other substances are included for 
compari son. 
L3 
L3.l 
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Table 2.2 
Diel ectric Constants Polaron 
Coo r:; o(r.t.) ( 77
oK) a(m=me) 
J\gBr 4 .62 13. 1 (11.5) 3.6 
NaCl 2.25 5.26 5.5 
KCl 2.13 4 .68 ( 4 .35) 5.6 
CU20 4 .0 10 . 5 2.5 
PbS 15.3 17.9 0.26 
InSb 16.0 17 .5 0.13 
* assuming a band mass similar to that of AgBr . 
El ectronic Properti es 
Introduction 
Coupling Constants 
ot 
1.6 
~3 
* 
~3 
* 
0.16 
0.014 
The fundamental electronic processes in an ionic crystal are 
observed primarily in optical absorption and in photoconductivity 
experiments . Interband electronic transitions are introduced by 
ultra -viol et or more energetic radiation, allowing electronic or hole 
conduction, or perhaps both, to take place. 
For the purposes of this thesis, it is useful to study the 
el ectronic properti es and band structure of the silver halides because 
the ionic processe s which take place on irradiation are a very direct 
r esult of photoconduction . The presence of photoelectrons in a crystal 
is the primary part of the formation of a photographic latent image 
in sensitized silver halides (6) . 
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The fundamental properties of the silver halides have been 
extensively inves tigated, not only becau se of the rel evance of such 
work to the photographic process, but because of some other interesting 
phenomena which occur. 
The silver ha lides are an intermediate case as far as band gap 
is concerned, bet ween the alkali holides and silicon as is shown in 
Figure 2.2 (11). In addition , their optical absorption possesses a 
low level tail 1hich stretches into the visible region . More is 
probably knorin of their lectronic properti es than those of the alkali 
halidcs . 
Single crystals of sil ver halides have been prepared (12) with 
the very high purity necessary for accurate observation of the optical 
a bsorpt ion and el ectrical conductivity at lo a temperatures , when the 
ef f ect of lattice vibrations is negligibl e and impurity effects can 
become very important. The preparation of sil ver halide crystals is 
J • 
described in Chapter VI . 
Optical Absorption and Band structure 
~e a bsorption spectra of sil ver chloride and bromid have been 
inv stigated Over a wide range of wav - l ength s fro m the visible region 
to the far ul tra-violet . Thin films have been prepared in various ways 
to provide values of the xtinction coefficient in the ultra-viol e t 
wh r the a bsorption is characteristically very strong . At longer 
wavel ngths, large single crystals can be us d. 
Figur 2.3 shOtS the fundamental absorption of thin films of 
AgBr , AgCl (13) and Nael ( 14) for comparison. There is clearly a great 
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similarity bet ween the spectra of silver and sodium chlorides, although 
the effect of thermal vibrations in smearing out the structure appears 
much more prominently for l~gCl than for Noel . 
(a) The Conduction Band 
The conduction and va lence band structures of si l ver chloride and 
bromide have been studied extensively by Brown and his co-workers at 
Il l inoi s . The conduction band is of standard form with a minimum at 
k :: O. Thi s was shown to be the case by Tippins (11) using a magnetic 
fi e ld t o reduce th e spherical symmetry associated with electrical 
conducti vity in a cubic crysta l to a symmetry consistent with the crystal 
cla ss . The results ShoVied an agr eement with the simple band structure 
and correspond to a Ha ll mobility in excess of 50 ,000 cm2/ volt . sec . at 
2oK, at least in t he case of one sample of AgBr .T'k this experiment 
~bser"ae· the component of current densi ty in the direction of a n 
is Ob$.~ .. : .... cC't't+-ro.s1 ~ tI.. \';/'I."tlo,,;~ 
applied elect ric fi el d~ljr tAan the Ha ll experiment ",here the 
component of field is measured in the direction of the current density; 
thus there is no Hall potential developed across the sample . I t i s 
assumed t hat hol s left in the valence band would not contribute 
appreciably to the current, due to their shorter drift r a nge, especially 
at these very 10 . temperatures . 
(b) The Valence Band 
The s truc t ure of the top of the valence band for the silver 
halides has been studi ed experimentally . particularly by Brovm et al. 
( 15) and t heoretica ly by Bassani et al . (1 6 , 23). Although the 
detail ed s hape is not certain , it is clear that there is a minimum 
fa.c ing page 11 
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a t ~ = 0 in at l east one cr;s tallographi c direction (Figure 2. 4); 
thi s l eads to the ind i r ect tra ns itions which a r e observed to st r etch 
f a r into the vi s ible pa r t of the spectrum . 
The r e i s l i ttle doubt tha t t he fir st strong abso rp t ion peak nea r 
5e . v . in AgCl (Fi gur e 2.3[ a J ), like t hat in NaCl a t 8e . v. (Fi gure 2 .3 
Cc] ) i s due to a n exciton sta te which occurs when t here is a di r ect 
exc itat ion of a n electron i n 2 Cllon . The exci t on state is still 
bound t o t he ha logen with a binding energy of a f ew tent hs of an 
e l ectron vol t . In the s ilver and a l kali ha lides , t he el ect ron is 
loca l ized to the li ga nds of the chlorine ion du e to the strong 
pola rization of th e l a ttice , wher eas in much l ess pola r c ryst<l l s , s uch 
as copper oxide , the el ectron i s highly del oca liz ed because of t he la ck 
of lc ttice pola riza tion . This l ead s to a hydrogenic exciton spectrum 
(Figure 2 .3[d](9)) wher e the l ines are narrow a s a r esult of t he 
J • 
sma ll amount of inter a ction be t ween excitons a nd their surroundings . 
The f a irly large linewidths in the more pola r crystal s a r e due to 
st rong int era ctions of t he exci t ons vith imperf ections s uch as phonons 
a nd surfa ces . 
The exciton wh ich occurs in the alkali a nd s ilver hIllides i s 
r ea lly a n inte rmedia t e bet wee n the IVanni er case ( e . g . ~u20) and the 
Frenke l cose (occurring in molecular crys t a l s ) wher e th e excit ed stat e 
i s l ocalized ."lithin t he nea r es t ne ighbours and i s s imply a perturba tion 
of the isola t ed mo lecu la r states . Cl early these two models ca n be 
cons ider ed theoretically without much difficulty, but the a pproxi ma tions 
- 12 -
of either case are not a pplicable to the int e rmedia te di s tort ed la t tice 
configurations associat ed with polar crystals; ( t he theoret ical 
treatment of excitons is cons ider ed in some detail by Knox ( 17)). 
The probl em of the theoretical treatment of excitons in polar crystals 
i s in common with the difficulty of assessi ng theo r etica lly all charged 
d~ f e cts in these crystals, where the bulk di e l ectric constcnt ca nnot 
be used . 
Th e exciton pea k is split into (} so-called halogen ion doublet 
which .~as fir s t discus sed by lllott ( 18 .. p . 95 of ref . 6) . The 
excitation of the halogen ion l ea ves behind a ha oge n atom with a n 
unfill ed p shell. The effect of spin-orbit coupling will be to separate 
the j ::: t and j ::: 3/2 states and in the fr ee atom the split ting i s 
about O. lle . v . in ch l orine and O.44e . v . in bromine. Since the e l ect ron 
is not set free but is bound to t he halogen atom, only a lower limit 
J 
can be es tablished for the splitting . The energie s associated with the 
splitting of the exciton pea ks of longest wavelengths in most of the 
a lkali and silver Imlides a gree~ quite we ll ~ith predictions on this 
basis . This support s the viewpoint t ha t t he fir st optical a bs orption 
pea ks in the silver halides are a ~ons equence of direct transitions . 
It i s much more difficult to state the origin of the higher 
energy bands a ppearing within the absorption spectrum. The fir st 
fundamental abso rption is du to the excitation of an e l ectron from 
the p state associated wi th a Cl- ion ;~ va riou s d s t ates of the 
+ Ag ion I i e belo ,~ thi s in energy. This i s di scussed by Bassoni (16), nnd 
facing page 13 
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the vulence band p~ rt of Figure 2 . 4 is the rcsult of their cal cul a tions . 
The exciton ca n have a considera ble mobi l ity in the crysta l 
luttice; it con migrate a nd internct direc tly 'di th impuriti es in the 
wt tice (2). Since photoconductivity Occur s with a high probnbility 
in very pure sil ver hnl ides when a n exciton tronsiti on is irradiated , 
it con be a ssumed that the exci ton i s very li ke.iy to i nterect eithe r 
#ith Q phonon at le~s t down t o 77° K be cause of the strong pO la rizat ion 
e ssocioted with electrons a nd hOles ( s ee 2.3.3 b) or ~ith a n imperfection 
during it s lifctime (24). 
The a bsorption in the exciton band i s very high (abou t l 06cm-l ) 
which is assoCint ed with a n all owed, direct transition a nd a high yield 
of photo electrons . The absorption in the long wa velength t a i l is 10.'1 
( 103 to 104 cm-i) bu t th e qua ntum effici ency fo r the yi eld of photo-
electrons from photons a bs orbed is high (21 ,22) Nhich suggests on 
indirect or forbidden tronsition associa ted with, the low osci l at ol' 
st rength . In such ~ tra nsiti on, a phonon mu s t be either emitted or 
ab sorbed, emi ssion occurring a t lo~ tempera tures and bo th processes at 
suffiCiently high tempera tures . 
The observa tions by Bro wn I i\tu sumi and T ippins on the long mlVe 
absorption edge support the possib1e occurrence of indirect transitions 
( i 5, 11). The ir r esult s (F igure 2 .5) ore cons i stent dith the emi ssion 
Ee (or absorption ~o at suff i ciently high temperatures) of a phonon 
o 
with 0 cha ract eristic temperature of about 90 K; othe r higher energy 
or t wo phonon processes or e a so po ss ible . There i s some structure in 
2 .3 .3 
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the absorption at helium temperatures (15, 16) which is smeared ou t 
by vibrations at higher tempe rature s . It i s not c lear i n which 
direct ion the mo st important indirect trans itions occurr the st ructure 
on the absorption edge and the available phonons are di scussed in 
ref er enc e 15 . Figure 2 . 4 sho ~vs the ba nd st ructu re of two of the 
principal directions in AgCl , negle ct i ng spin-orbi t int eraction. 
The begi nning of interband tra ns itions wou l d then take pl ace be t ween 
states connect ed by the dotted arrow (thi s i s th e smalle s t gap). 
The covalent charact er of the sil ver halides is particularly 
important as it is as a r esult of p-d mixing that the maxima in the 
va l ence band occur a~'1ay from ~ :: O. Such effect s are much l ess 
marked in the al ka l i halides IV ich do no t possess thi s low leve l 
absorption ext ending to lo ng wa vel engths . 
Electro n and Ho ~e Conduction 
The conduction of ele ctro ns and holes i s ~ft en l imit ed by some 
sort of lattice impe rf ection . Such proce sses are of primary interest 
:/hen s tudying th e eff ect of l attice defect s on the propertie s of the 
crys tal . Before describing the se processes , it i s necessary to di s cu ss 
t he dynamic s of el ectrons and hol es in the othe r wi se pe rf ect l attice . 
Extensive work ha s been done on the sil ver rather than a l kali halide s 
becau se of the r e l at ive ease with which th ey can be purified a nd al so 
because they a r c sens itive photoconductors at l ow temperatures. 
(a ) El ectron Mobility 
T.vo physically dislinct electron Inobiliti es can be measured in a 
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Drift and Hall mobilities as a function of temperature 
for electrons in Agel. A and B are for different 
crystals and C are results given by Haynes and Shockley. 
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crysta l and , by studying their variation with temperature, some in sight 
can be obtained into the conduction process . Although the results of 
hol e conduction ore oft en abundantly clear, parti cu la rly in photo-
chemically sensitiz ed crystals, hol ~s ore much more difficult to d tect 
directly than e l ect rons . 
The drift a nd HQ!1 mobilities for electrons in si lver chloride 
are shown as a func t ion of t empe rature in Figure 2.6 (25). The drift 
mobility (triangular points) is found to be small at both high and low 
temperatures with 0 ma ximum in the vicinity of 50° to 900 K depending 
on the sample preparation . The decrease at low temperatures is not the 
result of scattering process es as the Hall mobility continues to rise 
to high values ( circles ). In zone refined specimens it is found to ris e 
as high as 20 ,000 cm2/ volt . sec. in Agel and 50,000 cm2/volt . sec. in 
I\gBr . This di f f er enc e between the two mobilities is an excellent example 
of multiple trapping . Fitting of th e data shows 4that these traps have 
Cl depth of about 0 . 03e . v . a nd there ore obout 1015 to 1016 pe r cm3 • 
The Hall mobility give s Q f o r better measure of the true crystal 
mobility and the va ria tion with temperature can be explained by 
assuming phonon intera ctions , particularly with longitudinal optica l 
phonons of Deby e~;' of the order of 1950 K. This agrees well with the 
Restrahlen volue of a bout 2000 K. (ID) . At suffici ently lo~ t emperature s 
these phonons will be come frozen out and one could expect only a small 
o co us tical ._ phonon effect. This may be partially responsibl e for the 
change in slope of the Hal l mobility curve at about 350 K. k S viII be 
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mentioned belo \J, this could also be caused by an impurity trap. It 
would not be expected that the interaction with ~coustical phonons would 
be very large because of the localised nature of the pOlarization around 
the conduction electron . At very low temperature s , impuritie s certainl Y 
become important and the mean electron range is drastically reduced (22) . 
The impurity trapping at low temperatures can be compared with 
elec t ric g l ow data (Figure 2 . 7) (22) . The increase of Hall mobility 
with fall ing temperature is reduced belo w 3SoK and again below lSoK 
rather more sharply . The electric ;;low curve .vas obtained by irradiation 
at lOoK vithout collecting voltage applied to the crystal; a monitoring 
potential Ivas applied after irradiation and the crystal lVas warmed . 
GlO \i peaks were observed at about ISoK and 350 K, apparently corresponding 
to the trapping centres responsible for the loss of conductivity. 
The 150 K peak can be associated with a trap depth of about O.03e.v. 
assuming a frequency factor of IOIOsec-1 which W~Uld corre spond with 
the trap postulated as a result of the drift mobility experiment. 
This trap is apparently very important; bearing in mind its strong 
effect on the Hall mobility , it would appear that it has a large capture 
cross-section, but its structure remains obscure . The number of traps 
observed may be of about the same number as the number of chemical 
impurity atoms in the crystal, so that it is not clear if the trapping 
is due to impurities or to some centre \-vith a character similar to that 
of the F-centre in alkali halides. Ho wever, the available information 
about Frenkel defects suggests that there will be only in the region of 
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1012 such defects per cm3 nt room temperature (27). This would not 
imply that the interstitial silver ion wos responsJble for the 
trapping unless the numbers are greatly increased by the presence of 
impurities or dislocations. The former possibility is 0 very likely one . 
Incipient silver ion vacancies on dislocotions (Figure 2 . 12) will also 
provide 0 possible electro n trap . 
The above aspects of the problem wil l be discussed more fully 
later in this chapter . 
(b) Polaron Eff ects 
The strong dependence of the electron mobility on phonon 
scottering nnd the cyclotron resonnnce experimcnts of Ascnrelli and 
Brown (24, 26, 28) provide excellent agreement with the polaron 
calculations of Feynman et al . (29, 24, 30 , 21). · The idea of a polaron 
has bee n developed from the proposa by .Landau concerning self trapping 
J 
of ele ctrons in the alkali halides (3 1). Th e concept of a polnron (the 
conduction ele ctron or hole together with the polarization of the lattice 
surrounding it) is of general significance and ionic crystals a re a 
limiting casc ( see 32 for example). The lattice polarization around a 
conduction electron can be ~hought of as having a phonon-like charact er 
and the interaction betwee n the e l ectron and the lattice is described 
in t erms of a coupl ing constant I <X. This can be interpreted as being 
roughly equivalent to the number of longitudinal opUcal phonons 
associated with the· electron . Transverse optical phonons will norma lly 
have less importance du e to the weaker e lectric field associated with them. 
- 18 -
The coupling consta nt thus depends on the lattice polariza tion .hich 
is Dssociated with the differences between thc static nnd optical 
"""" ~ . ~r-t.t-
di electric constants t: 0 a nd E oo , on theL bnnd IJl[\SS of the electron m 
a nd al so on the longi tudina l frequency WL gi ving : 
1 
(X= '£(~}2 
1\ 2 1) (_1_ ,c 
- 00 
I 
The value of (X provides 0 rather good guide to the degree of the pol ar 
binding in ionic crystals os con be seen in t a bl e 2 .2 (2 4) . In highly 
polar sub stances such 05 the a lkali holides , (X is morc than 3 • 
In int ermediat e coses such as the silver holidcs , (X i s about 1 . 5; and 
in weakly polar substances such as th e compound semic onductors , a 
is much less than unity . 
The cyclotron resonance experiments of Ascarel li and Brown on AgBr 
...J...,. (28) , wA+eft observed the r esonant electric dipole a bsorption in the pla ne 
of th e conduction electrons in a ma gnet ic fi el d, J measured the pol nron 
mass Dlp rather than the bond ma ss In of the bar electron. This is 
beca us e the cyclotron frequency (7.1010 cycles/sec . ) wos much less than 
the optical phonon frequ ncy (5 . 1012 cyc es l sec .) , allowing the 
polariza tion to fo 10\'1 faithfully the cyclotron orbit . T ey found 
mp = 0.27 me from t he cyclo t ron data and m = 0.20 me ' taking into a ccount 
the Hall da ta (21) and the polaron calCUlations (3D). The eyc otron 
r esononc experiments wcr difficult b cous of the s vere imitation on 
e l ectron lif time bel ow 16°K ( s e Figure 2.7) and Asearellils best 
r esul ts ~ r o obtain d at 18 K. If it was possible to obs erve the e l ectron 
muss at fr qu nd 5 a bov as w 11 as be ow the Restrahl frequ ency I 
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thi s should provide on excell ent observation of the polaron eff ect. 
Thi s range of frequenci es has been covered in some of the compound 
semiconductors, but the eff ect is small due to the small coupling 
constant a nd the experimental r esults are not sufficiently precise (26). 
There is thus strong evidence that a slon conduction electron in AgBr 
is in f a ct a polaron a nd that this obeys pola ron mobility theory. 
As was mentioned in section 2.3.2 b, there is a possibility that 
the di ssociati on of a n exciton may be assisted by the introduction of 
the pol a rizatio n energy of a fre e electron and hole (24) . The forma tion 
of an excit on i s t he result of an optical absorption which takes place 
in such 0 short time that the polarization of the l a ttice ca nnot follo t . 
ThUS, polo ron eff ect s are not initially present but the exciton can 
possibly dissoc iate into a free polaron in the conduction band and a hole 
pol a ron which might be cons iderably "heavier". The fre e poloron s tate 
may not be much above the exciton state in energy , taking advantage of the 
polariza tion gained from the distortion of the l a ttice. 
The range or "Schubweg" of el ectrons has been measured at room 
temperature and bel or/, primarily by transient photoconductivity experiments 
(33, 22). Hayne s a nd Shockl ey f i ud a unit range of electrons in Agel 
of 5.10-4 cm2 volt - 1 , and Va n Heyningen l s results at low t emperatures 
show a !:'lQrked dependence on sampl e preparation. The maximum range at 
BOOK I'JOS for a n air grown sa mple (10-3 cm2 volt-i) and r a nges as low 
-6 2 - 1 
as 10 cm volt ,',ere obtained for samples which had be en grown so os 
to a void the po ssibility of silver oxide dissolving. The principal hea vy 
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metal impurity i s possibly iron in an amount of a f ew tenths of a part 
pe r mi 11 ion. 
(c) Hol e h obili ty 
Nhil the eff cts of hol e trapping are oft en obs erved in silver 
halides , it has proved very difficult to observe the conduction of 
hol es dir ctly in th e silver halides , particularly at 10\'1 temperatures . 
T" th eirexperiments ,.+f Van Heyningen and Bro.m (22.) did not observe 
any hole conduction in the silver halides at low temperatures. In silver 
chloride , and at l ow temperatures , Burnham measured a mobility of holes 
in AgBr about 400 times less than the electron mobility. 
The diffusion of positive holes at room temperature was established 
by Stasi ~ and Te ltow (34), who observed the bleaching of silver halides 
containing trace s of silver sulphide . The best direct evidence came 
from mea surements of the dark conductivity of silver bromide~ in an 
atmosphere of bromine (35, 36) . The dark conductivity increases 
apparently because the crystal absorbs an excess of bromine; the excess 
appears in the form of s ilver ion vacancies and hol es which are not 
trapped by the vacanci s at room temperatures. The concentration of 
vacancies remains virtually unchanged for small bromine pressures because 
of the large Frenkel disorder normally present, so the increase of 
conductivity should be due almost entirely to the presence of hol es . 
Hanson and Brown have measured the Hall mobility of holes in AgBr by 
thi s techniqu and have found a value of 1.7 c~volt . sec at 270 C (37) 
which agrees quit e wel l with other measurements (38) . 
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The drift mo bi lity of hol es in Ag Br is thu s about 40 times sma ll er 
than the electron mobility at room teuperature , vhich provides an 
explanati on of why earli e r experiment s were unsucces sful . A combination 
of factors su ch as a high eff ect ive ma ss and a s trong polaron eff ect could 
explain the low hol e mobi l ity. 
niore r ecently , the drift mobility of AgBr has bee n measured bet -Ieen 
2200 and 3200 K by tra nsit time techniques . Th e mobility vari es from 
0.8 cm2/v. sec at 3100 K to 2.0 cm2/v.sec at 250oK. At lo we r temperature s , 
multipl e trapping begi ns to set in and there is a characteri st ic downturn 
of the mobility . Below 220oK, deep trapping eff ect s begin to predominat e . 
Long hole lif etimes ( ~ 100~sec at room t emperature) we r e obse rved in 
zone r efined sampl es by a llowi ng impurity or def ect centres responsible 
for hol e t r apping to precipitat e on di slocations (41 ). 
It is genera l ly accepted that some ef fici ent hol e trapping mechanism 
must exist in sil v r ha lid crystals if photographic si lver is to be 
deposited i n a crystal . ,\ good exa~ple of this is the trapping of 
photoproduced hol es in the sil ve r halides by copper impurity in a 
monovalent stat e (39 , 40). 
4 Ionic Properties 
IIla ny of the phy si cal properties of a crysta l are associated with 
some sort of distortion or discontinuity in the perfectly periodic 
crystalline struc t ure . Imperfections can be classed according 
to their spatial characteristics: as point defects (di scussed in thi s 
section), 1 inear defects or dislocations, planar defects or grain 
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Diagramatic Schottky and Frenkel defects in a two 
dimensional array . 
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boundaries, and macroscopic disturbances, such as occluded particles. 
The mechanical strength of a crystal is usually controlled by the se 
defects, (the effect of point def ect s is usually rather smaLl) . 
El ectrical and optica l eff ects , other than the one s described in the la s t 
section , are usually connected with a point defect. In a number of cas es 
the def ect s are paramagnetic and i~ is possible to observe electron 
paramagnetic r esonance from the unpaired electrons locali~ed on these 
centres. Such mea surements provide very detailed information about t he 
nature of the def ect and about its surroundings. 
2.4.1 The Crystal in Thermal Eguilibrium 
In an otherwise perfect crystal lattice, containing no i mpurities, 
defects must occur for purely thermodynamic reasons. The Helmholtz free 
energy of the crystal must be a minimu@ if it is in thermodynamic 
equil ibrium with its surroundi ngs . Although energy must be expended to 
J form a defect against the cohesive forc es of the crystal, the increase 
in entropy resulting from it causes the fr ee energy to be a minimum for 
a definite concentration at a given temperature. 
The nature of the def ects that Occur clearly depends on the detailed 
nature of the crystal . In the alkali halides, Schottky disorder 
predominates • . \ Schottky defect comprises a disassociated pair of 
positive and negativ ion lattice sites . This is shown symbolically in 
Figure 2.8.8 for a two dim nsional lattice; th e square denote s a 
vacancy. The ions are thought of as migrating to surface sites and it 
is necessary to hav , on average , approximately equal numbers of positive 
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and negative sites to provide charge neutral i ty ; other ... ,i se , eleclro-
stat ic repul sion ','Jould inhibi t the formation of further vacancie s . 
The equality condition will only be fulfilled whe n the forrr.ation energies 
for positive and negative ion defects are equal. 
The frenke l defect (figure 2.8 b) is a pair consisting of a 
po sitive ion vacancy and a positive interstitial ion, or similarly ~ ith 
negative ions. The silver halides are an example of the former case 
and calcium fluorid e is an example of the latter . 
If Ef is the energy required to form one Frenkel defect, then 
the increase in internal energy in the crystal on forming n such defects 
is nE f • If there are N suitable lattice sites in the crystal, then n 
ions can be taken f rom these in N{N - l)----{N - n+ 1) = N! ways 
n! (N - n) ! n! 
(The n~ occurs as order of selection is unimportant). They are put into 
n of the NI interstitial sites in NI! ways . There are thus 
(NI - n) ~ n~ 
il ways of forming n Frenke l def ects in a crystal, where 
Ii = N ~ NI! 2. 
( N - nH(N' - nH n! n! 
The increase in entropy (S) on forming n defects is given by the 
Boltzmann relation S = k log J 2 .2 
and the associated change in Helmholtz free energy is : 
F = U - TS 2.3 
The equilibrium state is found by minimizing this function at constant 
t emperatur , i.e . 
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hen 2.1 is substituted in 2.2, the factorial terms can be 
simplified by using Stirling's approximation, as large numbers are 
invo ved . 
logx ~ ~ xlogx-x 
Substituting 2.2 in 2.3 and performing the partia l differentiation 
yields : 
i . e • 
E - k T log (N - n) (NI - n) 
f 
1 
n (N N') '2 exp (- Ef /2kT) 
assuming n « N, N' 
= 0 
2.4 
2.4 is in fact the result which would be obtained by using the chemical 
"Law of Mass Action", with the exponential term as the equilibrium 
constant . 
The po ssi bi lity of a process taking place depends very s trongly on 
the magnitude of Ef (or in the Gase of a Schottky defect where the 
calculation is similar , on the formation energy of the defect pair). 
If tht~ crystal lattice was completely rigid, the magnitude of the def ect 
formation ene rgy would be in the region of the cohesi ve energy of the 
lattice (L e . above Be.v . in table 2.1). The polarization energy of the 
surroundings of the def ect can be almost as large as thj s I and the 
re~ulting energy of fonnation of def ects is often in the region of 
1 to 2e.v. 
SchottkY disorder occurs in the alkali halides because of their 
simple ionic nature - interstitial lattice sites are not available ~ithout 
2.4.2 
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di storting the lattice undu l y. According to Jost (42), the silver 
halides pref er the Frenke.l. me chani sm . Her e the Van-der-i'Jaals forc es 
are larger nnd these f a vour the occurrence of interstitial cations 
rather than anion vacanci es . The exi s tance of int ersii tials is very 
seriously a ff ect ed by t he diff er ence in the symmetry of the closed d 
shell of the s ilver ion and the closed p shell of alkali metal ions. 
The diff erence bebleen the shell and ionic radii cou l d th en be 
important ( 43). :lhilc it i s po ssible for both Frenkel and Schottky 
mechanisms to occur, only Frenkel defects have bee n definit e ly observed 
eve n at temperatures nea r the melti ng point (44, 45) . The activation 
energy for the forma tion of Frenkel defects in Agel is 1 . 4e .v. (45) 
a nd i n Ag Br it i s l . le . v. ( 46). 
The Effect of Impur itie s on Thermodynamic Equilibrium 
Once the Frenkel defect s are fOTme~ the silver ha l ide crystal 
becom s a good ionic conductor and by measuring the variation in 
conductivi ty vith temperature, it is possibl e to assess the importance 
of this type of conduction . Impuriti es , particularly those with a 
va l ency differ nt from that of the ho s t constituents , will di st urb the 
symmet ry of the lattice and di s turbance of the charge symmetry will have 
a very subs tantial eff ect at sufficiently low t emp eratures , depending 
on t he impurity concentration of course . 
If it is assumed that the crystal contains dival ent po s itive 
impurity ions in the concentration nx , that the concentration of sil ver 
ion vaca nci es i s n, a nd of i nt erstitial silver ions i s nf, then for 
electrical neutrality, 
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n + n' = n 
x 
2.5 
If the crystal is in thermodynamic equilibrium with its surroundings, 
then the Law ·of Mass Action is satisfied, i.e. 
nnt = 2.6 
where ~ is the equilibrium constant and will take a form simi lar to 
that in equation 2 . 4 . (This will be modified at low temperatures where 
effectively~another constituent will occur due to the association of 
vacancies ~ith the impurity ions (2); this is usually important only 
below room temperature ) . 
El i mi ne ti ng n' from 2.6 and 2..5 gives 
n + ( n 2 1 n = ..A. x + KT )Z 
2 
2.7 a 
4 
or eliminating n 
nx n 2 1 
n' = - + ( x +1<,-)2 2' 4""" 2..7 b 
At low temperatures KT is negligible so that n = nx and conductivity 
will depend on the diffusion of impurity induced silver ion vacancies. 
At high temperatures, K.r is large with respect to nx
2 and the thermally 
generated vacancies determine the conductivity. This sort of effect is 
well known in many crystals ( e .g. the alkali halides) and the electronic 
analogue is found in the case of semiconductors . 
~TG 
In the silver halides, however, electrolytic conductivity er the 
silver ion vacancies is far lower than the conductivity of interstitials . 
The diffusion of a defect can be thought of as overcoming a potential 
facing- page 27 
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barri er between one si~e and the next . This potentia l i s kno wn a s the 
activa t i on energy Ea for migration of a def ect and the probability 
of a jump will have a dependence on E and on th e lattice t empe rature . 
a 
The probability per se cond (1/ ) i s given by (3): 
2 .8 
when V, i s the atomic vibrational frequency . In thi s way an 
express ion for the diffus ion taking place in a crysta l can be found and 
on applying the Eins t ein r elation which as socia tes a mobility with 
the diffus ion , the i onic conductivity i s found to be : 
2.9 
whe r e No i s th e number of ions of the speci es in the crys tal per 
unit volume , p i s the fraction of atoms able to move and a i s the lattice 
cons t a nt (3). 
The values of Ea for the s ilver vacancy sit e are found to be 
O. 3ge . v. i n AgCI ( 47) and O.25e . v . in AgBr (46) , and for the 
int er sti t i al site O. I Oe . v . in AgCI (47) and O. ll e . v. in AgBr (46). 
The eff ect of the very diff erent conductiviti es for the two 
mechani sms i s s hown pa rticularly we ll by such experiments a s tho se 
of Teltow ( 47, 27) whe r e Cd++ i s introduced into substitutional sit es 
in the crystal and ins tead of increa s ing the conductivity of the crys tal 
it i s r educed for small concentrations of cadmrum a t r elatively l ow 
t emper a tures , a s is shown in Fig . 2 .9 . Thi s is because the eff ect of 
t he cadmium i s to r educe the equilibrium concentration of int er s titia l 
s ilver ions a s i s shown in equation 2 . 7 b and it is only at high er 
2.4.3 
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concentrations of Cd++ that the lower mobi l ity of a much great er 
quanti t y of vaca nt s it es produces a larger conductivity. 
El ectron Trapping and Def ect Centres 
It is to be expected that impu r ity centres wi ll have a marked 
eff ect on the crystal ' s ele ctronic conductivi ty . A suita bl y charged 
centre would be expect ed to provide a trap for ele ctrons or hol es 
and even whe n no trapping can take place , the eff ect vill be a 
st rong s ca tt ering, which will reduce the electron or hole mobi lity. 
Such trapping occurs very strongly in the alkali halides at th e 
vacant lattice s it es forming an F-centre . when a n electron is trapped 
at a vaca nt ha logen s it e and a V-centre when a hol e i s trapped at a 
vacant metal si t e . Many more complex centres can be formed on suitable 
treatment of t he crystal , particularly when impuriti es are incorporat ed . 
In genera l , the centres are c la ssifi ed according to optical absorption 
bands which correspond to e l ectronic excitation of the centres . A very 
considerabl e amount of Vlork has be en carried ou t on imperfections in 
the alkali ha lides; r eferences 2 and 48 r eview the state of this 
subject . 
~hile similar centres must exist in the silver halides , no direct 
identificati on has been made either of the thermally induced centres 
or of these when e ectrons or holes are trapped , even at low 
temperatures . There appear to be no characteristic absorptions in the 
optical absorption spectrum although it is doubtful if the inves tigations 
.tht'..t,J. 
have bee n carried f a rJ into the infra-red. The only absorption which 
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can be observed i s t hat of colloidal silver particl es in suitably 
prepa r ed cry s tal s - thi s is c'iscussed in the following section . 
Silver chloride and bromide exhibit an effici ent chara ct eri stic 
visible i uminescence at low temperatures ; this is quenched by 
thermal a ctivation above 180°I( in Agel and above nOK in AgBr. Thi s 
eff ect i s not as yet 'lell understood but it is of cons iderable interes t 
and has been investigated quite ext ensively. Wiegand (58) suggests 
'I: , ·h<..<t 
that the process is po ss ibl y connect ed with the transport of carri er s t 
irradiation leads to electrons and hol es in the crys ta l . The holes 
are first tra pped at s ilver ion vacancies which later act as 
r ecombinati on centres for the conduction electrons. The lumines cent 
emi ssi on spe ctrum has been inves tigated by Vacek and other s (59) i n 
pure and doped Agel and they obse rve a doubl et structure in the band 
ext ending from 450 to 550 m/-L which could be due to an exciton on a 
lattice vacancy , a nd on a dislocation jog (59) or e lse it may refl ect 
the exc iton structure seen in optical absorption (11). Sonoike and 
~kimo t o have observed a number of bands which are common to various 
impuriti es a nd so would appear to be connected with crysta l def ects 
ra ther tha n impurity sites (60). Various emission bands are 
~tribut ed to s ilver vacancies (545 m/-L), interstitia l silver ions 
(52.0 m/-L); one possibly due to thermally decomposed silver atoms (62.0 ffiIJ.) 
and a peak at 485 m/-L which may be due to shallow electron traps at 
dislocati on sites . 
2.4.4 
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The Colloidal Band 
Optical colloid absorption bands are we ll known in many ionic 
crystals including the alkali halides; conduction electron spin 
resonanc e has been observed in many of them - in particular when the 
spin-lattice relaxation of the conduction electrons is sufficiently 
long, in Li, Be , Na and K. Lithium colloids form very easily on the 
irradiation of lithium hydride and this was the first occasion ·',hen 
conduction e . s .r. in such colloids ~as observed (49). The ca se of 
lithium in lithium fluorid e is particularly us eful as a "g-value 
marke r" in e . s.r.; Kaplan and Bray (50) found that Li colloids formed 
l'/hen crystal s .... ere given very h{!avy neutron dos es ( ~ 1020 per cm2) 
and on anneali ng ut 7300 C the single e .s.r. line narrowed t o not more 
than ·03 gauss with a g-value of 2.00229 ± .00001, extremely close to 
the fr ee spin value . 
Conduction e . s . r . of silver coiloids in AgBr has been c l aimed 
(51) but al l attempts to repeat this have been completely unsuccessful. 
It should be not ed that these results were obtained using a highly 
impure AgBr po wder sample (the impurity would probabl y be in the region 
of 1%, but no mea surement lVas made of this ). 
The optical a bsorption by colloidal particles was originally 
treated by Mie in 1908 (52, 53) who applied his results to suspensions 
of gold p rticl es in liquids . The "latent image" or colloid 
absorption in the si! ver halides was first observed by Hilsch and Pohl 
(54) and has bee n extensively investigated since then . Some dichroism 
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W~ve1ength dependence of optical extinction calcu1 ted as 
a function of particle radius (given in~) for sodium spheres (57) . 
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was obs erved by Rohloff on rolied specimens of AgCI, where the 
colloidal sil ver particles would be distort ed (55). A similar effect 
would presumably occur if preferred orientation of non-spherical 
particles took place . 
I physical explana tion of the colloid absorption process has been 
put forward by Doy le (56, 57). It is due to a frequency dependent 
local fi eld with in t he particl e which is a result of the variat ion of 
the internal di electric constant with frequency. Doyl e also put forwa rd 
the a lt ernati ve expl a nation that the absorption is due to a bound plasma 
r esona nce of the conduction electrons in the colloidal particl es as 
a whol e . He point s out that conditions are the same (L e . depending 
on the real part of the complex diel ectric constant of the metal which 
(£ f a ll s to zero at the frequencYAonset of the u . v. transpa r ency). 
Doyl c ' s theoretical results for SOdium , which is electrically" yell 
beha ved" ore shown in Figure 2.10. The wavelength dependence of optica l 
extinctions i s given as a function of particle radius in X.; 
the absorptions a r e of a n e l ectric dipole character but he predicts 
that for the l a r g st parttcles there will be some e l ectric quadrupole 
contribution at short er wa velengths. 
2. 4 .5 Properties of Certain Ille t all i c Ions as Impuriti es 
The eff ect of many diff er ent ions in the silver ha l ides have 
bee n investigated, parti cu la rly in r elation to the photographic process . 
Much of t hi s work has been of a phenomerological or chemical nature 
a nd th physical processes involved have remained quit e obscure . 
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it conunercia l photographic emulsi on is exceedingly complex a nd is often 
only accessibl e fo r investigation aft er the system has been drastically 
simpl if i ed . hJost of the important processes whi ch take pIa ce occur on 
the surface of the crystal grains in the emul sion and it is in 
general on the surfa ce that sensit izati on of the grains for absorption 
of radiation occurs. Important processes ca n hovever take place 
a,vay from the gra in surface , and it is in such processes that 
experiment s with large crystals , or crystal plates can be of consid-
erabl e importance. Many of the physical processes taki ng place in 
photographic systems are discussed by Mitchell (61) and although this 
,,",ork is very incomplet e , and some of the concl usions may be inadequate, 
it provid :; an excellent guide to the phys ical nature of the problem. 
Some mention of Mitchell ' s approach to the subject is given in 2.6. 
The eff ect of a nions such as oxygen, sulphur, selenium and 
tellurium in the si l ver halides has been investigated extensively by 
Stasi I{ ond his co-worker s (62) , but the detail s of thi s work are 
beyond the scope of this thesis. i\mong the ma ny cations which have 
been i nv stigated o re copper , iron , manganese, gold , cobalt (63) and 
nickel (63, 64); of these the fir st four will be described . 
(a ) Copper 
It is found that whe n copper is incorporated in sil ver chloride 
crystal which are annealed in a reducing a tmosphere , the crystal is 
highly sensitized for th formation of an internal l atent image (i. e . on 
irradiation in th cxciton or conduction band at room temperatures, 
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there i s a large amount of colloida l silver formed in the crystal) 
(65, 66, 67). , nnealing the crystal in an oxidising atmosphere 
(chlorine) r emoves this photosensitivity . 
Tucker observ~d the e . s . r . spectra of Cu++ in freshly chlorinated 
sa mples (68) . He found that three complexes could occur : in samples 
cool ed quickly from room t emp erature to liquid nitrogen t empera ture , 
th e dominant one i that of a Cu++ ion SUbstituted for an Ag+ ion. 
:,ppa r ently a ll of the surrounding lattice sites are occupied and there 
is a Ja hn - Tel l er di s tortion a l ong a <100> axis . One of the other 
centres has a s imil a r but larger distortion and this is a ttributed to 
a vaca nt next-nea r es t neighbour silver ion lattice site (<lOO> direction) 
The third centre itf due to Cu++ ,vith the nearest neighbour silver 
l a ttice s it e vacant « 11 0> direction). Larger numbers of the lntter 
t . 0 types of compl x can be obtained by cooling the crystal slowly 
from room t mper atur . Thi s aUo·,vs the thermally dissociated si! ver 
ion va cancy to a socia t e with the charged copper ion - the binding 
energy of thi s compl ex i s only about O.2e . v . (27). Palma and his co-
work r found tha t irradia ting Cu+ doped crysta l s with the 436 ~ "g-
lin a t room t emper a tur formed centres similar to those described 
by Tuck r (39 , 69) . They found that darkening increased on irradiation 
but aft r wa rd s the e . s .r . signal decayed over some hours and could be 
r e t or d on r eirradiation. The eu+ ions apparently act as a hole trap 
and 1 ctrons combin with silver ions at suitabl e sites to provide 
the da rk ning . Thi s is in agreement with the mechanism put for ~ard 
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by Mitchell for photographic sensitivity (2.6). This work showed 
the importance of using light which would penetrate the crystal for 
irradiation; earlier experiments using u.v. radiation produced f.luch 
less stabl e centres on or close to the crystal surface . The decay of 
the e .s,r. signal is probably associated with a loss of resolution 
implying an interaction with other Cu ++ ions (70). 
More recent \'Jo rk by Burnham and Moser has shown that in we ll 
prepa r ed crystals with a r e latively low concentration of Cu+ (less 
than 1017/cm3; Palnm's samples contained about 3 x lOI8/cm3), the 
e ,S,r, signal obtained on irradiation is fairly stable at room 
temperature and the lifetime is short only above l800C (40). 
th t C + . · d d h It would appear a u Ions provl e 0 eep ole trap, while in 
halogena ted crystals Cu++ ions act in soce ways os an ~lectron 
trap (71) (presumably the process where an electron associated with 
the interstitial Ag +-liberated when a hole is captured by Cu +- is 
more probable in the Cu+ doped specimens until sufficient Cu++ centres 
are formed), 
The stability of the e .s,r. signal from the Cu++ ions in 
irradiat ed Cu+ doped crystals and in Cu++ doped crystals is destroyed 
by straini ng the samples and this presumably accounts for the lower 
stability of Palma's a nd Tucker's signals . 
,\pporently an aggregation of Cu ++ centres takes place ~ it vould 
appear that this i s related to crystal dislocations at room temperature 
tt t 
an9( some proc ess ~ Occur~ where the Cu ++ ions may be redispersed by 
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optical ly bl eaching the absorption at tributed to them ,restori ng th e 
e . s . r . signa I (72). 
In conclus ion, the investigations on the syst em AgCI : Cu ha ve 
demonstrated the r eleva nce of hole trapping mechanisms to darkening 
of thc sii ver halides and the importance of di sloca tion processes 
as te ll as purcly e l ectronic a nd ionic phe nomena . 
(b) I ro n 
There has recent ly been s ome investigation of the eff ect of 
iron dissolved in the si lver halides . This has s ome importance 
principal ly because it hos proved difficuit to r emove it from other-
wise pure sampl s of the host . There is thus likely to be present 
( perhaps in qua ntities of a bout 0.1 p.p.m.) some iron in nominally 
pure crysta l s and it .must be remembered that some of the properti e s 
d scribed in 2.3 a r c pe rhaps the r esul t of iron impurity in t he 
crystal as much as properties of the silver holide itself. This wi ll 
be particula rly important in the ca se of low temperature mobility 
exp riments . 
Bronn a nd his co-workers have obs erved an increase of el ectron 
t rapp i ng in crystals doped with iron (73). Recent work has bee n to 
investigate t he nature of Fe3+ centres in the s ilver holides usi ng 
e . s .r. t chniques . These centres we r e obtained by a nnealing doped 
crystals in th ha logen at a round 4000 C and qu enching them to liquid 
nitrog n t empe ra t ur s (74, 75). One state has been observed: that of 
6SSk in 0 cubic nvironment . There i s a pa rtly re sol ved hyperf i ne 
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1 1 f ' interaction \,ith the ha logen ligands i n the fj = - '2 -> + '2 ~ne 
s 
structure transition (Figure 7 . 1) . tiaximum r esolution is in the 
<100> crystallographic direction and Hayes has fitt ed the 
absorption line- shape using a n independent bonding model to an inter-
st itia! Fe3+ ion co -ordinat ed with four t et rahedra lly placed hal ogen 
ions on normal latt i ce sites (F eCI 4) ( Figure 8 . 1) . It i s necessa ry 
to include a large quadrupol e contribution t o obtain the correct 
typ of spl itti ng . The ENDOR spectrum of (FeC1 4)- has been obs erved 
by Garth (76); his r su It s essentially confirm tho se predict ed by 
Haye ( tabl e2'3) • 
Tabl e 2 .3 Pa rameters (i) of t he Spin Hamiltonian of Fe 3+ in AgC! 
and ,\gBr . 
Lattice g n A B P 
hgCI 
i gBr 
( i ) 
(ii) 
( Hi) 
(i v) 
(ii ) ( i i) ( i i) ( i i i) ( ii ) (Hi) (ii) (iii) 
2 . 0156 +75 .0 3 .3 3 . 85 ~ " O +2 .28 (-)1.0 1 .91 
±0 .0004 ± 0 .3 ±0 . 5 iO . 06 ±0 . 5 -0 . 04 ± 0 . 5 ±0.04 
2. .045 (iv) 16 .2 7 . 8 (+) 3 . 8 
±0 . 005 ±1 . 5 ±1.5 i 1 . 5 
Th va rious paramet rs have their usua l meaning and a , A, Band P 
are i n unit of 10-4cm- l . The sign of a is from measurements at 
1 . 30 1( (76). 
From r ef e r nce 75. 
From r ef er nce 76 . 
No f in st ructure has been obse rved, pos si bly becaus e of crystal 
i mperf ections . 
Th re i appar ntly a considerable amount of covalent bonding in 
the ion (FeCI4)- a nd supporting this model , thi s compl ex i s found to 
exisi i n mol ' cul s with a high stability . 
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Haye s proposed the model which is shown in Figure 8. 1 for 
thi. s centre ; the Fe3+ ion is in an interstitial sit e with the 
abs pnt 
te trahedron of fou r neare st neighbour Ag+j. This is support ed by 
mea sureme nts of the~oom t emperatur~ ionic conducti v1 t y1as predict ed 
by Hayes e t al . and more r e cent measurements by Slifkin with large 
annea li ng pre ssures furth er support the interpretation (77) • 
ENDOR s tudies of the chlorine (76) and si l ver (78) nucle i surrounding 
the complex have conf i rmed this model. 
j~pparently the stabl e s tat e of iron in the silver halides i s t he 
f e rrou s one (Fe2+) in a substitutional site, as is the case with Cu2+, 
Ni2+ , c02+, and Mn2+ (68, 64, 63, 79). The measured ionic conducti vity 
of crys tal s al so corresponds to one silver ion vacancy associat ed with 
ea ch Fe2+ ion (75, 27). Bot tger (8), claims to have observed dipolar 
2+ 
absor ption in AgBr 1 due to an Fe ion ~1ith an associated si! ver ion 
va cancy (2.2.2). Koswig and Kunze have observed t he optical 
2+ 
absorption spectrum of Fe in AgCl and AgBr in both low and high 
concentrations (whe r e aggregation occurs). Their r e sults for the dilut e 
phase agree with the Fe2+ model with an associated distortion (80). 
2+ No obse rvation ha s been r eport ed of e . s . r. of Fe in AgCl, pe rhaps 
because of the likel ihood of line broadening by lattice def ects (81). 
Hayes propo ses a process for the conversion of Fe2+ to Fe3+ 
during a high t emperature anneal in chlorine. This l'Iill be de scribed 
in Chapt e r VIII wher e the results obtained with irradiated AgCl : Fe 
will be di scus s ed. 
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(c) Manga nese 
iI number of workers (82, 83, 79 ) have studied the S-state ion 
Mn++ in AgCl using e . s . r . techniques. The r e sult s are not significantly 
diff er ent from thos e vith Mn2+ in alkali chlorides (84) . Daehler 
(79 ) observed isolated Mn2+ centres and centres distorted by a next-
nea r est neighbour silver ion vacancy in a <100 > direction, depending 
on how the crystal was cooled , as with copper. He also obse rved a very 
broad abso rption ( ~ 750 gauss near g ; 2) wh ich he attributed to an 
aggr egatio n of the manganese centres . This work has been pursued with 
AgBr : Mn++ but so f a r no results are availabl e due to the large li ne 
width of the manganese resonance in this host . 
Some e . s . r . studies we r e made on AgCl : Mn during the investigations 
on sil ve r chloride whi ch are the subject of this thesis . The r esults 
obtained appear to agree with Daehler ' s, but they were not continued 
in detail because of Da ehler ' s almost identical work. 
( d) Gold 
-
Littl e work ha s been done on the physical properti es of gold 
di ssolved in the silver halides . It is used extensively in commer~ial 
photographic emulsions to increase the se nsitivity of the emulsion 
for incomplete development . It apparently acts on the t1mU lsion grain~ 
I surf ace' a nd is probably ass ociated with sulphur ions , i . e . adsorbed 
as aurous sulph i de (61) . It is unlikely that the subject would be 
directly useful in this thesis , particularly because it has bee n 
studi d empirical ly as a ~urface ~~hemical phenomenon ' with little 
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reference to the physical processes involved. 
Mitchel l has investigat ed the decoration of dislocations (2.5.1) 
by f\g and i\u in the s ilver halides (85) and a brief description of 
the use of gold in this context will be given. 
Chemically, go l d occurs in a monoval ent (aurous) state or in a 
trival ent (auric) state . j'. divalent form, analogou s with dival ent 
coppe r or s ilver does not normally occur as a stable chemical species; 
I~ ClS 
e . S.r. of divalent gold compl exes Ittft)' R8¥e been obs e rved under special 
conditions (92). Gold forms chlorides in both its states , and in 
such substances as chloroauric acid (HAuCI 4) the pl .::nar complex 
(AuC1
4
) is quite stabl e . 
Bartlett and Mitchell prepared their crystals by adding up to 
0.1 Mol% of auric chloride to molten hgCl under an atmosphere of 
hydrogen ch l oride. They expe cted it to go into the crystal as 
aurou s chloride . Before examinat ion, they annealed the crystals for 
6 to 12 hours under 200 t o 300 mm. Hg of chlorine at 3500 C. 
,',nncaled crysta ls containing 10-lmOl% of AuCl whi ch had been briefly 
irradiat cd through an AgCI filt er (to r emove strongly adsorbed 
·,.ya ve l cngths ) , dark ned in exposed areas in a mattcr of a fe \J weeks at 
room t mperaturc and in a f ew minut e s at about 1500 C. The da rkening 
lVas a pparently duc to the separati on of platelets of gold. Later 
experiment s 1,,1th l ower conc entrations produced no such separation 
probably because th gold diffused out of the crystal in the anneal . 
They then annealed the crysta l in chlorine in the presence of gold 
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whi ch on expo sure a nd thermal development produced excelle nt 
decoration of disl ocat ions. 
Mitche ll points out that the syst em is in a metastabl e state 
of high free energy at room te~perature , and t hat the free ene rgy is 
lowered by the separati on of platelets and the libera tion of the 
halogen . This would occur when the AuCI ha d a much lower sol ubility 
o in AgCI at room t empe ra ture than at 400 C. It would appear that the 
sor t of mechanism which occurs on thermal deve lopment is a nal ogous 
to that of chemical deve lopment to produce silver (61). Th e irradiation 
forms some nucl eus , simil a r to the lat ent image (2 .6) I a nd gold ions 
whi ch probably dif fuse t hrough the crystal s by way of the int e r s titial 
positions are adsorbed to the nucl ei to charge them positively . This 
is follow ed by the transfer of e l ectrons from ha l ide ions with t he 
creation of posit ive hol es . Gold atoms ore thus added to the nucl e i 
and po si tive holes a nd vaca nt silver ion l a ttice sites diffu se to the 
su rface wher e ha l ogen mo lecules a r e formed and can e scape (85). 
The bes t decoroti on was observed ;rithin a fraction of a milli-
met er of the crystol surface . In the int erior, the contrast was not 
good due to a genera l separation of f ine particl es of gold as well 
as the decoration . 
The optical colloid absorption of .\gCl ~u is descri bed in 
Cha pter VII. 
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2.5 Dislocations 
2.5.1 
Although crystal lattice dislocations have their greatest 
significance when such subj ects as lattice strength and crystal growth 
are being studied , they can have considerable effect on the charact er 
of ionic processes which occur in the crystal. A brief description of 
dislocations wi ll be given to indicate the sort of processes which 
may be important. 
General Oescription (3, 86) 
The concept of a dislocation in a lattice is of a linear defect 
in the cubic array . Its best description is obtained from a study 
of its formation. In the centre of Figure 2.11 is the starting 
mat erial, a perf ect, undeformed simple cubic lattice (taken for the 
sake of clarity). Suppose this lattice is cut along any of the planes 
indicated in the auxiliary cubes, then the atoms on one side of the cut 
are shifted in a direction pa rallel to the cut surface through a 
distance equal to one atom spacing relative to the corresponding atoms 
on the other side . Th e atoms on either side of the cut are then 
rejoined and the new, distorted lattice is shown in the outer figures. 
The lattice structure itself is actually almost perfect except near 
the lines l ... \ of the various figures. The line AI\ is the dislocation 
line . If the atoms over the cut surface are shifted in a direction 
perpendicular to the line At.. a n edge di sl ocati on is created; if the 
shift is parallel to AA , a screw dislocation is created; if the shift 
is at sone other arbitrary angle to tJ , the result is a dislocation 
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of mixed character. In general, the line AA need not be straight and 
the dislocation can vary between the t wo extr€r:1es. 
fffi edge dis l ocation can be simply visualized by inserting an 
additional half plane of atoms in the crystal. A screw dislocation 
can be thought of as a spiral ramp about the dislocation line. 
The planar lattice def ect which is called a small angle or sub-
grain boundary can be constructed from arrays of dislocations. 
A tilt boundary is made up of a series of edge dislocations and a 
twist boundary is an array of screw dislocations. Such boundaries 
are likely to exist in a nominally single crystal. They can be 
observed using X-ray crystallographic techniques or else the dis-
tortion of the lattice ca n be observed in polarized light in the 
transpa rent crystal when the boundary angle is sufficient. 
I1s was previously mentioned, the prime importance of dislocations 
is connected with the mechanical strength of crystals. Plastic slip 
processes can occur many orders of magnitude more easily when 
disloca tions are present in a crystal than in a perfect crystal; the 
silver halidcs are an excellent example of this. They have a 
consistency a kin to 8,iff cheese and clearly the lattice energy is not 
directly playing much part in uaintaining the lattice as the melting 
points a r e over 400oC. It is not possible to cleave the crystals 
and these properti es lead to many problems in handling single crystal 
specimens. 
Frank has proposed mechanisms which greatly increase the speed 
• 
2.5.2 
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of growth of crystals - the presence of screw disloca t ions on a 
crysta l surface mean t hat no new lattice pl anes ne ed be formed; 
the crystal grows on the "ramped" singl e plane. 
Di s locations can be observed directly in a number of ways: 
by direct observa tion in metal films usi ng e l ectron microscopy; 
by decoration techniques , which we r e origina lly developed by Mitchell 
in hi s work on the sil ver ha lides ; a nd by observing the etch pits 
which occur whe r e disloca tions eme rge on crystal surfaces which have 
been treated wi th some et ching solution . The latter t wo techniques 
have been used very extensively on the silver ha lides and much has 
been l earned about t he properti es of dislocations from t hi s work . 
Int eractions with Point Defects 
{a} Mechanical Eff ect s 
Di s locati ons a r e surrounded by a mechanica l stress fi eld whose 
magnitude decreases as a function of distance . ~n impurity a tom, 
having a radi us some-wha t diff e rent from that of the norma l atoms , 
will produce a locnl di s turbance of the lattice , i. e . a s t ress field. 
In this way, a n int era ction bet ween th e di sloca tion and the impuriti es 
will occur. Cott rell {88} proved that in first approximati on, only 
edge di s locat ions int eract ui th impuriti es and that a cloud of 
impuriti es , the so called "Cottrcll A.tmosphere", will be formed around 
them . Natura lly, migration is only possible when diffusion i s possibl e 
a nd if the tempe ra ture is too high, the rmal agitation makes th e number 
of a toms l eaving the atmosphere th e same as the number ent ering and 
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the Cottrell atmosphere more or less vanishes. Cottrell calculated 
that, in a well annealed, undeformed crystal, wi th about IOppm. of 
impurity, a ll the dislocations (a bout I05/ cm2) will be saturated. 
The Cottrell a tmosphere has important effects on the mechanical 
strength of the crystal . 
It should be not ed that disloca tions a re not crea ted under 
conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium , so that , once they ha ve been 
crea t ed, correct a nnealing will not restore the perf ect lattice . 
Annea ling will, howe ver, allow some opportunity for associated point 
and nea r point def ects to minimise their free energy . 
It may also be possible that impurities can migrate along 
disloca tion lines with a 10,'ler activation energy for diffusion than 
in th e crystal lattice . 
(b) Electrica l Effects 
Two dislocations can intersect in anyone of a large number of 
ways . There a r e a vari ety of ways in which one dislocation can move 
past another but the r esult is often that a trail of v~ concies or 
int crstitials is created. The crossing of two screw dis l ocations at 
right a ngles produces a row of va cancies . 
.. .,..t ,.,. ..,1..,',[ 
Another case is ~ t wo 
para ll el edge dislocations of opposite sign meet and annihilate one 
a nother . If they fail to meet by onc lattice spacing, for example, 
then a row of vacancies is again produced . (This latter case is not 
a very likely one but it is very simple to visualize) . The int eraction 
of disloca tions in a straining process will thus produce many va ca ncies 
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and interstitials in the lattice . They wi ll presumably diffuse 
away subj ect to the thermodynamic stat e of t he crysta l. It IVOS 
point ed out by Seit z (89), that Cl row of negative ion va canci es i s 
indistinguishable a long an edge disloca tion from 0 row of interstitial 
positi ve ions which ha ve cond ensed a t the edge of the di s locnt ion . 
Annea ling the crystal should restore the thermodynomic equilibrium 
to s ome extent. 
;\nother rc~ult of the int er a ctions bet ween disloca tions is that 
di s continuiti es or steps in the dislocation lines con occur . These 
a r e kno ~m as ~ ~hen the step moves the di slocation from one slip 
pl a ne to a nother a nd as kinks if the dislocation r emains in the s lip 
pl a ne ; a jog can only be eliminated at t empe rat ure s high enough to 
permit "climb" of the dislocation (i . e . when the dislocation can 
become a source or sink for vacanci es ) . Ther e will be a large number 
of jogs and kinks immediately after pl as tic deformation but in time 
the number will f a ll considerably. 
A very importa nt property of dislocation jogs and kinks in 
ionic crysta l s is that they carry an electrical cha rge of ±e/2, where 
e is the ionic charge (89) I so that they can take part in the trapping 
of e l ectrons a nd hol es , a nd of mobile ions in the crystal . 
+ + + + + 
Figure 2 . 12 
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Figure 2. 12 i s a s impl e demonstration of the fact that what is call ed 
a n "incipient hal ogen ion va ca ncy" has a charge of e/2. The row 
of ions represents a n extra st rip on the edge of a n edge dislocation 
in 0 crystal of the NaCl t ype , running in the <100> direction . 
The squares r epresent t vo incipient halogen ion va ca nci es at th e point s 
where the dislocotion jogs . The ro ~ possesses a n ext r a cha rge of +e 
whi ch may be r ego rded os being evenly divided betvJeen both end s a nd 
hence the incipi ent vacancies . 
Dislocotions as 0 whole will be charged if their surroundings 
ore in thermal equilibrium and the re is an excess of incipi ent 
vaca nci es of one s ign . Thi s wi ll occur ~hene v er th e ene rgi es of 
format ion of va canci es (o r interstitials ) of bot h signs a r e diff e r ent. 
For el ectrical neutrality to occur, the dis l ocation wil l be surrounded 
by a IIDebye-HUckel ll cloud of va ca nci es or interstitials ha ving a net 
charge equa l a nd opposite in sign to that of the dislocat ion. This ca n 
be des cribed os on " e l ectrical Co ttrell a tmo s pher e". \~hen divalent 
impuriti es are present, t he magnitude of the charge of the dislocation 
"is modifi ed and can even be r eversed (90). 
McGowan (91), has demonstrated tha t moving di slocat ions in AgCI 
carry a nega tive charge , us ing a n indentat ion t echnique to produce 
a strong inhomogeneous st r ess fi e ld. 
It is a matter for speculation what eff ects dis l oca tions will 
ha v on the el ectro nic properti es of sil ver ha lides . The distortion 
will r e l ax e l ectronic transition se lection rules (89), as we ll as 
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o di sturbing the bond structure . The 75 K peak in the glow curve 
(Figure 2.7) rnllY be associated with dislocations in some woy (22). 
2.6 Photographic Sensitivity 
As has been previously mentioned , the s ilver ha lides , often as 
mixed crystals of chloro-bromide or brorw-i odide , form the basis of a ll 
photographic "emulsions . The cry sta l grains a r e suitably " sensi tized" 
which usua l ly means they ore treated chemica lly to form the sul phide 
on t he surfaces and a lso with dyes to convert the lower energy (red) 
radiation to some form wit h which the surface will interact. The 
emul s ion is then formed by suspending the sensitized grains i n 
gelatine . 
It is not intended to describe the sort of very complex processes 
vhich must take pl a ce in such an emulsion . The theories put forward, 
ho wever, principally by Mit chell (61,92), go some way to providing 
an expl anatio n of both surfa ce and volume effects a lthough it is not 
in pl a ce to gi ve a criticism of them . 
Two properti es of s ilver halide crystals ore particula rly 
import ant in their El bility t) form 0 photographic image, which is the 
a ccumula tion of very small particles of silver . Of prime importance is 
the ease of forma tion a nd the high mobility of int erstitia l si lver ions 
(2. 4.1 a nd 2); follo wing thi s is the ability to a bso rb r elati vely low 
ener gy r adiati on (2.3.2) with the effici ent forma tion of e l ectrons 
a nd holes (Gurney - ~iott theory). In some way, electrons a nd sil ver 
io ns combine within the li f etime of the conduction elect rons a nd a 
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"la t ent-ima ge speck" i s formed. At some sta ge of the process, this 
speck is stabl e and is "developablell , i , e . it ca n be developed 
chemically from micro s copic to ma croscopic dimens ions. 
Fo l lowing on the suggestion by Scitz r ega rding the ha lf ionic 
charge o ~ incipient vaca ncies (2.5.2 b) , l\1itche ll ha s evolved a largely 
qua lita tive th eory which a ppea r s to fit many of the propert ies of s ilve r 
hal ide crysta l s (61). Hi s t heory is ba s ed on the pa rt s of the Gurney -
Mott th eory mentioned a bove with a r ecognition of th e importance of 
crysta l di s loca tions a s s it es for the forma tion of the image . He furthe r 
as sumes tha t it i s in th e incipi ent vaca ncy beside the silver ion jog 
sit es (or s imilar surf a ce s it e s) with the charge e/2 that the l a t ent 
image s tarts to form. Seitz suggests thnt this will tra p a n e l ectron, 
but Mitchell proposes that in fact an e l ectron will only be effici ently 
tra pped aft e r a n int er s titia l silver ion ha s diffus ed into t he vicinity 
of th e jo g . Thi s i s perhaps not too unlikely a s the +e/ 2 t r ap will be 
very sha llo M a t room t emper a ture due to the polariza tion of the 
surrounding l a ttice ; ( iIl itchell (61) estimat es 0,05 to O.02 e . v .) • 
Thi s sma ll r epu ls ion may well be ba lanced by a mecha nica l Cottre ll 
a ttra ction (2.5.2. 0). The lif etime of this silver a tom in a sit e next 
n jog i s apparently limited (j.litchell es timat es in the r egion of Isec) 
and th is process mu st be r epeat ed to form a more sta ble pa ir of silver 
a toms . A l a t ent i lOOge speck is f ormed by the furth er addition of a n 
+ int e r s titia l Ag ion a nd a conduction electron in tha t order . This will 
decay on pro l onged s tora ge . f,li tchell then po s tulates tha t a t room 
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t empe ratu r e , groups of t hr ee or more s ilver at oms adsorb adja cent , jog 
~~ilve r ions ' a nd t hus become pos itive ly cha rged. The compensa ting 
nega tive cha r ge is provi ded by va ca nt s ilver ion lat t i ce s it es in t he 
neighbourh ood. 
Cruc ia l t o Mi t chell 1s a r gume nt is t he f a t e of po s itive hol es . 
If they or e li kely to be tra pped by the i ma ge as i t builds up, a 
r egress ion wil l occur a nd the quantum effici enty is dras tical ly r educed 
be lo w what is oft en obse rved. Hol es have a consider ably highe r mobility 
2 - 1 1 t ha n the i nt er s t it i al ions ~ 1 cm volt s ec- compa r ed with 
-4 2 - 1 - 1 f \ + . 1 (2 2) 5 x 10 cm volt Se c or I g lnt erstitia s in t gBr . 4 . • 
I t is thu s essential tha t very efficient hol e t ra ps s hould 
e xi st ; in t he pure silver ha lides they do not , so tha t their photo-
sensit ivi t y i s very l ow. Nhen a hol e i s trapped by a suita bl e s i te , 
t o mai nta in cha r ge neut ra l ity, a s ilver ion "Jill be r e l eased which ca n 
diffu se by t he i p-t er s titia l cy mecha ni sm t o a poi nt wher e it ca n 
cont ribute t o t he l a t ent i ma ge . When t he hole i s tra pped on or is 
cl ose to t he surfa ce of t he cry stal, it ca n join .vith a no t her t rapped 
ho le a nd sil ver ion vDcnncy to allo ,v th e formntion of a ha logen 
mole cul e . " "lhil c ga s ma y unde r some circums tances form wi t hin the cry st a l 
(per ha ps on i nte rnal i mperf ections ) this would not seem very l ikely a nd 
i t would a ppea r t hat the r e l ease of ha l ogen depend s on the ability of 
si lver va cnnci es to diffus e t o the surfa ce . Thi s ma tt er is not a t a ll 
ci en r but i t may be a limita tion on the f ormation of t he inte rnal 
latent ilJl6ge . Even if ima ge formation takes pl a ce in pure crysta l s , 
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it will only occur very sio\'J ly a t room temperature due to the 
relatively sme.ll number of Frenkel def ects in the crysta l 
( ~ 1012/ cm3 in ; gBr). 
+ The case of Cu doped AgCl described in 2.4.5.a is an excellent 
exampl e of the a ction of a hol e tra p assisting the forma tion of a 
l atent image . On the oth(;r ha nd, Cu++ in AgCl a cts as an e l ectron 
trap and t hi s inhibits format ion of the image . 
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CHJ\PI'ER I I I 
THE PRINCIPLES OF E.S.R. SPECTROSCOPY 
3.1 The Resonance Condition for an I solat ed El ectron 
Since an electron is a charged particle, its motion in an 
applied magnetic fi e ld constitut es an electric current with a related 
magnetic moment . There is thus a magnetic moment g associated with 
the angula r momentum J such that 
1!: = -y :! 
\'Ihere the constant of proportionality y is called the IIgyromagnetic 
ratio". ~antum mechanically , the justification of this proportionality 
for a ll states with given l. is by the Wigner-Eckltart theorem. 
Thi s angular momentum need not have an entirely spatial character 
and in general it is a combination of the spatial moment with the 
intrinsic spin of the electron and its corresponding magnetic effect . 
For the sake of simplicity , a description will first of all be given 
of the inter~tion of an isolated electron in a steady magnetic field 
with a perturbing oscillating magnetic field. Such a situation is 
correctly described using a quantum mechanical treatment but a classical 
treatment i s of great use in some applications especially when 
considering relaxat ion and rapid passage effects . The classical 
description succeeds because the spontaneous emissions which can occur 
from the excited states of a quantized system are negligible in the 
practical conditions of a typical resonance experiment. 
Induced absorption and stimulated emission processes are completely 
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domina nt due to the l arge numbers of photons emitted even from a 
r elative ly 10M power source . 
(a) Quantum Me cha ni cal Treatment 
The application of a magnetic field H to an electron wi th 
magneti c moment b!: lead s to t he Hamiltonian 
3.1 
For a n electron with spin a ngular momentum s n ( s = t) this takes 
the form 
3.2 
whe r e g i s the spectro scopic splitting factor and !3 is the Bohr 
magneton. The components of tl are 
H = (2H1Cos wt,O,Ho) 3.3 
(HI «Ho) 
whe r e His the static magnetic field in the z direction of the 
o 
laboratory frame . It is the axis of quantization of the s pin moment 
a nd in the absence of the microwave fi eld 2Hl Cos wt , the Hamiltonian 
(110) has the tvo e igenva lues 
va lues of Sz ( = ± t ) • 
± tg~H corresponding to the two 
o 
The micro wave fi eld can no,v be included as a small , time dependent 
perturbation to induce transitions between the two states . The 
pe rturba tion Hamil tonian #1 wi ll have the form 
#1 = g!3sxHx 
a nd the e igenfunction of th e electron at time t will be 
3.4 
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where i'I
I 
and 1'/2 are the eigenvalues of Ho' al(t) and a2(t) are the 
normali zed probabi lity amplitudes . It is the variation of these 
probabiliti es with time that is of interes t her e and thi s wi ll follow 
from the application of the time dependent Schrodinger equation : 
= i n 2f: dt 
The probability of f inding the system in the ~ + i> state at a time 
t > 0 is to the f irst order 
-- 4g2~2H12 +1 I S I 
..... < '2 x 
Th e function [ ] onl y has an appreciable value when w ~ (J.) 21 
for times which are not too short . This then is the condition for 
resonance; th e matrix element <+i I Sx I -i> leads to the selection 
rule 6. m 
s 
= ± I for magnetic dipole transitions. The Hermi t ia n 
charact er of the Pau i spin matrix s means that P[(m + 1) ->m] = 
x 
~[m-> (m + l~, i . c . that induced absorption and emission are equally 
like l y. 
The above conditions will be disturbed if the microwave field 
3.6 
Hi is too larg and the condi tions of th e perturbation are not justified. 
Higher order theory will then allow double quantum transitions. 
(b) Classical Treatment 
Classical ~y, a spinning electron with magnetic moment g 
will prccess about an app l ied (st eady) magnetic field !io according 
to the equation of motion 
facing page 60 
figure 3.1 
y 
Figure 3.1 
Precession of ~ about !ie in the ot ting Coo dinatc Syst.em, 
the Moment M is the Combined Effed of the In . vidu 1 
I oments ft .- . 
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= ~xY!! 3 .7 
dt 
Thi s describes the Larmor precession with a frequency w given 
-0 
by Y!:!o. 
In a magnet ic resonance experiment , a circularly polarized fi eld 
of ampli t ude HI rotates about !:!a with a fr equency ~ in the same sense 
a s the precession . The effect of H on the preccssi ng e l ectron is 
1 
most easily observed from a frame rotating with H} (i. e . so that Hl 
i s stati onary in the r otating frame). In t his f rame equation 3.7 
then becomes 
= l! x (y!i + ~) 3.8 
Equat ion 3 .8 shows that the motion of g in the rotating syst em obeys 
the same equati on as in the laboratory system, provided the actual 
f ield!! is r eplaced by an eff ective fiel d 
H 
-e = H + ~ 
- -y 
The resonance condition is , as before, 
Y H = w, i . e . W = Wo 
o 
a nd this is detected by the r .f. field H . 
1 
The spin vect or precesses now about the effective fi eld !!e , at an 
angl e e to !!o 
I !!cl = [ (H -o 
and ta n e = 
Ho - '~/YI 
Thi s i s sho wn in Figure 3.1. 
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At r esonance !!e coincides identically with !!l' so we see from 
equation 3.7 that the spin now precesses about H according to 
-1 
Ul 
-p 
;: 3.9 
in the rotating frame . This model agrees with the conclusions derived 
quantum mechanically ; the angl e e describes the relative probabilities 
of the electron being in the spin states I-t> and I+t> and the 
transition probability can be assessed geometrically. 
3 .2 An Assembly of Electrons 
In general , when the stati c susceptibili ty is measured or 
~e r e sonance is observed for a set of paramagnetic e l ectrons , they are 
within some host , whether it be solid, liquid or gas . It is u seful 
to talk of a " spin temperature" which de scribes the relative populations 
of the electron spin states in a magnetic field. This must be related 
to the temperature of the host, or the lattice, am in condi ti ons of 
thermal equil ib rium, the two temperatures will be equal , due to some 
coup I ing between the two systems . In many cases, the interaction between 
electron s is small and Boltzma!:l statistics will be sat i sf actory (in the 
case of conduction e lectrons in a metal , Fermi-Dirac statistics must be 
used , leading to a much lower temperature independent susceptibility 
for temperatures below the Fermi temperature) . The relative 
populations of th t wo states of an electron in a fi eld H will normally 
be of the form exp(-g~HJkT) which l eads to Curie ' s Law at most normal 
temperatures. In a paramagnetic r eS onance experiment , one will observe 
a net absorption of power by the spin system dependent on the populati on 
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excess in the lower energy state as the probabilities of absorption 
and emission from the lower and higher energy state~ are equa l . 
It is now essential to introduce some mechanism to remove this 
energy from the upper state, otherwise the populations will equalize 
and the resonance will "satura t e". Normally the electron spins are 
weakly coupl ed t o the lattice by way of the spin-orbit coupling . 
The ability of this mechanism to de-excite the electrons al l ows a 
spin-lattice relaxation time T to be defined . This is the time it 
1 
takes for a given excess of energy in th e spin system to fall to lIe 
of it s initiaJ valu e . 
Bloch (1) took account of this spin-lattice interaction and also 
of poss ibl e spin-spin interactions when he modified the basic form of 
equation 3 . 7 t o include these two effects . Introducing a total 
magnetiza tion vector! which is the r esultant of a l l the electronic 
magnets , equation 3 . 7 now i s 
::: yE x !! 3 . 10 
dt 
The effect of the two spin r e laxation interactions will be 
quit e di sti nct as can be seen if it is considered what happens to the 
ca se in 3 . I .b if the exciting fi e ld HI is suddenly turned off after a 
nonequi librium situation has been achieved . M wi l l tend to precess 
at ~ ::: Y !!O , the z component of ill (parallel to !:!o)will grow as 
individual moments making up ! f lip to bring M
z 
towards ~lo' the un-
perturbed magnetization . This process which is shown in Figure 3 . 1 
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r equires the moments to give up the ir energy to the lattice and so 
the time constant T is applicable . 
1 
The second process involves the individual moments i n the local 
dipolar field of the ir neighbours . This wil l a l ter the fi eld H which 
-0 
a ch moment xpcri nces and s o ther e wil l be 0 distr i bution in 
precession f requencies for each moment and the coherence in the 
individual components making up filL (norma l to tlo) is l ost , causing 
h'!L to decay with t he characteristic s pin-spin r elaxation time T2 
(F igure 3 . 1). 
Taking account of these eff ects we can now modify equat i on 3 . 10 
t o the Bloch equations ( expressed in the laboratory frame ) 
y (M x !!) z + 3.11a 
d r 
x ,Y ::: 
dt 
Y ( Ill x H) -
- - x ,y 3.11b 
Th e se equati ons can be sol ved for a number of cases . Certai n "fast 
passage" situations where the r esonance i s obse rved in a time short 
compared with Tl have been so lved . A di s cussi on of these is given 
by Abra gam (2) . Th ~ simples t ca se and the one norma l ly applicabl e 
i n the expe riments described in this thesis , is the sl ow passage 
app r oximation where the magneti c fi eld !!o is swe pt slowly through 
the r esonanc in a time l ong compared with T . The s ol ut i on of the 
1 
equations 3.11 is then obtai ned by express ing them in the rotating frame 
facing page 64 
figure 3.2 
Figure 3.2 
The Bloch Susceptibilities 
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and equating all the time derivatives to zero . A resonance experiment 
observe s the effect of the magnetization on tll , and the out-of-phase 
component leads to an a bsorption of energy from the r . f . field . 
The se effects are. described by a complex susceptibility,X = (X l-iX'") 
,,,here 
3 . 12 a 
1 + 
1 
3 . 12 b 
Xo is the static susceptibility , given by Mo =XoHo 
and 6w = wo~ ' 
A plot of X I and X 11 against t:iJJ is given in Figure 3.2 for the 
ca se 
3 . 13 
Whe n the condition 3 . 13 does not hold , saturation of the 
resonanc e occurs as mentioned above when the concept of a spin-lattice 
relaxation is introduced . Saturation ~il1 thus occur if the r . f. field 
is too large Or if T is too long . 
2 1 
of/hen (yH1) T 1 T2 » 1, the steady state description can no longer 
be used as tl no longer varies quasi-statistically; thi s affects the 
behaviour of X I especially . 
3 .3 Electron Resonance Line Shapes and Line ;'Jidths 
Under the steady state conditions discussed in the previous 
secti on nn absorpt io n li ne with a shape descri bed by the Lorentzian 
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function i s obta ined . The ddth is expres sed in a vari e ty of ,'lays, 
th e mo s t common bcing th frequency s epa ration be Lveen the ha lf power 
point s or bet'.-veen points of maximum s l ope (the first diff e r ential of 
the absorption l ine i s usua lly displ ayed in an e . s .r. experiment). 
Rem mbering t he sort of i nt er a ctions which paramagnetic e lectrons have 
~ i t h thei r surroundings in a r eal l a ttice it is not surprising that 
th e Lorentzian l ine predicted by the Bloch equations is se ldom 
r ea li sed . In ma ny cases, t he line shape i s far closer to the form 
of the Gauss i a n error function which would be expected for static 
dipolar int eractions . 
n e . s . r . I ine can be "homogeneously broadened" when the ,vidth 
i s controll ed by the lifetime of the spin in one of the stat es 
involved in the tra nsition. The energy uncertainty in the transition 
~ill th en be given by the Heisenberg principl e . The line is said to 
be 11 inhomogeneou sly broadened" if the interact ion; of some spins differ 
from th09C of ot her s due to differing local fields, and such differences 
a re not r esol ved from the total line shape . 
/ number of ff ects can be distinguished and the more important 
ones e r m ntioned bel ow. It should be noted that the natural line 
~idth do es not contribute s ignificant l y to the overall line width in 
the microwa ve r egion due to the very lOW probabil ity of spontaneous 
emi s sion. 
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(0 ) Sp ln- (3) 
Of n iu ' of T} i suffi i nt l Y short t o caus sever e 
bro Ol n of 1i o nd in t.h se cos i t i s ne ces ary to 
t k ' ad n 0 of t h · t 'mp ' r l ur va ria t i on of Tl a nd p rform th e 
p ' r lm n . ... l O~ mp r a t urc . Th domina nt. mecha ni sm for s pin-
l o t 1 . r · 1 o tlon l ~ i mo t co th t propo s d by Kronig ( 4) . 
En r 1n t h· ' pIn ~y . t ' m i oup! d to t he e l ect ron orbito mo t ion 
by h pln-o bl 1 The orbita l motion i coup l ed 
-n ·rg· 1 0 11 o tll o .VhOl c by l a ttic or 0 a l vibrations . 
Th ' pho non t h P ticula r l a ttice t emper ature i 
ry im ort n thl rit icolly control s t he t emp r oture dependence 
of lh · f Th or ' r t\~O di i nci eff ct s ; a direct. process 
Ilh i h il l 1 n mi . i on of phonon of t.h a ppropriot c ne rgy 
an n in 1 r o me n ~hi h i s the in l a t ic s ca t te ring 
of Q ocou i phonon wi th lh con equ ent pin r e l axn tion . 
; 1 hough hi s: i i n it i domin nt above liquid he l ium 
o r' du t o t.h mu h l a r ge r numb r of h i ghe r 
in h lot ti ~ . Th pa r ama gncti srn ./hich pho non 
1 . d 1: with om d f et i n t h crysta 1. 
Thl nu . 0 1 tion in lh mode d is tr i bution . 
h v b ' n obs r v d through . I o 
ion from a n int rmedi a e i v 1 {on 
of r l uxa tion pro ss s , typica l y 
on r oi oupU ng b n t ~o pin sy s t ms a r ome tirn s 
impo n. 
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pln - Spln Err ' . (3) ( b) 
Th nk on numb -r of f orm Th basic spin- spin r e l a xa tion 
pro . lmpl Ign-ti d ipo l ' rr ' cl of th e type thal ,'1as 
In In f'odu ing T2 , Of. ·n 10 'ly r lated l o thi nre 
rf ' !> h1 h occur h n th .~o v functions of t '/0 po romagnetic 
0 ' r ill ' ll h r di lly Or through 0 common lig nd ( supc r-
ho n ). 
Th dlPO r . pln- pin ' ff . has d ' p nd nce on lh j nt e r-
·1 ' ronl f h f orm ( 1/ r6) , Th broade ning which is 
d n hu mnd n ' g igi bl by diluting l h peramagn ti i ons 
Ni h' . tmll or ' dl nI gn ' i on numb r of di tinet cases a n b 
dl lng\J1 h Th · b 0 d ' ning du lo ion in inequiva nt it s 
1 • som 1 ' r' tho f om io n in qui val nt it· du to th 
ymm 10n , Ih n urrounding dipol es ar t umbling 
rap1dl ," 1 h h ' lif tim Qf t h pin state , Cl i usua lly 
h J.n 11 llld , ro n c on fi Id ond this often 
p oduc ' :p' tn u ' "y norrO ,J r lin lh n for lh · om pins in a 
ri id 
p ' rflO 10 ' r n on , wh il e m 11 ' r o vi ng lo the much , moller 
mom 'n . d Ji th n 1 i , of t n produ on importa nt ontribution 
0 th ' pln-: 11'\ bro d 'nin i nd ' d, i i eff t t.hat oft en 
Hi 1 . ml I-I ldth of n . tron r' on ne line . It is in 
su h ron-Nu 1 r Doubl R onanc t hniqu 
m 1n 1u bl ' . Th of ' 1 ron-nuel or int raetl on will 
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b d ·: rl It i . uffici nt t o mention at th 
lI10m -n lh ron-nu 1 o r lnt'r tion of th Fe rmi Contact 
lyp P n 1 0 ropl i n ro ion (oft n r oIvcd), gherea 
dlpoJ o r ·ff . t~ n 1n ' ro ion ' with other nucl i produ cs a ni 50-
lro 1 ·ff lng on h mm try of the ion i te . 
E only k · pt b bl' ' n t ./o ion , atom or mol cuI 5 
wh·n .I ' fun lion ov r I p . If th .0 paramagnetic 
lon . l' no . 1mll o or If th Y r ' not in quiva l nt it s , th 
g ' n 0 1 -rr • i 11 b to ombi n th r onan s , if th occur at 
lIghtly lff r 'nt fl ld into 0 ingl broad r on . \'/h n th sites 
ho h orl -nte io nd mm try, th e l ctron excha nge bet~e n 
0 1 o 0 om \ hot ono logou to th dipo la r 
ng in 1 1 Ul Th r ult i na rro v r lin nea r 
th p 0 , 1 hough h ' wI ns of th Hn or larg r wi t h lh second 
om'n of h • 11n r' lning on t.ont . Anoth r na rro, ing process occurs 
1 tron i d 10 ali d a in 0 mol ecul a r 
0 J .h l h 0 h ' 10 1 mogn t i fi eld over th xt nd d 
v ' fu n lon . 
( ) So n1 T' 
.. 
( 5 ... 6) 
tI n a n 1 l ron r s ononc re nsiti on i s 
ura d ( 1 • • '{ I 00 rg nd Tl 00 long), 0 homog n ou ly 
brood n 11n I 11 b fu th r bro d n d du to th high r probo bi 1 i Y 
of ob 0 P 10 of 10 0 h ntr of th 1 inc tha n i n th 
ing . , n U n of h • Bloch ptibil Hi demon trot s t.h i 
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fr ·c I 0 1 hough II I 8'n r lly tru for all homogeneously broadened 
lin (5) . USI ng' U lion 3 • .1. 2 b , the pe k of the absorption (X Oil) 
i gi = 0, SO h t 
3 . 14 
D·fining lh lin' "idih ( Uw1) in t. rm - of th paration of the 
h If- 0 r 01n . 0 " h gl 
= 
EUrnin in x' o" f rom 3 . 14 and 3 . 5 nnd rearra nging 
2( tx.u1) = 2}-1 + y2H12TIT2 
T2 
3 . 15 
so h Ilf h· 0 d: ion y2 12T1T2 «1 (3 . 13) does not ho d the 
li n ' 1 brood ' n ·d . Th i n n ity of th disp rsion line is not so 
10U ly off' b tur ion th a bs~rption line wh ich can be 
"n f Ol 10n 3 . 12 a . 
Inhomo g n ou ly bron 'n d 1 ' n w' 1 not be broad ned by 
.o turoli on 11 h · i nd! idu 1 r mok ' ng up the env lope \1i11 
d in p opor 10n 0 ir initio inten iti s . 
( d) 
n th ppli d m gn tic fi Id I d to spr ad 
in lh ' pO . l 10n of r onon· f, lihough of om importonce in na rrow 
1 in · ' . . lm n I i 1 of f r great r importan e in nucl ea r 
od E • ,10 k . 
3 . 4 
Hl h 
• 1in i 
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ion i of t n u d in th obs rva tion of 
11 ompl! ud ' i u uo lly u ~ in di ff r entioting 
h n . , bu for 111.1 .lmum n i ivily, 0 modul a tion amp itude 
b 00 'n c nd 
Th f 
nu l1f . 
ha h • 'lm 
Th 
ub on ' 
1 h h · j n '-'Ji dth i u ' d (7); th i a nd l o rg r :lmpl itudes 
i : l o h 
qu n of 
oNi ' r c. 
on 
n 
!in · h p . 
t.h· mo u a lion , if uff ici ent y high, ·,/i ll 
' ning rlh- n th 1 in - ,~idth (in unit s of frequency) 
h frquny . 
n b ob rv d i n very ma ny diff er nt 
liquid pnrticula rly, l ectron orbital 
mo ion ~ of ·n rf y "qu n h ·d" o t 1 t to a fir s t order, 
l . m i i n h ·c domina t d by th 1 ctron spi n . 
In ionl os h i 1 v r ha Ud t h r Q l~ 0 number of 
po ibl . r . t hniqu would b of gre t 0 sistance • 
I hou d po , lbl " 1 a t f Om 0 ry simp l vi \/point, for 
1 hol ' pp d by int titis sil vcr ions a nd 
P' ti . y . HolV v 0 11 ott mpt s a t id ntifying 
u h ough th i por am gn ti m has opp r ntly 
b · 'n ul. Vn 1 0U il pur.it i . , in rti ul or, m mb r s of the 
ri ou on be ob rv d usi ng e . .r . Th is 
i h p t. of hi th i and th fo11o '/i ng chopt r 
d o l \1i h h of tron ition ions in 
r 1 \li th h . p ctro os 0 ia t d li h th 
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S-state ion Fe3+ in silver chloride. The int e rpreta tion of the 
prope rti es of these spectra ma kes it possible to infer some of the 
e ff ects of iron impurity on e lectronic a nd ionic processes in silver 
chloride . 
cl.+- c1- tli 
It i s possi b le in principle to e-I:HiiuweLfonduction electron::/ 
/ spin reson~ nce for ele ctrons in the conduction bond (pol a rons). 
Such e l e ctrons would obey Boltzmann statistics and a lthough th e 
coupling of the e l e ctronic motion to the lattice is very strong 
( see section 2 . 3 .3 . b), the orbital character of the electronic motion 
should be e ff e ctively quenched. h. small amount of nngulor momentum 
will probably be admit t ed from silver 4d levels close to or 
contributing to the conduction ba nd . The magnitude of this e ffect 
wil l proba bly decid 'Jhcther the experiment is feasibl e . Silver 
chloride '/ould be a n excellent crysta l in whi ch to a ttempt such 
a n experiment du to the ease with wh ich large numbers of conduction 
electrons co n be produced . On the other ha nd, crysta ls with a 
l ighter metol forming the conduction ba nd states would introduce less 
orbital cha r a cter into t h e ele ctronic wa ve function . 
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CHAPTER IV 
INTERPRETATION OF THE E.S.R . SPECTRA 
OF TRANSITION ION COMPLEXES 
4 .1 The Electronic Struc t ure of an Isolated Transition Atom 
As this thesis is primarily concerned with the properties 
of transition ions dissolved in the silver halide lattice, attention 
will be restricted to a description of the energy levels expected 
for this case. 
The electronic states of the transition ion which are of 
principal interest in a pa~amagnetic resonance experiment are 
those of the unfilled d shell . The effect of the surrounding 
lattice on these states is always extremely marked and gives a lot 
of information concerning the state of the ion and its environment . 
The usual starting point of a calculation to find the energy 
level s of the ion in a lattice is the free ion Hamiltonian (~f) 
describing the motion of the electrons in the field of the nucleus 
and the other electrons . The effect of nuclear magnetic and 
quadrupol e interactions is ignored at this stage for the sake of 
simplicity . If the effect of an external magnetic f ield tl is 
included, the Hamilt onian is: 
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The moment um ter m includes the vector potential ~i ari s ing 
from t he a ppl i cat ion of t he static external f ield a t t he e l ectron 
a nd cPi is the sca l a r potentia l at the e l ectron . f3 i s the Bohr 
Ma gncton. The term (enl 2m2c2h.i .~i xE.i can be r educed to the 
form (ey;2/2m2c2) ~~i .1.i for a central fi e ld; here h1 i s the 
a ngul a r moment um r. x .Q.. This t erm which expresses t he spin-orbit 
coupl i ng ener gy of the elec t rons i s of ten wrrtten i n the fo r m 
""" .p·s · 1 . "'he r <i .:;, 1_1 ' -1 " ~i is cal l ed the one-el ectron spin-orbi t coupling 
constant . I t i s important to not e t hat thi s para met er implicitly 
i ncludes some informat ion concerning the radial nat ure of the 
e l ect ronic wa vefunc t ion a s it depends on the expect a t ion va lue 
<1/ r 3> for a Coulomb fi eld . The magnitude of the pa ramet er is 
t hus most sensit i ve to the va lue of the wavefunction close t o t he 
nucleus a nd is r e la tively insensitive t o changes in the out er 
pa r t of a n e l ectron ' s range . 
The term 2f3~i . li (more correct l y 2.OO23 • • f3~i.li) i s the 
Zcema n inte r acti on between an el ectron spin and t he a ppl i ed fi el d. 
The t erms involvi ng spin follow f r om a r e lativistic t r eatment of 
t he e l ectron. A numbe r of sma ll er t erms arising from t hi s t r ea t-
me nt bu t no t invo l ving spin have been negl ect ed (1) . Sma l l te rms 
exprcssing mc.gne t ic intera ctions be t ween the e l ec t rons are a lso 
excl uded (2). 
Express ing ~ in t erms of the magnetic fiel d as t II x £ the 
kine tic energy term in ~f becomes 
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.!. ( + e~) 2 2 e x£.+ e2 O! x .r:) 2 = .E.:... + - B . r 2m £. c 2m 2mc - 8mc2 
2 e2 
.r:) 2 = 
.L + !3H.1 + (!! 2 x 2m - - Smc 
The second term describes the influence of a fie l d!! on the orbital 
magnetic moment a nd contributes t o the Zeema n interaction . The 
final term leads to a diamagnetic eff ect which can usual ' y be 
negle cted . 
The calculation of the eigenfunctions a nd eigenstates of ~+ 
leads to a description of the at om ~hi ch is usually used as a 
starting poi nt fo r calcul a ti ng the energy level s invo l ved in 
ele ctron resona nce spectroscopy. For many purposes the strongly 
bound electrons which fo rm the core of an atom ca n be regarded 
as contributing a modifica tion to the potentia l " seen" by the 
outer e lectrons . The energy diff erence between the outer electrons 
a nd the a tomic core is such that the ef f ect of any matri x elements 
bet we en the states is very small . It i s convenient to def ine 
" core" as those .l evels whi ch are not materially a ltered by 
chehlical eff ects. In a 3d tra nsi tion series at om this wou l d 
include 3p and al l ower states . (The cl osest states are about 
500 ,OOOcm- 1 be low the upper occupi ed levels). The "outer" 
elect rons are tho se in the incomplete transition shell , 3 , 4 , 5 
or 6d , 4 or 5f together with the level s cl ose to these. In the 
3d series the 4s levels are usually occupi ed in the free atom and 
the 4p levels are no t far above the 4s and can a l so contribute 
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to th e s ntially 3d tat es . 
In genera l, the incomplete sh 11 wi ll cause the atom to 
have a f init orbit and spi n a ngular momentum and hence also a 
magn t i moment; thi i th e origin of the atomic paramagnet i sm. 
(a ) Hund ' ul es 
In a hydroge n-like at om all on - e l ectron n , 1 st~tes a r e 
deg n rat but much of th deg ncracy is lifted in a many e lectron 
atom by th 1 c t ronic i nt ractions . The calcu ation of the 
energy 1 v 1 for the variou ways of combining the one-
l ect ron tat in a tra nsi tion series is a compl ex probl em but 
the ground stat· of a giv n ion or a tom is found from Hund ' s Rules . 
Thes con be tat d 0 follows . For a giv n atomic configuration, 
a n energy 1 v 1 with largesL tota l pin S li es dee pes t a nd I of t hese , 
the 1 vI, i h l a rg t tota l orbital angular momentum L li es 
de p t . For a ~t of N quiva l cnt lect r ons (i . e . with in a given 
sh 11) I the t ot. 1 a ngul r mom nt um J of th lowest le vel is given 
by J = IL - si for N 1 s t han or equal to a half fi l l ed shell 
and J = L + S ot. r , ~i s . Th rul indicat e Russel l-Saunder s 
(L S) oupling nd alt. hough t1 y appa r ntly indica t e a magnetic 
ff e l , u h f or ' s a wo or thre ord r of magnitude less 
than 1 in era ion 1hi h 1 ad t o a similar eff ect . 
Th r i ' rion , fo m ximum S, is a cons qu encc of the elcctro-
tati r pul ion b t.w n th l e trons making the spatia ly anti-
symm t ri ombin t ' on of \V v fun tions mos t favourabl e . For the 
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total \avefunc tions to be antisymmetric the spin state must be 
symmetric in th inte rchange of elect rons . This is just th e 
crit erion for n~ximum S (3) . The condition for maximum L consistent 
\/ith this i gain a consequ nce of el ectrostatic r epulsion . 
In this ca e , the In stat of the electrons orient themsel ve s to 
pr f r a maximum L as xplained by Karayianis (3 ). The coupling 
of h a nd ~ vectors t o form 1 , th total angular momentum , is a 
consequenc of spin-orbit coupling . The breakdown of this simple 
0<- 'f"'$ 
d scription and of Rus sell-Saunders coupling ~ because of the 
r es triction of this model t o the consideration of classical forc es 
and of th e importance of pin-orbit coupling . 
Hund ' Rul e can giv some idea of the order of excited state 
l evel s in an atom . For exampl e , in manganese ( II) which has the 
e l ctronic configuration 3d5 , th e ground state has S = 5/ 2 , L = 0 
(Le . 6S) a nd the fi rst excit ed state within the d shell is 4G 
( ~ 30 , OOOcm- l ) hi h would be the next poss i bi l ity after relaxing 
Hund 1s Rul : S = 3/ 2, L = 4 . Th doublet levels lie highe r still 
and th I01est of thes i 2 -1 6 the I at about 50 , OOOcm above the S. 
,/h n con id ring the paramagnetism of an ion it is v ry often 
possibl to igno r the ff ct of these xcit ed levels to a good 
approximation a th y are not populated at normal temperatures 
(200cm- i quiv I nt to a value of kT with T = 287°K) and the 
ene rgy spli t ting so large as to make interaction with the 
ground t t very mall . This approximation is i nadequate in the 
4 . 2 
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ca s of S- la t · i on ( • g . l.:n2+) and in some ca ses when the 
crysta l fi Id i v ' ry strong . It hO :'evcr forms a ba sis for th 
idea of a pin H li ltonia n wh ich is t ht! subject of section 4.4 
wh r it i . i dicat~d ho~ th se difficulti es a r e ov r come . 
The 
.~en a n tom i s fi t t cd into a soli d lattice , i t i s no t 
urp i ing to f i nd t h t t he of th out er el ectrons can be 
dra st ica ly alt er d . Som ort of chemical bond is formed be tw en 
the a tom nd its 'urroundings if th arrangement is to be at all 
tabl . If th bond i es sentia l ly ionic , some el ectrons ar 
t ra n f r r d belrJ 'c n t he a om and it surrounding atoms; a charged 
ion r ther th n an un harg d atom is l eft as the " building b ock" . 
R s tri t ing t h di u si on t o the ss ntially ionic cas e for the 
moment, th ma in oncern in an lectron resonance experiment is to 
a s ss th ff e t of t he sur oundings on the initially free para-
magn ti ion or at om . Thi s mod I , wh re th " atomic el ectron are 
la s ifi d a "or" and "out er", is a us ful starting point to 
appr i t t h hys i a l int e ractions which tak place in an ionic 
cry t a • n tran ition ri s, where Russel1-Saunders coupling 
i ff ti v h n r gi s a oeiat ed with the atomic stat s Land 
S (i . • th' oupl in of the on - lcctron functions described in the 
la t li on) i in th r gion of l05cm- 1 • For the 3d seri e th 
s pin-o bit oupling energy which makes J a good quantum numb r in 
lh f c l om i bou t 102 m-I ( 103cm- l for the rare earths) . 
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In an l ectron onanc~ xperiment at microwave frequenci es , the 
Ze ' man int rnction is about lcm- l • 
Th ' ff of th ionic surroundings in a crystal is to 
place th ion in a trong l ectric field . It is the energy 
as oci t ,d wi h the strength of this fi el d , compared with th 
spin-orbit coupling and compar d with th separate Land S 
coupling that d id >s the stat of t e paramagneti c levels . For 
th rar arth , th unfill ed 4f shell is ra th r well screened from 
the urrounding as it is locali zed within th e atom with ot e r 
e l ect rons out id it . Th nergy of interaction betwee n the 
crysta l fi Id an th 4f sh I is usually in the region of 
pin-orbit coupling is more important than 
this ~ cry tal fi Id . 
fi e la.l i~ in th r egion 104 to 105 -1 m • ,The n the strength of the 
fi e ld i gr ater than th spi n-orbit coupling energy but less than 
the L and S coupling , the fi Id i call d a medium crystal field . 
'lhen it i gr at than the L,S coupling , it is call ed a strong 
cryst 1 f i I d . Both th medium and the strong cases , particularly 
th l att r, indi at an appr ciable d gree of covalent bonding; 
th impl mod 1 of a n ionic cry tal with no overlap between 
n ighbouring atoms i oft n rath >r inad quate in such circumstances 
and th m thod fo tr sting such s system are described in the 
following c tion . 
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The valu of a s impl e classi fication of the strength of the 
crystal fi eld i t ha t it provides a guide for the start ing point of 
a perturba t io n ca cuI tion on a " f r e "ion . In the rare earths 
th e atolilic J qua n urn number is initially good a nd th p oblem 
fir t of a ll i s to calcula t e l h eff ect of a w ak crystal f ie l d 
on th alomi s t ate . T is nill not b consider ed furt her . 
':Th en th cry tal f i d i stronger than the spin-orbi t 
oupling , J a n no long r b a go od quantu 1 number ; i t is the 
r esult of an e s ntially magnetic or internal Zeeman interaction, 
v h i 1 e th e cry ta 1 f i I d i s v ry strong lectric or Stark fi e ld . 
;'/h n a ma gn ti fi eld intera cts with an orbital sta t e L , the 
d gen r cy of th s tat i remov d and indivi dual l ev I s arc 
d s crib ~d by vnlu ' of r,~ which expr ss in unit s of 1'1 the 
ompon nt of angul a r mom n urn i n the direction of the magnetic fi eld 
field ( 1..:1 ~ L). Thi is th Ze 'man eff ect . ~'/h n the orbital 
slat L i pI a d in an eclri c fi e ld , f,l no long r describ s 
lh s para t and indi vidual l evels are of the fo rm 
# Ij '> ±, - ,:.>] T.i ta k s lh values o ~ ji: \~ L . This i s the 
Stark ff et. Cl rly th stat L can no long r poss ss a 
p nnan nt gn i mom nl as ach level is an equa combina tion 
of mom nt + [j and ,. - it ... . An a tom plac d in a n e l ectric fi eld such 
th t th orbi al tat int e racts more with t hi s fi eld than ith 
th spin ( i •• r.l dium or trong ry s tal field) has t he magnetic 
U gnrn nt 11th t spi n overruled and the orbital magnetic moment 
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i s qu nch ed . Thi s uenchi ng i a pur ly spatial eff ect so that 
th el ectron pin tatcs a r not a ff cted . 
The d tail d \'lay in whi ch the "Stark l eve s" split is purely 
a function of t symmetry of the surrounding el ctric fi eld . The 
ITlCl gn it ud of 
i nt ra ction . 
way by group 
'J ry comp l ex 
Looking 
e i g nf un tion 
b t les of 
th splitting depends on the nature a nd size of the 
Th provided in a stra i ght fo rward 
th ~ ory ; t. d t ail ed cal culation of splitt ing; is 
in gc ra l and a difficult qua ntum me chanical problem . 
fir t of 011 at the way i n which a s ingle d el ectron 
plit in an I ct r ic fi eld , the Stark l evels would 
f ornvt (d2 + d_2) '.J+ (dl ± d_ l ) , do where the 
subscript i th m quantum number . Us ing the phase convention of 
Condon and Shortl y ( 4) th se stat arc usually wr i tten in a form 
in hich th~y ar r 1 , viz : 
dxy 
1 
= i.!2,(d2 d_2) 
1 
d -1) d = - ./T(d l -xz 
dyz 
1 + d_ l ) = - -- (d i$ 1 
d 2 = = d (3z2- r2) z 0 
d(x2_y2) 1 = J~ (d2 + d_2) 4 .2 
In the ig nfunc t ion , the subscript s indicat e th e function in 
Car ion pac \Vi t h which ach onc transforms . They can be 
faoing page 82 
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represent ed di agramma t ically in real space by surfaces (called 
orbital s ) wi t h i n ~'Jhi ch t he e lectron i s , say, 9C1/o li l~ely to be 
found . This i s how n in Fi gure 4 . 1 along with the sand p functions . 
1 
P-l) Px = -i::Z (PI 
Py = - - (p + P- l ) t lu ifi 1 
Pz = Po 4 . 3 
The diag am shows 1 s , 2p and 3d orbita l s; increasing the n 
quantum numbe a l ters t he r adial function (int roducing nodes) but 
t he angular di t r ibut ion remains unaltered. The~bitals 4 .2 and 
4 . 3 are bra cketed to indi ca t the irreducible representation 
(Lr . )*of the octahedral group (Oh) for which they provide ~ 
. * basIs. Phy sical y, this means that an electric field of octahedral 
symmet ry (p r ovi ded for examp le by six equal ions , equally situated 
along po siti ve a nd negat ive coordinating axes) , will split the five 
degene ra t e d l evels into t wo sets, one with a degeneracy of 3 and 
t he other 2. Group the ory tel ls that this is all an oc t ahedral 
field could do . To l i ft the degeneracy furthe r , a n addi t ional 
distortion woul d be necessary . The texts 5 , 6 , 7 a nd 8 provide 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
* The Uul li k n nota tion is used to denote i . r l s of single groups, 
t he Bethe notat ion i used to distinguis i . r~ of double groups . 
Small lelte r s i n the Mul l ikcn notation indicate one-electron states, 
large l el t r s i ndi cat e at omic stat e s. 
* Any sel of orthonorma linear combinations wou l d of course be equally 
acceptable . 
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useful sources fo r the appl ication of group theory to transition 
ion and general mo le cul ar probl ems. 
Group theory giv s no i nformat ion as to t he di rection or 
si ze of the s plitting . In the exampl e given above, taking i t 
s pecif i ca lly as Ti3+(3dl ), it is in ge ner al a problem of quantum 
mechani cs to calculate t he spl i tting betwe en the E and the T2 g g 
levels . Th va lue of group theory is tha t it sho \JS that no physical 
process can produce mo re than two sets of l evels in an oc tahedral 
fiel d and so only one energy s pli t ting ( ~ or IODq) need be 
calcula ted i n t his case . The simplest model which is used t o 
r eprese nt th crysta l fi eld is the point charge model where t he 
surroundings of the io n are represented by a suitabl e arrangement 
of point charg s or dipol es a rranged with t he correct symmetry around 
the ion . This model is quit e succ es sful for the r a r e ea r ths but it 
appea r s that accurate quanti tati ve agreement wi th experimental 
measurement s fo r the 3d se i es i s oft en rathe r more furluitous than 
r ea l . This subj ct is discussed more fully in section 4 . 3 . The 
model is however satisf actory for qua · itative a rgument. It indicates 
for exampl e , that in the ca se of the single d el e ctron int r oduced 
above , for negatively charged ligands , the E g level swill li c above 
the T2g set (looking at the orbitals i n Figure 4 . 1 and placing a 
negative charge at the same place on ea ch coordinate a xis, the E g 
orbital s will be r epel led electros ta tica lly more than t he T2g 
orbital s ). Thn r ve se will be true for one hole in a closed shell , 
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e .g. Cu2+(3d9), or for one el ectron in tetrahedral sy.rrunet ry whe r e 
the 4 point charges would be a t alternate corners of a cube . 
i'/hen the crystal field is very strong , the -splitting bet ween 
the one electron eg and t 2g level s becomes so large that Hund's Rules 
break down . Taking Fe3+(3d5) in a n octahedra l fi e ld as an exampl e , 
t he f i ve one- ele ctron states will split to make the t 2g levels 
lowes t . Accordi ng to Hund ' s Rul es , the ground state of the free 
ion i s 6 55/ 2 (Thi is really a special ca se in the transition seri es 
but it indicat es rather vJell hO YI the strength of the crys tal fi eld 
can alt er the ground state of the ion). Whe n the intera ction between 
the 3d electrons and the crystal is very much stronger than the 
atomic int eractions which make Land S good quantum numbers , all 
five electrons ~ill b in t 2g sta t es ( the one- el ectron function s have 
an extra degeneracy of 2 because of spin), this is denot ed by 
strong fi Id limit . The fi rst excit ed state is 
on . The ground state must now be a spin doublet as all 
but one of the lectrons ar forced to pair off; the strong fi eld 
ground state is 2 a T2g state , whereas the weak fi eld ground state 
6A • a Ig' th 
6S is no t split . Figure 4 .2 shows the eff ect of an 
i ncr asing oc tah dral crystal fi eld (6 ') on some of the more 
important fr e ion s tat es ( 1 ft-hand s ide); the right-hand side 
r eprese nts a strong electric fi eld . This type of diagram ha s bee n 
cons truct ed by Tanabe and Suga no for al l cubic 3d configura tions 
and it is quantitati vely very useful (6). For the d5 cas e i t is 
is 
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unlikely that the s t rong field levels in an octahedral field will 
coincide with the st rong field levels in a tetrahedral field , but 
Tanabe and Sugano t s ca lculations are made for a strong electric 
field with no pa r t icula r r efe r ence to the importance of 0- or 'IT 
bonding . If 6 ' is a sumed to be an e xperimental parameter , the 
dia gram can be appli ed to d5 in octahedral or in tetrahedral symmetry, 
provided the s trong fi eld a s signment s a re altered, as is indicated 
in Figure 4 .2 . A more accurate diagram would require specific 
assumptions about the l igands and it would not be generally 
applicabl e t o a l l 3dn ions . The construction of this type of diagram 
is de s cribed by Griffith (6) . It is of particular value when 
analy si ng s trong fi eld e . s . r. spectra, and in the study of S-state 
ion spectra . Optica l absorp tion transitions can often be observed 
betwe en the ground a nd l ower excit ed states , providing a fairly 
direct mea ' urement of th ~ s trength of the crystal field . (Electric 
dipol e tra nsi t i ons between d levels are forbidden but the absorptions 
ar allowed by "vibronic" i n eractions - lattice vibrations destroy 
the invers ion ymmet ry allowing dipol e transitions . ) 
At thi s s t age , having described th e splitting of free ion 
level s under t he a ct ion of the crys tal fi e ld, one must carry on to 
the next mo t important eff ect energetically, name ly , spin-orbit 
coupling . Group the ory indicates how levels spli t under the 
influenc of spi n-orbit coupling and calculation of the splittings 
and th eir eff ect on . s . r . s pect r a has in general been very 
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succes sful . As wa mentioned previously , the energy associated with 
2 3-1 thi s eff ect i s in the re gion 10 to 10 cm and the indirect effect 
on g-va lu in e . S. r . spectra is often l a rge . This is described 
i n section 4 . 4 . 
At t his poin t it i s va lua bl to mention t wo theorems \ihich 
provide furth er informa t ion about th e ground sta te s of ions . 
( a ) Kra mer ' s Th orem sta t es tha t a l evel which is characterized by 
a half-integra l J a nd of degeneracy 2J + 1 cannot have al l of the 
degene ra cy r emoved by an e l ectric fi e ld . The most that an e l ectric 
fi e ld can do i Lo s pli t th e level into a seri es of doubl ets . This 
i s a on sequ nee of t he invariance of a physical syst em under time 
rev r sa l i n the b nc of a magnetic field . nhen the system is placed 
in a n ext r nal magn ti f i eld , it no longer retains this invarianc 
r e l at iv t o the f i d nd t e doubl ets are split . This resu l t is of 
grea t val ue i n e . S. r . a i shows that a singl et evel cannot be 
the ground ta te of an odd el ctron system (9). 
(b) Jahn-Telle r Th orem indicat es that a molecu e Jith a n 
orbita ly d gen rat ground stat (indicating a fairly high symmetry) 
may s pont an ou sly di tort 0 a s to r emove all or part of this 
degen ra y (7) . hi . do s not app y to linear mol ecul es or to a 
Krame r s cge nera y '.vhich i s not a spatia l degeneracy . For examp le , 
2+ Cu in a n 0 tah dral f ield ha an Eg ground stat e a nd a tetragonal 
distortion l ong a ny of th 0 tah dral ones remove s the degene r acy, 
spli t ting i t into a n Ig a nd a Big I ve l of the t e tragona l group D4h ' 
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The eu2+ ion I~i li pref e r the level with l owest energy and the 
distortion r esona te s be t .Jeen the three symmetry axes of the 
octahedron (dynamic Jahn - Teller eff ect ) (10). 
In thi s section an attempt has been made to indicate the 
way in ~1hich a cry s t a l fi e ld is likely to affect the le ve l s of 
a 3d transition ion . The extension t o heavier ions is at least 
from a qualita tiv point of view f airlY straight f orward . 
The crystal fi ld t ypica lly becomes more important for d-tra nsiti on 
serie s of heavier a to ms . 
4 . 3 Covalency Ef f ects 
In th las t s ection, litt l e mention has been made of the 
physical proces ses which conn ct the crysta l fi e l d \Ji t h the energy 
leve ls of the ion imnersed in it . It is essentia l to appreciate 
the origin of t hese int eractions if t he parameters used to describe 
electron r e sonance spectra a re to be understood . Cl early , the first 
theoretical probl e is to i cul ate the splitting (~ ) cau sed by the 
crysta fi e ld on t he ground states of vari ous ions . Early 
ca l CUlations used the poi nt charge mod el as a classical electrostatic 
fi eld in which t h ion las pl aced . It was poss ibie to produce 
fairly good agreement with measurement by choosing suitably diffuse 
wavefunction f or the 3d ions . It norJ appears like ly that the 
fi t Nas large l y fortuitous ( re f erences 11 and 12 describe bri ef l y the 
evo l ution of crysta l fie l d ca l culations). Attempts to refine the 
calculations by tal ing the charge del ocalization of the ligands into 
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account classica ' ly 'Je r e disastrous, producing the ";/rong s i gn for 6 . 
The s ituation ;ms improved whe n small admixtures of ligand functions 
~ re admitt d 0 the d function s , retaining the ionic mode~ (i . e . no 
sl-ot.!"'-
over ap), but more r cent calculat ions have foand it necessa ry to 
include the ff ect of overla p be tveen the c ntral ion and ligands . 
The f irst consequence of this i s an importa nt one , namely that 
the ionic mode l is not ful~y reliabl e and even in nomina lly ionic 
comp l xes, there is l ike : y to be at I ast a f ew percent of cova lent 
chara ct er in the bonds . The pa ramagne tic d e lectrons nr e therefore 
no t fully l oca ized ont-& t he c nt ra l ion to which they nominally 
bel ong . This r su t i l ike l y to be of importance in ca lculat ing 
th eore tica lly a nd in unders tanding physica l ly the meanings of para-
mete r s which ar us ed to desci be e . s . r . spectra . The various 
cal cu la tions of the crysta l fi eld spl itting are described in a 
number of publicatio ns ( 1 to 14) but the des cription her e i s 
r estricted to a simpl indication of the ele ctron eigenfunctions 
wh ich have to be uS'd 0 obtain a f air fit for 6 with experime nt . 
(a ) Gole cu ar Orbital (LC 0) ~pproach 
This tr atm'nt is i nita l ly due to Van Vieck ( 15) and simple 
applica tions of it are gi ven, for exampl e , in refs . 7 and 8 . Th e 
linear combina tion of at omic orbita ls ( LCAO) method assumes that 
various at omi orbita l s can be combined to form mo lecular orbitals 
-t ( f' ), vh r e 
4 . 4 
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~(r) is a .'Io ve func t ion of the central at om transforming in the 
mo lecula r point group as the i.r . r andE.a , (r)~ , =)((/) is a 
1 1 1. 
linear combination of l igand wa vefuncti ons (i) t ransfo rmi ng as the 
same i. . r . N i s a normal izi ng constant . If the various wa ve-
function s arc correctly norma l ized , a and ~ a r e co effici ents ~hich 
des cribe the re lative amount of c ntral i on and l iga nd character 
in the mvefunction . a 1 = ~ = 2 descri bes a fu l ly cova lent bond 
a~ a = , ~= 0 or a = 0 , ~ = 1 , a n ionic bond if it is true for 
all possibl e ~ . The la tt er case is real l y the starting point and 
one pa ram Jkr i s fir st of all a ccepted as small compared t o the other 
for trans ition metal complexes . Usually the initia l l iga nd functions 
X li e at l ower energi es t han the m tal functions f/J a nd interacti on 
causes the format ion of an essentia lly l igand bondi ng orbital + b 
~h ich is orthogona to the essentially metalli c a ntibonding orbital 
4 . 58 
,,// = N ( ~ -A;() l' a a 4 . 5b 
The orthogona l i t y condition <~a I~b> = 0 re la tes the admixip.g 
param ter A", y rlith th overlap between f/J and)( • 
L e . A = y + S \'/here S = <PIX> and /\,y,S arc small 4.6 
The new wcv~unctions arc properly orthogona ized and can be 
introduced as 0 bctt r approximati on for the centra l ion and ligand 
functions . In an • • r . experiment on the central ion , the para-
magne tic ctrons occupy the eigcnstates t a rather than f/J, and in 
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an n .m. r . experiment on the ligand s , th e el ectronic states ~b 
int er a ct ,/ith the nucl e i r a ther than the purely l igand func tions X ' 
In ge nera l this model con be exte nded t o cover other centra l 
io n states , particU1Q y the , pt y 4s and 4p l eve l s of the 3d ion a nd 
also unoccupi ed l igand stcte s . The ele ctron-ho le npproximation 
wh ich i s used ~ithi n the 3d she l l to trea t dn ions with n>5 mus t be 
applied with rather more caution t o a vo id confusi on of central ion 
hol and ligand electron states . 
The mO le cu l ar orbi ta l met hod is usua l ly app l ied to a rigid 
cor mat rix and this is perha s one of its most serious short-
comings , In pri ncip~e , the method could be extended t o take 
a ccount of cha nges i n t he configurat ion of various sta t e s but it is 
physical ly mor mea ningfu l t o examine the atomic rathe r tha n single 
el ectron states to a ppreciate the difficu ties nh ich can occur , 
The molecular or bital (rW) t reatme nt of transition metal complexes 
combined \'I ith the more successful aspects of the point cha rge 
cry stal fi eld t heory is often co l ed " l iga nd f ield theory". 
( b) Conf iguroti onai lnt er a ction i~pproach ( 13 , 14,16) 
I~ n alternativ a pproach to admixing one- electron ligand 
functions \Jith the c ntra ~ ion s tates is to l ook at the mo lecular 
sta t s os b s ica l Jy i onic , with a certain pr obabili t y that a 
li gand e l ectron · ... il l be tra nsf erred back to the central ion ( L e , 
t hat t her e is rea ly st i ll s ome d gr ee of the at omic states which 
Jou ld have exi st ed before the ionic bond was formed). It is simple 
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to show that t his is rea lly onl y a different way of assessing th e 
same thing , na mely th e covalency . 
The corre spondence b t '1een the f:IQ a nd this approa ch is 
sho m by tak i ng a three e lcc tro n syst em ;Ji th bonding a nd a nti bonding 
orbi tals 'f/b ::l nd f e ; the a ntisy mmetr ical ·,1avefunction of t he 
syst em y ,/i ll be 
4 .7 
where t'( ex) ond tW) a r spin-orbi ta s for up Dnd dOI'Jn spi n 
r espe c tively a nd I - - - - - I indica t es a Slater d e terwi na nt with 
i ts normalization f a c t or . The f' El a nd f b a re given by e uati ons 
~ . 5 und using th~ c onditi on 4. 6 , substitution for ~a a nd yY b in 
4 . 7 giv s 
j = ~[1 ~ (ex) , X ( (3), ~ (ex) I + Y l;t (ex), ~ ( (3 ) , ~ (exH] 4 . 8 
...., 1-52 
Th i s i t c e iti e r-London s cheme for representing the 
covCllc ncy. It phy s i ca -i J. Y mea ns that t he simple ioni c ground state 
of the system ha admixed into it a c ertain amount of a state Hhere 
a n e ec tron is spa io l ly tra nsferr ed to the central ion . In this 
a pproxi mation , wh ~ , y a nd 5 are as sumed sma 1, the i'.~Q a nd the 
Heit l er- London approEl c c ore not physica l l y diff e r e nt . I.t this 
stage it is possib e to take int o a ccount a conf igurat ional int er-
fi ction bet\le n th cent ra l ion a nd the liga nds which the simpl e 
mo lecula r orbital method ca nnot easi l y accept . Taking El specific 
exampl e 0 KN 'F h N·
2+ . 1 3 ' J e re 1 1 S octahedra lly coordina t ed by six F-
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1 i ga nd s ( Ni 2+F 6 -), the conf iguratio;l interaction rl1c thod admixes 
some (Ni+FF5-) ;lith rather di ff erent radial wn vefunctions . This 
sort of a pproa ch cnn nffect many quantitative predictions and ca n 
be appreciat d as ~ physical l y more realistic situation . 
The techniques wh ich have bee n described above have been 
used principally on KNiF3 nnd KMnF3 as many carefu l measurements 
have been mad\! on these crystals . Good NQ vefunctions are ava ilable 
fo r these calculat ions . The IIIO treatment has been successfu lly 
empl oyed in g-val ue ca i cu l ations and it i s used fundamcntal ~ y to 
interpr t ligand hyperfi ne structure in e . s . r. spectra . These 
int e r a ctions are p rhaps the best indicat ion of the necessity for 
this type of study . 
4 . 4 The Spin Hami l ton~ 
(a ) The Concept of a ~in Hami l toni a n 
Th prec cding sections have described ,,/hat sort of energy 
level scheme one c~ n expect for El transition ion in a crystal and 
ho w this can be found in pri nci pl e . Aft er t aking into a ccount 
the l! ff ect of the cryste.l fi e l d, Cl ne\~ se t of energy levels a re 
left a nd th Zeew~ n spl itting has to be cal cula ted . Pryce has shoNn 
that, by r estric ting attention to a singl e orbitally non-dege ner ate 
level , the usue~ perturba tion procedure ca n be simpl ifi ed a nd at 
bt ~~ t;, 
t he same tim Lincl ude t he spi n-orbi t coupl ing ( ~ 7, 18). The 
Hamiltonia n of th · sy stem , ca lled ~ " spin Hamiltonia n", is expressed 
pur ly in th te ms of spin oper at ors gith all the other spa tin l 
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operat ors a lready integrat ed over th e spati~l functions . Thes e 
n~ trix eleme nt s ~ re then eff ectively numerica l par~meters . The 
eigenfunctions of the system a r c s iQpl y a set of spin functions 
and ele ct ron reson~ nce a bsorption i s observed bet (Jeen the se states . 
The mea surement of an C. S. r . spectrum usually amounts to n fitting 
of val ues to the parameters . The proble!:l is then one of re i at ing 
these pa r~meters to physica l proces ses . 
The spin-orbit coupl ing a nd the inf l uence of the external 
fi eld are treat ed as perturbations; the part 6f the Hamiltonian 
4 . 1 whi ch i s lef t a f t er the exami nati on of the crystal field is 
4.9 
whe re Land S a r e appropriate to at omic rather tha n one- e l ectron 
states e nd )\is t he spin-orbit coup l ing constant , coup l ing 1 a nd S 
(i t is '\. + rnl re l ated to;: n1 by 1\= - 28'+ for the first half of the 
she l l a nd - for the second ( 4} ). The correct c la ssification of 
the a tomic a nd crystal fi e ld states meo ns that t he r es t of 4 . 1 , plus 
n crystal fi eld term "s been diagol't'\1iz ed and a set of a ppropriat e 
eigenvo lues Eo have been found (the Hami l toni a n is :ito )' These 
eigenval ues a r e th r e sul t of a '1ero-order perturbat ion ca l cula tion 
a nd in the firs t order , using the perturbation ~l (4 .9) onl y, 
the t erm in 2(3 S . H './ili provide a non-z er o term . (The splitting of 
states of dif f ere nt r.;s gives the fr ee spin g-value of 2) . In first 
order the contribution of the spin- orbi t coupl ing vani shes if the 
unperturbed orbi ta i e ve l is non-degene rat e and~ os the orbital 
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a ngu lar momentum is quenched, the term in li.1 ~ doe s not 
~· tl.. .. ., 
contribu te nt t his orde1. Second order perturbation t heory i s 
n cessary to account for the eff ect of t he A b.i and ~li.1 t erms . 
It is onl y the interplay beb/een th em that causes the magnetic 
fi e l d to I sl ightlyl " pola riz e'!J t he orbital states 1 ike 4 . 2 a nd 4 . 3. 
( i . e . li sl ightly dist urbs t e Sta rk states ma king a slight orbita l 
Zeena n eff ect . The pure electric fi e ld quantum states are no 
longer strictly " good") . This small amount of orbita l ma gnet ic 
moment is a dded to the spin moment only by way of the spin-orbit 
coupling whi ch is energet ically much stronge r than the Zeeman 
t erm ( se ction 4 . 1). The 1.i int e ra ction a ppa r ently l oses its 
direct eff ect beca us of the orbi tal quenching a nd second order 
perturbat ion theory is ne cessary to inc l ude the non-z ero spin-
orbit and orbital mat rix eiements \'~hich wi ll exi s t beb/een the 
ground a nd va riou s excit ed states . The re sul t of th is is that the 
ele ctron sp in " g-va l uc" is shiftcd from its free electron position . 
hlthough second order he ory is required to inC l ude all of 
the eff ec of~l ' t he energi es of the second order te rms may in 
some cases b larger than the first order terms a nd Pryce 1s method 
all ows both f ir t a nd second order cal culat ions to be carri ed out 
\Jithout t hc a pproximati ons v'hi ch a re necessa ry when progressing 
from fir st to second order in norma l per t urbat ion theory . The 
s imp ificali on is possibl because at t ention is r estrict ed to a 
singl e non-dege nerat orbi tal level , and th e inf l uence of higher 
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leveJ. s is included in orbita J. matrix elements . 
The sp in Hami lt onia n is set up by recognising that the 
spin opcrators in 4.9 ce n on y act on the spin pa rt of the spin-
orbi tals dcscribing the states nnd the orbita l operators can onl y 
ope.ate on the spatial functions . The conseque nc e of this is that 
11 + #, cnn be I/r itten as fI s ':Jhe . e 
o ~ 
11 == E + 213(6 , .-)'1\ , .) Sl,H, - A2A, ,S . S, - 13.t. .. H.H· 4 . 10 
s 0 lJ lJ J lJ 1 J lJ 1 J 
ThA spin/ . . 
nmi! tonlon -*s invo l ves onl y spln va rlab.lesas the orbita l me trix 
cements are inc uded in 1\i j . Th e indices i, j r ef er to Cartesian 
coordi nates a nd Cl sU:I' ,lOtion is a ssumed for a .... 1 the combinntions of 
i , j . The real , symmet rica l , positive definite tensor.l\.ij is 
def ined by 
.i\ ij == ~ 
n=O 
<0 , L i I n><n I L. I 0> 
____ ..L_ 4 . 11 
(E - E ) 
n 0 
'/here 10> is the orbital s tate unde r examinati on a nd I n> are 
othe r orbita l stotes ; Eo, En a r e the ir e igen-va l ues . 
The term 213(8 .. -,A /\ .. )S .H. is the mngnetic energy of a spin lJ 4'"iJ l J. 
system .vith a g-fa c or represented by the t e nsor 
g . . = 2(£ .. -Ai\. . ,) 
lJ lJ lJ 
4 . 12 
The term 
4.13 
i s Cl resu l t of spin-orbit coupling a lone and if~lij is a ni-
sotropic, it wi l _ produce Cl splitting of the spin levels, even in 
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the obs nc e of n magnetic fi eld . The final t erm corresponds t o 
a temperature inde penden t p[lr~Hnagnetic s u sceptibi ity from the 
orbital l e vels c nd is spin-inde pe nde nt . 
h more gen~ .:h dis cussio n of the s pin Hamilt onia n a nd its 
application to transiti on ions st<~ t e s has bee n given by /JJra ga m 
e nd Prycc ( 19) nn : by ~M ny Quthors si nce ( e . g . 20 , 2 1). Thi s spin 
Hnmi! t onia n :'/hi ch inc l udes int e r nctions bet:JCen the parama gneti c 
electrons nnd the nucl eus rlhe n it has a magnet ic d ipo le cnd electri c 
quad rupo le moment , is of the form 
"f = D .5.5 . + (3g .. H S . + l\.. ·5 . I . + r, . . 1. I . - y Ar..J! ._I ~s iJ 1 J IJ i J IJ 1 J IJ 1 J ~I~ . 
+ (32A .. H.H. + T,I/,Ln 
I J 1 J n 
4 . 14 
The operato r I . i s appropriate 0 nucl ea r stat e s a nd the final term 
1 
i s simila r to the c entra l ion nucl ear t e rms but a ccounts for the 
intera ction of the spin stotes wit h n ligand nucle i ( L). The fir s t 
tensor paramet er D .. includes Q spin-spin term a nd A2/l . . ( 4 . 13) • 
1 J IJ 
I • . . inc ud s n11 th e phy si cnl processe s coupl ing the e l ect ron a nd IJ 
nuciellr spins a nd ~ .. contu ins the e ff ect of the nucl ear qua drupo le 
IJ 
moment ( /he n I > i ). y(3rJ! . l is the direct interaction of the 
nucl eus in the ma gnet ic fi e l d a nd (32.1\ .. H. H. is the fina l te rm I J 1 J 
in 4 . 10 . 
Th te nsoria l fori of t he pa r ollut ers in 4 . 14 is dependent on 
the symmetry of the c ntrc a nd specific examples a re us ed ater . 
The phys i c~ l mea ning of the pa r a meters is a lso discussed I nter for 
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some particular cases, as i~ the specialized application of the spin 
Hamiltonian concept to S- sta t e ion complexes . 
(b) Generalized Spin Hamiltonians 
Whe n the symmet ry of the crystalline environment of an ion is 
taken into account the parameters in the Hamiltonians 4 . 10 or 14 
are siffipl if i ed , s an example , if the centre has tetragonal or 
trigonal symmetry, the vari ous tensor s in 4 . 14 are characterized 
by t lV O princi iX',l valu s each, parallel and perpendicular to the 
symmetry axis (z) . The central ion terms, ignoring the spin-
independent param gnetism , are 
1Is = D( S 2_..!. S (S + l ») + 13 g,B S + 13 g I (H Sx + H S ) + I S I z 3 rZz..Lx yy zz 
4 . 15 
A number of authors have exanlined the detaiied properties 
of the symmetry of the crysta l fie ld as an initia l step in the 
setting u::> of a pin Hami .l. t onian , This is in a '.vay the opposite 
approach from that of bragam and Pryce who carried out a 
perturbation caiCU ation on the properties of a given state , 
The symmetry treatment is more gene ral; it introduces new para-
meter s to explain effect .Jhich are physically unspecifi~d but 
are possible for the symmetry of the crysta l fi e d state of the 
ion and its ligands , This genera ized treatment provides the 
maximum number of parameters .~h ich woul d be consi stent with the 
symmetry of the comp ex , 
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Ko ste r and Stat z (22) have gi ven a group theoreti ca l anaiYsis 
of the Zeema n splitti ngs of i ons and more recent lY a number of 
authors have exami ned the same prob lem by studying the decomposition 
of s pher ical tensors with the appropriat e synulletry prope rties (23, 
24 , 25) . Ai th ough the techni ques of the t wo methods are different , 
the final r es ul t is t he same . In an ordinary spin Hami l t onia n, 
eigenfunc t ions are used which are 1 inear combinations of the magnetic 
subleve Ls of a tota l eff e cti ve spi n S (2S + 1 leve ls); this 
treatment doe s no t all ow for the po ssi bl ity that some of the states 
s plit by a 0 t erm in 4 . 15 , say , are modified different l y f rom others . 
Thi s diff ere nce can occur if higher l ying exci ted states of the free 
atom, or Liga nd sta te s , are dif f erently admixed into the ground sets 
of spi n states . Physica l l y , t his sort of eff ect i s very r easonable 
a s spin-orbi t coupl ing can , for example , split the ground spi n 
leve ls , introducing a zero-field s pl itting . The s eparate sets of 
spin evcls which a re left Wi ll have distinct properties ~ith 
r espect to other electronic levels . 
Thi s type of argument is essential to produce a spin· 
Hami l tonian for S- state ions , the Pryce treatment reduces the 
Hamiltonian 4 . 9 to the form 
jf :; g(3H .S 
""Ff's -- 4 . 16 
and a number of oth r terms have bee n found necessary t o explain 
observed s pectra . In a cubic fi eld, the splittings of spectra are 
usually wel explained by using a term 
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-t S{S + 1){3S2 + 3S - 1)] 4 .17 
( 'f ' ~ , r are the cubic axes) • 
ualitatively, this term is a result of the effect of 
spin-orbit coupling and its linking with excited stat e levels , 
but high orders of perturbation theory are necessary to produce 
a value for a . ~he n there is a distortion al ong an axis , z say , 
a term 
4 . 18 
is appropriate . The calculation of the parameters a and D has 
not been particu l ar~y successful and as these terms are necessarily 
included in a genera l ized treatment I it is certai nl y superior .f..(w in 
~Y6-state ion {spin Ha mH tonia ns .' The criticism that the genera.dzed 
treatment does not indicate a physical meaning of the parameters is 
not appropriate in this case as th e conventional treatment fai ls 
even to predict necessary terms . There arc unfortunately a number 
of problems attached to the use of a generalized spi n Hamiltonian . 
It tends to predict a large number of parameters with no discrim-
ination as to th magnitude . (The advantage of the method is that 
it does not require the use of perturbation theory which is really 
the reason for the shortcomings mentioned above). Because there are 
a arge number of parameters , in general more e . s . r . measurements 
wou d be nee ssary - for example , at a Jide range of frequencies. 
It is general l y true that the ordinary spin Hamiltonian 
concept has been ve ry successful in explai ning e . s . r . spectra 'N i tll 
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the reservations r egarding S- stat e ion spectra which have been 
mentioned above . It has apparent l y not been necessary to use 
the additional terms which can be predicted , even in the case 
of S-sta te ions; ~ it \'Jould appear that tire I!IBgRitudQ ~ o.f. the 
additional param ters in a genera l ized Hamiltonian are @uah as t~ 
~ r .. -.-It 11.,.:t fj Q '1 (Jo..'-
mOlK9 tlole.i.r e f£ ect usua l ly negl igibl e . This subject is discussed 
further in Chapter VIII. 
(c) '!he Interpr eta tion of Spin Hamiltonian Parameters 
n c;'{eeny (26) hat di scussed th e general form of spin 
Hamiltonian parameters in terms of various density functions . 
Thi s type of treatment cl arifies many of the physical processes 
which are obscured in the usual deductions , showing conunon 
properties of the different parameters . The use of density 
functions means that the theory is not restricted to free ion 
wavefunction s and the most suitabl e basis may be used . The 
density function s show a great s impli city, even when they emerge 
fro m very compl ex wavefunctions . 
The de scription which is given be low refers to the more 
usual treatm nt of the parameters . 
( i) The g-va ue The change in g-value from the free electron 
position (2.0023---) is explai ned in section 4 . 40 . The most 
signi f icant deviations from the expected value appear to be a 
consequence of covalent bonding (27). Rep aCing pure l y metal ion 
wav functions by orbita l s of the form 4 .5b will reduce the density 
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of th e paramagnetic electrons on the central ion (through the 
coeffici e nt ~ a nd the normalizing constant N in 4 . 5b) and hence 
a 
r educ e the eff ect of spi n-orbit. coupling on the central ion , 
reducing th e g-shift (27 , 28) . ~ isetich et a l . (29) have sho ~m 
that t his i s on y ha l f of the eff e ct and that a one elect ron spin-
orbit Hamil tonian can be s e t up wh ich takes account of spin-orbit 
coupling on t he ligand ions as we ll as on the central ion . 
Because of the dependence of the spin-orbit coup l ing consta nt on 
approxi mately < 1/ r 3> ( section 4 . 1), it is possible to transport 
the spin-orbit coup ing operator bet lJeen the vorious nuclei and 
use the spin-orbit coupling constant nppropriate for the degree 
of ionization of the particular ion . The matrix eiements of (3!! .1. 
fo r ea ch iga nd arc also found and the g-shift appears to agree 
we ll with t he expe rimentn l measurenents , at east for the case 
of KNiF3 • The g-shift of the (FcC14) complex is discussed in 
Chapt er VIII. 
(ii) Hyped ine Int er actions The magnetic interaction betwee n 
a paramagn tic d electron and the nucl eus voui d be expect ed to be 
n simple di pola r effect. The magnitude of the observed int e raction 
shoWS a f ar larger int raction than this would predict and this 
has be n explained by incl uding a certain amount of unpairing of 
s electron :tates due to the unpa ired d electrons . The r e is a 
finit e probabi l ity of finding s electrons within the nucleus a nd 
clearly they mus have a very larg interaction with the nuclear 
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moments ov r lhe sma 1 proportion of the electron density whi ch 
overlap s the nuc!eu • number of mechanisms have been suggested 
for thi s "pola ri za lion" of th s states; the most important is 
that jt i po . ib to,pr f rentiallY/8dmix~some l ower s states 
because of the diff r i ng exchange with up and down spin 3d 
wavefunclions . Hubbard t 01 . hove pointed out t hat covalency 
bet."/e n th c nt ral and ligand ions will make the 4s level 
contain a diff er ent proportion of up and down spin states (14). 
This ff c I \Vhi h is ea l y a consequence of the Pauli Exclusion 
Princi pl e I mig t provide an important contribution to the "Fermi 
Contact" int ra ction of paramagnet ic e ectrons with their nucleus . 
The hyp rfine intern tions bet1een transition ion electrons 
and igond nucl ei gives a direct measurement of some of the 
bond ing pa rameter s :1hen ome covalency exists. The interaction 
bet \Je en 3d electrons a nd li ga nd nuclei is oft en f ar larger than 
~ould be exp cted u ing an ionic model and only allowing magnetic 
dipole interaction . The pa ramagnetic resonance spectra are 
usua l ly interp t ~d using a spin Hamiltonian of the form 
2 
P{ r
z 
n _ trn{In + ) ) 
- g{3N!!·ln 4 . 19 
Thi s i s th int rac ion with the nth l igand (L). The z-direction 
coincides "lith th line joining the nth ligand to the magnetic ion 
and In i t l pin of th nth l igand nucleus. In practice, this 
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type of int era ction lea ds to nn e . s . r . spectnn71 \,Iith many lines 
nhich very oft en overiap a nd are not individuDlly resolved. It is 
under conditions such as this that the Electron-Nuclea r Doubie 
Re sona nce (ENDOR) technique (30) is inva l uabl e . In thi s t e chni l ue 
transitions are induced be t ween nucl ear as .. veIl as electron states . 
An inhomoge neous l y broadened c . s . r . trnnsition is power saturated 
( se ction 3.3) and transitions are s 2parat ely induc ed in t he 
nucl ea r spin state s . The r . f . f reque ncy of t he nuc l ear resonance 
is s\'Jept, and a reduction in e . s . r . saturation is observed ;'/hen 
the nucl ear r e sona nce transitions couple with states inVOl ved in 
the electron resonance . In this way the resolution of th e spectra 
can be grea tl y increased , al lowing a determination of pa r ameters 
s,'-}, .. 
which a r e not di stinguished in a fHthl-y e . s . r . experiment . 
In the cubic (FeC!4) compl ex in AgCI , the ext ahyperfine 
structure described by 4 . 19 is only partiotly resolved , and 
Hayes (31) has used this Ha miltonian to explain the spectrum . 
Ga rth ' s ENDO~ resul ts provide much higher accuracy for the 
paramet ers (32) . 
Th e va lues of i. and B ",vhich are mea sured l ead to n value for 
the amount of s bonding and in general to the diff erence bebJeen 
a-ond TT bonding . Nuclear resona nce studies of the l igands give the 
same parameters , but neutron scattering measurements (33) provide 
a sum of s," a nd TT effects a l lowing an abso l ut e determination . 
The resu l ts of this type of measurement are invaluable for the 
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fu rther unde r s a ding of spe ctra , Int e raction .,ith th e nuclear 
elec tr i c quadrupo le moment i s a consequenc e of the distortion of 
th d 1'/8vefunc ti ons by the cr ys tal fie l d . 
(iii) Fine Structure Paramet e rs The theoretica l ca l culat ions of 
the finc st ructure pa rameters i n th e spin Hami l tonian has , on t he 
wh o ' (:! , be e n mu ch le ss reliab e than the ca l cu l ation of g-val ues 
a nd hype rfine constants , The cal cu l ations are pa t icula rly 
difficult for S-state i ons os high orders of perturbati on the ory 
are nec essa r y t o obtain the eff e cts l',hi ch a r e obse rved . \'!a t a nabe 
(34) has u sed a poin charge model for t he crysta l fi eld a nd 
conside r ing i ntera ction ',lith the qua rt e t excit ed states ( s ee' Figure 
4 . 2) calcu ' ated val ues of (a ) ;'!h ich \/ere far sma ll er t han the 
obs e rved values . Ca culat ions by POlJell ct a l . produced much 
better val Ues fo ( a ) by including matrix elements \:Jith doublet 
s ta t es (35) , In t he se cal cu l ations, s pin-spin terms a ppea r t o 
be negl igibl e compared with spin-orbi t contributions . r,;ore 
r cent y, Sha r ma , Das and Orba ch ha ve calculat ed 0 a nd E fo r 
[,m 2+: ZnF c laiming equal importanc e for spin-orbi t a nd spin-spin 
2 
e f f e ct s (36) , This cal cu lat ion take s account of overlap a nd change 
tra ns f e r coval ncy a nd claims good agreement with exper i me nt . 
The me chanisos for a ppreCiating the meaning of the fine 
structure pa r ame ters are qual itat i vely fairly c ~ ea r but t he de tailS 
of th e calcu l ati ons are di f ficult be cause t he high orders of 
pe r t urba tion ne ces sary make available many compl ex effects ',',hieh 
may be importa nt . 
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The ren son for the overall success of the spin 
Hamiltoninn is Q resu t of the ~1igner-Eck\a rt theorem 'iJh ich 
allows 0 mat r i x e lement to be f actorized into t NO parts : one 
d e pends on the symmetry alone while the o t her depe nds on the 
physical processes i nvo l ved . It is the latter which is 
treated as an adjustab l e pa r ameter , '," hich is usua ly found by 
experiment rathe~ t hnn by cal cu l ation . 
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5.1.1 
CHAPTER V 
INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNIQUES 
The G neral Design of E.S.R. Spectrometers 
It is usually convenient to operate electron resonance spectro-
meters at licrowave fr qu nci es in the range of 8 to 36 Gc/s. 
Thi s is gen rally a consequence of fmeting the best conditions of 
s nsitivity and r solution, consistent with the available techniques. 
It is ometimes n c ssa ry to carry out experiments at different 
frequ nci s becaus of the specialized natur of the systems under 
inv stigation , but these shall not be described here. 
Th overall s nsitivity of 0 paramagnetic resonance spectrometer 
is of primary importance for many applications and systems have been 
built which have a s nsi tivity under suitable conditions of IOllspins 
for I gauss Un width and a bandwidth of I sec . The specific 
conditions of sensitivity and design have been studied by a number 
of author s (1 to 4) and will not be specifically discussed here. 
Th layout of an e l ectron r esonance spectrometer is basically 
simi l a r to that of any spectromet er, 
into an bsorption c 11 in which th 
i.e . a source of pOwer, f eeding 
sample is situated and finally 
a detecto r vh r t e ff ect of the radiation on the sample is 
obse rv d. No disp r sive elem~nt is required as power sources in the 
microwav region produc ssentially monochromatic radiation. Usually 
the 2e man en rgy 1 v Is of the paramagnetic SUbstance can be altered 
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by varying an ext ernal magnetic fi eld until the splittings coincide 
with the quantum energy of the microwa ve radiation. 
In a microwa v system , the powe r source is usually a klystron 
oscillator, ~vhich i s conv nient becau se of its fl exibility, reasonabl e 
inher ent stabi l ity a nd pot/e r output . It is often necessa ry to farthep. 
~ 
stabilize th e klystron freqUency); this is possible in one of two 
ba sic ways . Th klystron frequency can either be compared with the 
r sonant frequency of a high Q microwave cavity and, by using a good 
f eedback loop , stabilizations of about I part in 105 can be attained. 
Alternativ ly , it can be compared with a suitable harmonic from a 
crystal contro l l d oscillator . The latter system provides stabili-
zations of I part in 109 although the arrangement may not be tuned as 
eas ily ov r a small range . 
(b) Th Absorption C~ 
The absorption cell of a spectrometer may be a standing or a 
trav !ling wave arrangem nt. The reflection cavity is most commonly 
us d and it is compared with a reflection slow wave helix in 
s ction 5 . 1.3 . Th basic function of the absorption cell is to 
concentrat th micro ?ave magnetic field in the sample which often 
ha s a limit d s iz and mu t be mounted in a sufficiently stable and 
homogeneou t ady magn tic fi eld which satisfies the resonance 
condit i on h v = gflH . 
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(c) 0 t ction 
El ctron r sonance is observed by rectifying the micro l"Javes 
which hav interact d with a sampl e and afte r processi ng the 
information, it is displayed on a chart recorder, or on an oscil l oscope . 
Th microwave detector is the principal source of noi se in a practical 
sp ctromet rand gr at care is taken to find the optimum microwave 
syst em con ist nt Jith sensit ivity considerations and to carry out the 
most effici nt noi s averaging. 
,"-?!.fJ<._. - '7'~? 
Th ) 100 Kc / s fi eld modulation system- described in the next 
... ..".4 
section i s commonl y used ; i ts advantages b~ r easonably high 
sens itivity (3 x lOll spin/gauss can be observed with a band '/idth 
of 1 c d a microwave power of 1 mW) coupled with simplicity 
and ea se of op ration 1h n compa r ed yi th t he more sens itive 
supe rhe t erodyn system. The 100 Kc/s homodyne spectrometer has 
many of t h advantages of bot h these arrangements (1,3). 
An int r sting syst m which has not yet bee n ext ens ively us ed 
is th "margi nal osci llator" arrangeme nt des cribed by Payne (5). 
Thi s spectrom t r is a microwa ve ana logue of the r.f. marginal 
os ci llato r circuit commonly used in nucl ear r esonance spectrometers. 
S. The yst m "eC1'ftP'f'+&6G- a micro '/ave osc illator in th e "just os cil lating" 
condi tion , the p th of f e dback containing the absorption cell . 
A. suitabl micro ."0'8 v device is a low nois e travelling wa ve tube or 
a klyston oscillator op r a ting on t he edge of one of its oscillation 
modes . In uch a syst rn , the Iev 1 of oscillation i s det ect ed to 
11 -
obs erve the r esonance in a sampl e . The overall sensitivity of this 
instrument I as it was used by Payne , is similar to that of conven-
tional spectromet er s , for the optimum l eve l of oscillation. 
Silicon micro wa ve diodes are usually pref err ed to bolometers as 
micro wa v d t greater robu stness and their 
abil i ty to withstand higher microwave powe rs. ~vepall seR6it ivi.t.;y 
,of :. H.. ~'.,a ({ "" .. !!tT. "r:J 
\'/ith ach d t ctor ope rating unde rj optimum condition~lis usually 
comparabl . Recently Schmidt and Solomon have described the use 
of a bolomct r directly coupled to the microwave system by a 
r s ona nt sampl (6). 
As th noise spectrum of the detector is " white" over a limit ed 
range , the ignal to noi se ratio for a given sample ca n be improved 
by reducing the ove ra ll bandwidth of the syst m, Thi s is possible 
in a fi e ld modUl a tion system by r educing the ~ield modulation 
ampli tud to a value rather 1 ss than the line width and detecting 
the fir s t d rivative of the res onan ce at the Held modulation 
frequency. Th band vi dth of the detecting system may no ,v be 
drastically r 'duced ,Jithout dis torting the lineshape . The signal 
is amplified to a I v 1 of a f w volts and is then compared with 
the original fi Id modulation frequ ncy in a phase sensitive detector 
(P.S.D.) b for fina l y recording the signal on a chart recorder . 
Th e bandwidth of the detecting sy st c~\ is controll ed by a time constant 
(usually an RC net~ork) be t w n the P.S.D . and the r ecorder . It is 
usua lly found that th r e is l ittl advantage in using a time constant 
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of great r than 30 s conds du e to d . c. instabilities. To obtain 
fur th r improv ments , or lse 1hen s tudying trans ient phenom na, 
r p titiv sampli ng sy st ms a r e better (7). 
The Elect~n Reson~~Spectrom~ 
Th 1 ct r on r sona nc e appa r atus used in a l l the experk;cnts 
~ -1... '1~f.- I 10.1; 3 
describ d in th i s thes i s is a fai rly conventiona ij 100 kc/s fi eld 
modu lat ion '~~fle-&¥&~~ The spectrometer which has been bui lt 
wil l only be bri efly describ d a nd the absorption ce l l, a he l ix, is 
describ d in the next 5 ction. 
The b si layout of the paramagnetic resonance a ppara tus is 
s own in Figur :' .1. Th Engl ish El ectric K350 kl ystron is immersed 
in a n oil th a nd is tuned to operat e at 9 . 18 Gc / s. This k~ystron 
produc s about 2 yatts of microwave power when operated on its highest 
porter mode , with th disadvantag that its electronic tuning range is 
limit d to about 0 r c/ s and mechanical tuning of the two cavities 
i s a n involved procedur t a l ing about 8 hours. 
Th klys tron pow r supply used in the earl y part of the 
xp ri nl s \10S Dugm nt d by a modif i ed Pound automatic frequency 
control yst m (. . f- . C. ) (8) . Subsequ ntly, when usi ng a Hewlett-
Packa rd Typ 7168 supp y, the Ilystron A.F . C. system ,vas found to 
b unn cessary du to the exc 11 nt inher ent stability of the K350 
k ys tron and th supply. ft er an initial wa rm up period, it is not 
po s ibl e to detect a ny low drift of the kl~r stron frequency. 
To obt.ai n fur ther u f ul s tobilization it would be necessary to us e 
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a locking syst em with a r es ponse time of faster than 5 x lO-5secs .; 
klystron fr equency noi se at about 100 kc/s is easi l y detected when 
the pha se of t he bridge is set to detect dispersion (i.e. is 
"f requency se nsit ive") (1) . 
The micro N8 ve bridge i s balanced by adjusting the he l ix 
matching (5 . 1.3 (d» a nd crystal biasing is obtained by introducing 
a suitabl y pha ed mis -match (s l ide-scre ,'i tuner) into the balance 
arm of th e magic-tee . The s ilicon diode (A .E.I. CSIOB) detector 
crystal i s matched us ing a tuned transformer wound on a Mul l ard 
"Vinkor" pot-core assemblY J into the cascode preamplif ier (a pair 
of STC 3A/ 167M t riode va l ve s) . The mai n signal amp if ier has a Q 
factor of about 300 ~hich i s sufficient to allOW video display 
of r csonanc on an os ci l l oscope when the magnetic field is modUlated 
at 50 c/s a s \\clIn s 100 Kc/ s . 
CJ:A,;s1, ~ 
The phase sensitive detector m~~ a 
carefully ma tched diode bridge using four OA202 silicon diodes 
immersed in a n oi l bath. 
R f er nc e s '/itching is taken from the output of the crystal 
controll d 100 Kc/ s osci l lator and power amplifier. This syst em 
can provid up to 30 gau ss , peak to peak modulation at the sample; 
the modulation coi l a r e a ttached to the outside of the low temperature 
dewar as ther e i s virtually no attenuation in the thin silvering. 
Time con tant of betveen 0.5 and 30 seconds can be switched into the 
d . c . amplif ie r which f eeds an Ever shed moving coil pen recorder. 
Th e r ecord r limit s t he fa s test re s ponse of the spectrometer to about 
5 . 1 . 3 
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0.5 secs full scale (2.511 ) . 
7" Ne l1port Type E e ectromagnet is us ed and.,it barB beeD set 
up to give a homogeneity of about 2 paris in 105 Over a cylinder 
about 2 cm . in diameter across the full 5 .5 cm. gap of the magnet. 
The magnet is supplied from a Newport Type D pO '.ler supply equipped 
~ith both a mechanica l and an electronic sweep uni t . The maximum 
sensitivity of the spectrometer with a 10 se c. bandwidth and 
measured at full klystron p01er ( ~ 1 watt at the helix) is about 
7 x IJ'>spins/gauss 1 inewidth for a I : I signal to noi se ratio, 
which is equivalent to about 7 x 1012 spins / g=,uss fo r Imw at the 
helix and a band '/idth of 1 sec . The measurement was made at room 
temperature using a standard carbon sample. 
A hel ix has been used in all the experiments described . The 
more conventional resonant cavity arrangement could equal l y veIl 
have been mp oyed but the great simplici ty of the system has made 
the use of a helix worth while . The arrangement that is described 
be lo v has a number of advantages Over the cavity system whi ch wou ld 
be neces a ry for the same experiment . The most important advantages 
are the ase with .1hich samples can be irradiated at all temperatures 
~it! wl/,j., 
and the simplicity 100 Kc/ s fi eld modulation of 
a> ... ~ K .,1# 
fairly large amplitud (30 gauss~. It is also possible to alter the 
crys als without warming from liquid nitrogen 
iemperatur • 
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There are no problems concerning matching of the helix at 
different temperatures (it has been used at 300oK, 770 K and lOoK) 
and the compactness of the coaxial "probe" is such that lo.v 
temperature de o'Jars which wou d normally be used wit h ( -band cavities 
can be used; the heat l oss in the German Silver coaxial line is 
much less than along a comparable X-band ,vaveguide arrangement. 
The broadband nature of the structure has alloY/ed the powerful 
K350 klystron to be used . (An equally stable ref lex klystron was 
not availabl e for this spectrometer when these experiments were 
initiated) . The extra power available from this klystron approxi-
mately compensate the possibly lower " Q factor" of the helix. It 
has been possible to orient single crystal samples by simply 
rotating the centra conductor of the coaxial line afte r the crystal 
had been mounted with a predetermined axis parall el to the central 
conductor and norma l to the steady magnetic fi el d. In this way, 
it has not be en necessary to rotate the magnet about this axis . 
Perhaps the greatest advantage in using a he lix is the ease with 
which the system could be modif i ed to carry out double resonance 
expe riments; if the r- c we re required, the present arrangement 
could easily be altered for this purpose . 
The principa l disadvantages are probably associated with 
general sensitivity , particularly in some single crystal work when 
~\il • t" ,.. t...., ).c.;.. 
the ~FieA~8tio~ of the crystal cannot be fitt ed easily into a helix 
of narrolV dialll:ter and given axial direction. Silver chloride 
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crys tal s ha ve bee n cu t so a s to give the maximum fi ll ing factor 
in the he lix and a s ,Jell as can be judged, the sensitivity of the 
I/.. ... t ..w.; .... t 
spectromet er is no t ma rkcdly l owe r thanb f a typical refl e x 
klys tron had been used with a cavity (see 5.~.3c and d». It has 
not bee n po ssi ble to us aqueous sampl es due to inadequaci e s in the 
matching sy s t em. Suitabl e matching arrangements can nevert he l es s 
be devi sed (9) • 
The importa nt pa ramet ers describing the he l ix and its matching 
into the mi c ro\ ave sy s t em ha ve bee n determined eropi ri eally. 
The ma tching do es not present a serious probl em as the spectrometer 
ha s bee n op r a t d a t a s ingl e frequency. 
The sens itivity depends considerably on the axial microwave 
magnetic f ie ld 
pO \'Jer ( P) a nd on 
(H ) in the helix, for a 
1 
t he va riation of H 1 with 
the geometry of th he lix. 
(a) A Simpl e D scription of the Fields 
given incident micro wave 
the parameters describing 
The fi e d mode in a helix have been studied in some deta il 
by Pi re ( 10) for travell ing wave tube theory and Webb has described 
s ome of th applica tion to e.s.r. (11). It wou l d be an extremely 
compl ex problem t o find the fi el d distribution in a r ea l helix 
(Figur 5.2 a ) but Pi e rce has so l ved Maxwells' equations for a 
-A ~ cylindr ica l she e t of the same radius (a) and 
pitch (f) a s th helix (Figure 5.2 b) l-: , ~ :s r ~tY''''''''' r. ""'" _t 
('" ... ./.. Rc' < ( i .. ~';, .. '" ..L, ....... r/~ i'f .. .... , fi.. J.. ........ Jc......, cv" .J(I/.· 
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Th he lix is a micro ,~ave delay line; the waves are constrained 
to trave l i n the dire ction of t he ,vire with a phase velocity (c) 
along the s piral. The phase velocity, v, of the travelling waves 
,'oS 
along th z-axi s of the be lix wiU b& much less, depending on y 
and th magnitude of 2'Tnl compared with the free space wavel e ngt.h 
Ao :: '1:rr/ f3o' Pi rc s hows that, for s l ow ,,,aves , 
v I c :: Ta n + 5 • 1 a 
( "he n f3oaCot f >1.5) with no dispersion (Vg:: v). If the wave 
travell ed in th direction of conduction, with the speed of light 
then v/c:: Sin r, '/hich is essentially the same as 5.1a for small 
pitch angl es t' gi ving 
5 • .i b 
wher e n i s th numb r of turns per unit length (lIp)' 
Thus , for f3oa cot~ >1 . 5 and Cot¥r »1 the phase velocity is 
~ tha t corresponding to propagation along the sheet in the (l,~uc .. () 
It" IJ (ex i t'l 01 rrrJ;c..;~i," ", 
direction of conduc t ion with the speed of light and hencei in the 
,'s 
axia l direction) at a mu h r educed speed . For helices of smaller 
radius comp r ed with the ',vavelength ( f3a<l , say) the speed is greater . 
The fi e d di s tribut ion in the helix is shown in Figure 5.2c, the 
radial compon nt i s too small to be of interest and Pierce finds 
H
z 
~ HI 10 (f3r) exp .j{wt-~z ) 
in the h i ix for th e conditions described above. 
5.2 
I {f3r} is the 
o 
\.5 zero- ord rJmodifi ed Bes s 1 function\ of argument ( ~r), and HI is the 
maximulJ} va lu of H on the a xis of the helix. 
z 
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From equation 5.1a, (3oCo t r ~ (3 and for f3a > 1 .5 the 
func tion I
o
([3r) is smaller at the centre for increasing radius 
(Figure S .2d). For ~ < I , 10 ([3a) is close to unity and the 
fi eld di st ribution i s virtua lly constant across the cross section 
of the helix . 
Of int erest in a magnetic resonance experiment is the fi e~d 
HI ~ithin a sa mp le (more correctly, one of the circula rly polarized 
components), the coupling between the microwave fi eld a nd the sample 
is a maximum in the r egion 1 ~ (3a ~ 1 .5 ( ll ) and it is within this 
range tha t th e bes t helices arc made . 
Pi e rce compare s the performance of real wire helices with the 
conducting sheet . 2 His resu l ts show that H on the inner surface 
z 
of t he 1i r e i s about 0.75 of H 2 on the surfac e of the sheet for 
z 
about 4 turns per wa vc!ength and about 0.6 for 2 turns per wa ve l ength 
(dIp = 0.5 whe r e d is the wire diameter and p the pitch , a&though 
th e ra t io is bett~r small er than larger) . This reduction in H
z
2 
do es not fully occur as Pi e rce calculates it for a simplified case ; 
th e he l ix i s sl it no rma to the direction of conduction and i t is 
~ .... . .A. 0:4" 
,so that the influence of the other side of the helix is 
not taken into account . The field within a r eal helix is thus not 
subs tantial y diff erent from the sheath helix although us eful volume 
is eff ectively lost as th e finit e size of the wire r educes the usable 
di ameter of the he ix . The total radiation fi eld is divided so that 
the energy propagat ed inside the helix is about 0.7 that propagated 
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b ..... ,(~.,"J .. 
outside (12), th e -d-i 5t iACt~ betwee n outside and inside being to 
El f irs t pproximation at the mean radius, a . 
(b) Th e Eff c t of a Di e l e ctric 
The ana ly s i s which ha s be e n used above takes no a ccount of 
th ff ct of dL . l ctric mat daIs ./hich must play an important 
part in t h op r a ting charact eristics . The microwave e l ect ric fi eld 
as we ll as th e magnetic fie l d tra vels through a sampl e . In silve r 
ha l id cry s t a l s , t h i s ·;,i ll be of primary importance as the microwave 
di e l ectric cons tant is abou t 10 . In this section ,i t is shown how 
th des ign pa r am t e rs of the h 1ix dep nd on the di e lectric fi lling it. 
It. i s quit tra ight forward to calcu l a t e t he eff ect of fi lling 
the sh ~~ th h l ix ,'ith die l ct ic . Pi erce ' s fi eld e~uations inside 
and ou ts ide th > h l ix a r c giv n i n Appendix 1 ; they are altered to 
include th ff t of a diel ectric a nd arc given in terms of the 
coeff icie nt 11 . The ropa ga t ion constant is now given by th 
equa t i on 1 . 13 . 
2 10 (ya) Ko (ya ) U\a Cot f)2 (ya ) ___ • A = 5.3 
11 (ya ) 1(1 (ya ) 
11 Ko + y2 f32- f30 2 ,,,he r = = 
-
El I 10 K 
is th di I ctri c constant of the material fi l ing the helix and 
E 2 d s crib s di tric outsid xt nding to infinity. The case 
= I i quat io n 22 of Pi re ' s /\ppendix II ( 10). Figure 5.3 shows 
a s ri s of curv s for diff er ent va ues of E = E.1 (e2 = 1) which 
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allow on to f i nd t h radial propaga tion cons t a nt y, a nd hence ~ 
for a ny va l u of t h p ramet c r ~~ot 'f. For tightly \'t'ound helices 
whe r e v is sma ll compa r d oi t h c, Y ~ ~ . 
It ca n b Fi gu r c 5.3 tha t the travell ing wave is 
s low d by a bout a fur the r f ctor of 2 . 5 when the helix is filled 
wit h a sa mp le of silve r chlor ide . In a real helix, due to the 
r duccd fi l l i ng f act or, th i s sl oving . ill not quite be a tta ined. 
The condition 1 .0 S f3a ~ 1 . 5 would no longer hold and the fi eld 
di st r i buti on a cross t h sampl e would no longer have the optimum 
configura t i on. R ta ining a given va l ue of ~a ~ ya a nd of a, the 
pitch of th h 1ix shou l d be increa s d by an amount ~p . If a
o 
is 
th m nn rediu of the samp le , to 0 first approximation, the increase 
6p i l l be mult i pli d by a fa ctor a o , rcmembe ring that the spa cing 
a 
bet n t urn s shou d be a pp r oximat ely th e thickness of the wire . 
Thc r lotionship bet ween th pogc r flo w a long the helix (p) 
and the maximum magn tic f ie l d on the a xis, (Hi ) is given in 
Appendix I (quotion /\1 . 15 , 16) a s 
./here 8(ya ) 
Hl 2 
P 
P :: 600 H 2 
1 
f3 f3 0 
y4 
i 0 func tion of ~ 1 ,£ 2 a nd ya. 
5.4 
i 0 p ram t r of i mportance in considering the s ens it-
ivi t y of th helix . Th i func ti on i s pJotted aga inst ya for th 
case E 2 :: 1 , e 1 :: C vith va lues of E bet ween 1 a nd 100, in 
Fi gur 5 . 4 . I t con be s en t hat , for a given value of ye , B(ya ) i s 
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fairly insensitive t o the eff ect of the dielectric, but it should 
be not ed hat a helix with a large ya has a very small value of 
B(ya) . If a given he lix is of interest, (L e . given a), the 
function (ya)3 B(ya) ~ (y4a3/~)B( ya) is of more value . (This 
function is plotted in Fi gure 5 .5) . As an example , if an "optimum" 
he lix, i • • 1 .0 $ ~ ~ 1 . 5 is filled with a di e lectric without 
all ring any of th h lix parameters , ¥l2 cc ; B(ya) ;:; y3B(ya) 
is r duc d by between 2.5 and 3.0 times by filling the helix with 
a diel ectric with£ = 10 . An increase in sensitivity cannot be 
expect ed if the pitch is i ncreased without increasing the wire 
diameter ; if both ar increased , the filling factor is reduced. 
a 
Whe n th e sampl e siz is not limited , ~rr J Hz2r dr ;:; (rra2HI 2/p) 
o 
should be considered,as the total field across the sample is more 
important than th e maximum fi eld density . 
(c) Op rating Conditio~ 
Th e discussion above has been limited to a travelling wave 
flowing along a helix of indefinit e length. This condition would 
be appropriat to a tra nsmission spectrometer , however in the 
ref lection configuration , if all the microwave power was dissipated 
along a suffici ently long matched helix, the sampl e absorption 
would not be det cted . If, however, a standing wave is set up 
by the mismatch at th end of the helix, resonance absorption will 
be observ d . The ma tching condition is precisely the same as that 
• 
for a critically coupl d cavity and a standing wave pattern is set 
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Figure 5.6 
Intensity of the Standing Wave .Pattern along the axis of the Helix . 
The point L is the end of , the coaxial line and AI is the end of the Helix . 
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up alon the h lix 1i th the matching of the helix amounting to 
th adjustm n of its coupling to the waveguide. This standing 
c>_ .. ~,(..., .. i 
w •. v arran m nt is s nUallyLnarrow-banct:}>eing described by 
a suita!>l -f ctor a lthoueh the adjustment for different operating 
frequ en:i is rather mor straightforward than with a cavity . 
It has b n possible to measure the fi e ld distribution by 
using a bra micrC'7te t r d vie to dri vc a silica fibre with a 
very small qua nt ity f OPPH, without any sideways or twi sting move-
m nt , up throush the h lix so th t it accurately remained on the 
axis of h h !ix . Th fibre , which was about O.2mm in diameter 1 
did not e rjou y off ct the balanc of the bridge, and slight 
of -ba l a nc wo mad n e ligibl by a rather larg r unbalance 
introduc d l sewh r in t h bridge . Th magnitu~e (A) of the 
OPPH r sonanc \a ob erved as a function of it s position (z) 
alone th exi of th h l ix . The r esult of this is shown in 
Fi ur 5 .6, whi h i of the form xpccted for a standing wave 
patt rn , If th pow r dissip tion in the helix VIas such that the 
wav mod contained an app ciabl amo unt of tTlweUing character, 
all of the mi imo i n . i 're 5 .6 WOtl d not f::lll to zero (the 
ma Bni ud of th minim actu lly r ep r esent th resolution due to 
th fin it iz of th pi ce of OPPH) . The minima may also be non-
zero a ay f om th > h lix axi s because of the finit e thickness of 
th h li x wire . 
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The actual helix us d to obtain the pattern had a mean 
radius (a) of 1 .1 4mm . and pitch (p) of 1 .07mm . Substituting 
these va lues into equation 5 . 1 (b can be used in this case) gives 
:i. = 2:- ~ 0.15 so that the he lix wavelength (/\.) is calculated 
c Aa 
to be 5 .0mm . for)\ = 3.3 cms . This compares fairly well with 
o 
the m asur d wa velength of 6.0mm . (s ee Figure 5 .6), considering 
the approxi ma tions which hav been made. The agreement could be 
improved by sui tably r defining "mea n radius". If the inside 
surface of the helix is chos en to describe the radius a l ,A is 
calculat ed as 6. 4mm . 
The -factor which describes the standing waves in the 
helix can be us d in the nonnal analysis of r esonant cavity e .s.r . 
sp ectromet ers (1 to 4) . The condition for optimum power matching 
(i. e . bridge balanced) will d mand that the actual Q ( \ ) will be 
a half of the unloaded ~ It would be possibl e to calculate the 
h lix f nctor from the expected loss in the helix Wire, but this 
ideal G will not b r ea listic as the microwave field is allowed 
to interact wi th geometrically complex surroundings and with 
samples which do not necessarily fill th e helix . The bandwidth 
of the helix and its matchi ng system has bee n rnzasured by 
observing the r esponse of the matched bridge when the klystron 
fr quency is modulated. This bandwidth is typically equival ent 
to a -foctor of about 1000 , but it must be noted that there may 
be a contribution to this from the matching system and Gt for the 
actual helix may be rath r lower . 
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In the usual formu l a for spect rometer sensitivities when 
operating in th linear range of the detection crystal, the 
de t ected voltage (6V ) is given by (1) 
L 
1 
!J.V = kP'2 r "{ " L ~L/\ ~ 
where k is th e proportionality constant depending on the 
configuration among '()ther thin s . /(" is the paramagnetic 
5 .5 
susceptibility ( gi ven for example by Bloch t s equations 3 . 12), 
P is the incident microwave power and 1 is the filling factor of 
the helix, given by 
f H2 dv 
sample 
= 
5.6 
This i s simple to assess for a sample which is long compared 
with the h l ix \'aV 1 ngth . If the sampl e fills the helix, and 
noting that the ene rgy associated with the radiation fi eld inside 
the helix is 0 . 7 of that outsid ( see cnd of section 5.1.3a), 
= 5 .7 
where d is th wir diameter and a the mean radius . The standing 
wave mode indicat s that only half of the sample is actually in the 
microwav fi el d . For the spe cific helix descri bed above, 
i ~ 0 . 17 and for a typical cavity"? ~ 0.04, say . 
To compar a r sona nt cavity with a helix used in the same 
configuration (e . g . bridge with reflection matching) I the important 
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paramet e r from quation 5.5 is ~L1' For a typical cavity 
( ~ ~ 4000, say) t his may be in the region of 160 and for a helix, 
taking the observed ~ for QL' L~ = 170. The helix is thus 
compa rabl e wit h a cavity as the a ~sorption cell in a spectromet cr. 
Thi s i s in agreeme nt wi th the overall sensitivity quot ed in 
section 5.1.2, which is s imilar to that attained with an otherwise 
s i milar cavity spe ctrome t er operating under the same conditions 
of powe r, time cons t ant etc. The additional power availabl e from 
th e K350 kly s tron wh ich is not generally suitabl e for a cavity 
ins trument const i t ute s a useful further improvement in sensitivity. 
(d) Helix lat chi ng 
Th e appara tus us ed for matching the helix into the waveguide 
is shown in Figur s 5 .7a and 7b. The waveguide/coaxial trans-
former i s adjust ed using a variable short A and stub B. (The 
latter i s not es sential but often proves to be helpful). The 
coaxial line is made from copper plated copper/nickel tubing with 
p.t.f. e . s pacer s . The helix is matched to the coaxial line by 
alt ering the l ength of the central conductor - i.e. by adjusting 
C. As crystal orientation is altered by rotating the central 
conductor, it is not possible to attach the lower end of the helix 
to the outer conductor. T~: s can cause spurious modes to be 
excit ed out s ide the coaxial line, but this has been overcome by 
attaching three 0 four wire stubs about 1/4" long to the bottom of 
the outer conduct or. 
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The arrangement is sealed for operation at low temperatures 
using a silica jacket around the helix, p . t.f . e . seals on the 
adjustments Band C and mica windows across the rectangular wave-
guide. 
Crysta I s must be firmly wedged in the helix to avoid 
sever microphonics ("bumpi ng") when the assembly is immersed in 
liquid nitrogen. Lens tissue is an ideal material for this 
wedging as it does not give rise to e .s . r . signals •• 
If thin wire is used to make the helix , microphonics would 
be a probl em if support was not provided . The function of the 
matching syst e~ is to mat ch the waveguide to the coaxial system 
so that a travelling wave is sent along the coaxial line , and so 
tha t af\Y wave r efl e cted from the bot tom of the coaxial line is 
fully transmitted back through the waveguide/coaxial matching (i) • 
The coaxial/helix matchi ng , on the other hand , couples the power 
into the resonant helix (ii) . It is not poss i ble to adjust 
the apparatus of Figure 5.7 to satisfy the criteria (i) and 
(ii) separately, so it is not certain if this matching system is 
totally satis facto ry . 
Th e point ~ on Figure 5.6 coincides with the end of the 
helix (i t is simply cut off at the end with no modification to 
assist r efl ection; this does not appear to be very important). 
L corres ponds to the end of the coaxial line; this helix nas 
match d so that the transition was actually within the coaxial 
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line, bu t this is not very important . It is interesting t o note 
d ... H 2 Th that L correspon s to a m~n~mum ~n l ' e apparent reduction in 
Hl2 wit in th helix is due to scree ning of the 100 Kc / s modulation. 
Further investi ga tion of helix matching conditions could 
prove va luable in assessing the optimum se nsiti vi ty . 
5.2 Techniques of Measurement and Irradiati on 
All e .s . r. spectra have been measured by reference to a 
proton r es onance unit ( Newport type P lI'ik II) locked to a het erodyne 
wavemeter (U.S. Navy Type CKB 74028). Pips are put ont o the e . s . r . 
trace as the magnetic field is swept , at interva l s determined by 
the wavemetcr . The proton r esonance line-width is about 70 milli-
gauss and this is abo ut the a ccuracy of the position of ea ch pip . 
Thes e markers are obtained by discharging a capacitor onto the 
chart pen . 
For g-value meas urements, and measurement s of the klystron 
frequency, a small quantity of the free radical DPPH (diphenyl-
picrylhydrazy l) IIg- markerll has bee n at t a ched t o the crystal under 
observation . 
Crystals have always been irradiated while mounted in the 
helix . The crystal temperatur e has been adjusted by precooling 
methylat d spi rit (freez ing point ~ -llOoC) or acetone (f reezi ng 
point -9SoC) with liqui d nitrogen and immerSing the lower part of 
the lix matchi ng assembly in the coolant. Irradiation ha s also 
been carried out at liquid nitrogen temperat ures. The temperature 
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of the coolant has bee n measured in a number of ways ; namely , 
by a n alcohol or pentane thermometer or by a copper/constantan 
thermoc0upl e . The latter was found t o be the most satisfactory . 
Both a high pressure mercury arc source ( P.~az1a Type ~'iE/D 
250\'1) a d a high pressure xenon arc source ( ~mcns Type XC 500'\'{) 
ha ve been used a s radiati on s our ces . The sources Were either used 
unf i l t r ed Or with one of the the following filt ers : a glass plat e , 
opaque at 1 ss than 3,000 R; a Kodak Wratten Type 47 B Gelatine 
Filt er passing 4 ,000 t o 5, .000 R; a silver chloride filt er at the 
same temperature as the crys tal under irradiation . The Agel 
filt er is of particular value whe n th e crystal surface rapidly 
becomes blacken d , stopping furth er volume irradiation . It is 
importa nt that the t mperature should be near to that of the 
specimen for optimum irradia ti on due to the large variat ion in 
shape of the u . v . and optical fundamental absorption spectrum with 
temperature (Section 2.3.2) . 
5.3 Optica l Heasuremen~ 
All optical absorption measurements have been carri ed out 
on a Unicam SP 700 Dual B am Spectropho t ome ter. The r ef erence 
beam ha s b n used \Vi thou t any r ef erence crystal so tha t the output 
of the instrum nt is a direct measurement of th e total absorption 
s pectrum of the crystal . The abs orption spectra have been observed 
o 
at room t mperature and at 77 K a nd an absorption cell has been 
constructed fo r ope ration at low tempe ratures. The polished crystal 
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specimens were mount ed in an evacuat ed dewar assembly with two 
silica windows to pass th e light beam. Figure 5.8 shows this dia-
grammatically. 
This chapt er has been largely devoted to describing the use 
of a helix as a sp ctrome t er absorption cell as there is litt le 
published work on this subj ect. Webb's application of Pierce ' s 
theory to an e . s . r . helix cell has been bri efly described and~ 
extended t o includ the effect of a dielectric in the heliX . 
Filling a helix with a dielectric only has a r elatively small eff ect 
on the fi e lds in t he helix . The matching conditions are described 
qualitatively and more d tailed information on this subject would 
be ve ry useful. 
Th e next chapter describes the preparation of the samples 
which have been used . 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE PREPARATION OF SILVER CHLORIDE 
6.1 Introduction 
6.2 
Con id rabi c ifficulties were encountered in attempting 
to r produ the r sults obtained in early experiments with silver 
chloride and bromide . It appear d that this was in part due to the 
10\,1 purity of the mat dal being used and in part due to lack of 
exp ri n in handling silver chloride, which has a number of 
unusual and 0 1kward practical properties . 
It was decided that the best course would be to fol l ow the 
information availebl from workers (1 to 6) who are responsible 
for many of th results des cribed in Chapt er 11. The t echniques 
which are d s rib d in this chapter are derived from these references 
and th e mor diff i ul t parts of the preparation are emphasised . 
Apparatu s ha s b en built to zone-r fine silver chloride and bromide , 
part i cularly becaus the st udy of nominally pure crystals can, as 
is cl ar from Ch pt r 11, be s riously disturbed by unknown impurities . 
All silv r hlorid which has been produced has been zone-refined, 
and th am meeh ni m ha s bee n used for crystal grOWing . 
Th procedure described is ess ntially the same for making 
ilv r bromid • 
Ch ion 
Silv r hlorid i pr cipitated as a fine powder when sil ver 
nitrat e and hydrochloric acid are mixed. Silver nitrat e of spectro-
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scopic purity has be n used without furth e r puri fication .* 
The r agent grade acid was fractionally distill ed to give a constant 
boiling mix ure a nd then re-distilled in a Fensk i type of fraction-
ating co lumn . At all stages , doubly distill ed and usual ly deionised 
water has been used . normality for both solutions of wea ker 
than N/5 hould be used to give a fine precipi tat e . ( ~ith more 
concentrat ed solutions , when the precipitate is nearly dri ed , it 
tends to stick togethe r in lumps making complet e drying difficult) • 
Th e so lution in which the precipitation is carried out should 
contain an xcess of acid and should be at a t emperature of about 
700 C. 
Th e actual precipita tion of ~gCI has followed the conditions 
mentioned above . In order to produce a useful quantity of silver 
chloride , manY litr 5 of liquid must be handled . A well aged 
borosilicat f lask (5 li tre ) was us ed, allowing the silver nitrate 
and hydrochloric acid to ente r at about 50ml ./min. into the already 
acid ( N/IO, say) cont ents of the flask with continuous stirring . 
'fu n pr cipitation is compl ete , the AgCI quickly settles and 
most of the liquid can be drained off . Th e Agel i s repeatedly 
washed , ay t n tim s , sti rring it up well with the wa te r . (In the 
arlier wash s this can be mildly acid, N/IOO HCI) • 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
* Ea s tman-Kodak Special Product Silver Nitrat e X-491 
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Drying was a chi eved by fi rst of all washing the AgC into a 
sint e r cd gla ss funne l (porosity 4) , and then afte r filt eri ng, the 
gCl as s lowly pumped dry . This was carried out by initially 
us ing 8 backing pump and finally, after about two days , using a 
diffu s ion pump a nd warming the AgCl up t o about 150oC. Following 
thi s proc durc , it is po s sibl e t o prepare a reasonably fr ee running 
powder . 
Sou of th s ilve r chloride whi ch has been used was bought 
a s a powder to a voi d the initia l precipitation procedure .* 
Thi s mat rial was not nearly so finely divided and it coul d not be 
dri ed fur t he r . I t probably con ains about th e same~mount of tran-
s ition metal s - a f \1 pa rts per million of the important impurities 
such a s iron and copper . 
Th next s t , p in preparation is the melting and IIp i nholing" 
of th \gCI . This is t he most awkward part of the procedure partly 
becau se s ilver chloride can stick to i t s surround ing t ube on 
soliduication , ca u ing the silica t o sha tt er . The lat ter problem 
ha s larg ly be n a voided by always me lting the AgCI in an atmospher e 
of chlorine . (Silver oxide a nd silver are l argely responsibl e for 
the s ticking) . 
6.3 le lting 
/. t he m l U ng point of si ve r chloride is at 4500 C, it was 
found n c s a ry to m I t it in a si lica conta i ner. It was clear from 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
* Johns on- fda tth Y "Spe cpure" Silver Chloride J I\1-58 . 
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an arly att empt t a borosilic t (Pyrex) glass is very "dirty" at 
such l cmp ' r lur n ddiliona l advantage in usi ng silica is its 
much gr or m' hani al st r nglh . 
Th "plnholin 11 appar tu ' was a ~implified ver s ion of that 
origin ll y d rib d by .;i ch 11 (1) and is shown in Figure 6 . 1. 
Ordin ry qu lily (Th ,a l Syndi a te) silica tubing has been used 
and YPIC 1 dim n ion indi t d . tthe bore of the lower tube 
i s of import n a- will be s n in the n xt section . ) 
Th upp r comp rtm nt I is first of all pa cked with the AgCI 
powd r nd n tmo ph'r of chlori n is subs titut d . The silver 
hlorid i s no\ m It d u in a gas torch wilh a larg~ flame , which 
i mor conv ni ' nt n fl ibl tha n D furna ce as it allows the 
stat of h ' ont cn to be .omi n d . ./h n all the gCI has been 
m I d , it n b ' run through the "p ':'nhcl J ' (a ) to solidify 
immcdi ly in rtm nt B. A ble k debri s is l ef t behind on the 
, all of com rtm nt t • Thi i m inly si lver and s ilver oxide and 
th pinho ing on. ti ut - 0 v ry us ' ful part of th e purification . 
./hen h , Cl, 0\1 in B, h s b n remelt ed* and chkrine gas 
he b n bu 1 d thr Sh it for bout 30 minutes , it is finally 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
* 
I may b or h b bbling oxyg n through the AgCl at this stage 
or t h or ponding ag in A, i n an attempt to oxidi ze any 
iron impurity . Th· o id > i virt.ua lly insoluble in AgCl and 
wou l d b 1 ftb hin on h wa ll . 
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fl v ry small amount of impurity is left on the 
, . th / gCl pours into C it must be kept molten and only 
all ow d to olidify s lowly from th" bottom . '" This cast cylinder 
of s ilv r chlorid i s now r ady for zone-refin i ng af ter extraction 
from th s ili 
Th pro 
t ubing . 
5 desc ribed in t his se ction r emoves virtua lly all 
i nsolubl e i mpuriti 
Th zon -r fining 
{most of them are introduced in the precipitation} 
scribed in the next se ction r educes the 
co nc ntrati on of sol ubl e impuriti s such as transition metal ions . 
6 . 4 Zone-I f ining 
Th p incipl 5 of zon -refining a r e well known and are described 
in Pf ann l book (7) . Th app licati on of this technique t o the 
purifies ion of si lver chloride is described in r ef er ence 4 . 
Th opp rat us shown i n Figure 6 .2. was built to a llow vertical 
as w 11 a horizont 1 zone-refining. The latt r must be us ed for 
the sil v ' r h lid s . It was used very successfully in a vert ical 
position to zone- f i n n~~ha l en a nd simila r chemicals as the 
rondition s for • f i ning such compounds with compl ex structures 
or ' not ar ly strict as for r e fining simple lattices such as 
AgCl . 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
* R m I ting of he igCl at this s t age would almost certainly 
cause th tub to shatt r as AgCI expands substantially before 
it m I 5 nd by a f· \V P re nt on melting . 
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Th e di t r ibut ion coeffici ent s were measured by Moser, 
Burnham and Tippi ns ( 4) for a number of important impuri t ies in 
t gCI and th s are shown i n Tabl e 6.1. The distribution coeffiCient 
i s the ratio of th solubility of an impurity in the host when 
liquid , to th solubility in the solid . 
Tabl e 6 .1 
Distribution 
Ha l id Impurity Atmospher e Coefficient 
/gCl Cu Cl or vacuum 0.4 - 0 . 6 
2. 
gCl Pb Cl 2. Or vacuum 0 . 4 
gCI Ni Cl2, or va cuum 1.4 
gCl Fe Cl2. ~0.7 
ge l r- , -,Jl , Cd Vacuum > I 
J gCI Sn, .. 1 , Sr Vacuum < I 
gBr Cu Vacuum < 1 
gBr F , Ni, ii'ln Vacuum > 1 
In the ca e of crys t a l s tructures made up of la rg e mol ecules this 
coeff i ci ent is u ua ~ ly much great er than unity which means that 
re fin i ng is i mp ly and eff ctiv yachi eved . As can be s een from 
the ta bl obov, t hi s i s not true in materials such as silver 
chlo rid , but a long as a large number of " zone passes" with short 
mol n zon can be passed through a sampl e , very useful purification 
can be oht i ned . he ca se of iron with refining under chlorine , is 
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of particular int r es t os the iron is mor soluble in the solid; 
thi s is pr su bly du to the presence of t he stabl e (FeC1 4) 
co pi x , which fits n 11 in the l attice . It is not possible to 
r emove iron very eff ctively by zone-refining , even in a practical 
"ulli t e" di tribution ond it is for this reason that it must be 
tak n a ccount of in r.klny exp riments with nominally pure AgCl . 
Silv r hlorid must be zon -refined hori zontally because 
of th xpon ion and sti cking problems . It i s necessary to tilt 
~e r fin r to void transport af ter many passes due to the expansion 
when on nd is ;'c lt ed ond the contraction when the zone l ea ves th e 
othe r nd . The n cessory a ngl of tilt depends on the expansion and 
on the urf c t nsion of th liquid and is found empirically to be 
about 60 to th horizontol . 
Th d tails of the octual ref ini n~ are as fol l ows . About 
9 inch s of th 91:'lr.l AgCl bor prepared as described i n the l as t 
section i pia cd in D veil cl an d lcm . bore s ilica tube. Thi s 
tub ho on nd clos d , nith a furth er pi ece of si lica a ttached 
at this nd os a support . Th sil v r chloride i s melt d to fill 
about 8 ~ of th cro s ction of the tu~e , care being taken to 
r estrict th .. un upport ed nd of the AgCl by tipping the tube . 
It is ess nU8l het the AgCl should be allowed to free ze rapidly 
as the r m Iting prior to zone-refin i ng can easily shatter the tube . 
Th ight h at r s .ar 8 ch made from three turns of 0.062" 
diam t r "0" gr d nick 1 \vire , support ed s imply by the terminal s. 
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The hater ar mounted in para ll e l, drawing about 300 amps at 2 volts 
fro m a welding transofrmer . The input to the transformer is fed 
from a HVaria 11 and the end haters in particular are shie l ded f r om 
draugh t by a box of a bestos paper . Th e heat ers are I t4 inches 
apart and a zone length of 3/ 16" to 1" ca n be mai ntained at r efining 
sp ed of up to 1 . 5" per hour . The heater carriage is driven on a 
I ad- ere\1, from a r eduction gear-box follow ed by a diff erentia l 
gearbox . Th init ial drive is taken from a "Velodyne" type 74 motor-
g ner ator . Th gen rotor provides a d . c . output propo rti onal to 
it s shaft and aft r comparison with a r ef er ence voltage , this 
output i f d through a s rvo-circui t to control the mo t or armature 
curr nt . By thi m ans , a stabl e , r eproducibl e a nd continuously 
variabl r ngc of output s peeds between 50 and 11 ,000 r .p.m. is 
availabl e by varying the r ef ere nce volta ge . This range is of great 
use a zone-r fining has bee n possi bl e at speeds of up to 3"/hour. 
Using a dif f erent furn c crystals have been grown a t 0.051~/hour 
(mo r e usua lly 2mm . (0.08") /hour) • 
Usua lly 80 to 100 zones have been passed along the s ilver 
chlorid bar . Great car must be taken to avoid the Agel "bridging" 
t.h full ion of the t ub . Thi s is especially important at the 
tarting nd a r melti ng would almost certainly shatter the tube . 
Thi s numb r of zone-pe se should be sufficient for a nearly optimum 
impurity di ribution . 
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Af te r zon - r f i ni ng , bo t h ends of the AgCI show some 
colouri ng . Th zon start ing e nd i s ye llowish brown (typical of 
i ron) and the f i nishi ng nd , aft er some irradiation, is a blue 
colour typical of il v r colloid. This indicates the presence 
of copper amo ng other t hings (2.4.5a). The central portion is not 
a t a ll pho tos ensiti ve and a bout 33 to 50% of the t ota l bar has been 
se l ect ed f or f urt h ruse . 
I t ha not been pos s ibl e to have the purity of the silver 
chloride pect ro scopica lly a nalysed but it is reasonable to assume 
tha t th re is l ess t a n par t in 107 of all impuriti es . The sensi-
tivi ty of the e . s •• sp ctrometer is such as to be abl e to detect 
ce rtai nly l e 5 t hat 1 p rt in 106 of certa1n specified impurities 
( e . g . F 3+ , eu2+ , rm2+) . The limit may be as low as 1 part in 107 
for cubi c Fe 3+. I t i important to grow crystals in high purity 
quar t z cont i ner as i xplained in the next section . 
6.5 Cry sta l Dopi ng and Grow i ng 
The cry s t a l s used in a ll the experiments were grown in a 
s ili ca t ub , drawn ou t to a point,as container and using the 
Bri dgma n-Stockbo r g r te chnique . The arrangement is shown in 
Figur 6 . 3 . The uppe r furna ce was 5 t nominally at 5000 C and the 
loy r wa wa t r cool d . Th temperature of the solidifi ed material 
was much highe r t ha n t hi s , a bout 350°C . This could be s een from the 
yellowi sh col our of h crysta l which is a result of the extension 
of th l ong-- w ve t a il of th e fundamental u.v. absorption well into 
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the optical region at high temperatures . Us ing this procedure , 
quit e good ingl crystals have been grown, u sually under a pressure 
of about 20cm Hg of chlorine . 
C#.1<?'fJr .( .. rf 
Doping of most crystals has beenAby adding about 1 t o 2 parts 
in 104 molar , of t e impurity os the a nhydrous mctn :l chloride before 
melting th e silver chloride . Ferric chloride was separated from 
the hydra t ed form by fractional sublimat ion, a nd both f errous 
chloride and auric chloride were prepar ed by pumping and hea ting th e 
hydrat ed f rrous chloride a nd chloroauric acid respectively . The 
eff e t of wat er 0 tached t o the iron chlorides is that they oxidize 
when melted ith the sil ver chloride, but with c~re this can be 
a void d . 
Cry t a l with I part in 105 of impurity were doped by mixing 
100/0 of a previously doped 1 : 104 crysto l with pure silver chloride. 
About 1 pm of iron was found t o be present i n gold doped and 
nominal ly pure crysta s . The source of this was eventua l y found to 
be th e ilica tubing used in the furnace . High purity quartz tubing 
was sub equ nlly us d a nd this gave no trouble . On one occas ion 
a " pure" rystol 10S grown in a tube that had previously been 
used 0 grow a gold dop d crystal . The pure crys tal sho'led the 
charo led ti of 0 gold dop d crystal . For this reo son all tubing 
has be n u 'd onc only. 
All zone-r fining has been carried out using ordina ry quality 
t ubing ith no app r nt introduction of impurity. Thi s must be a 
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result of lIag ing" of th ilica in the early stages of the refining 
and th ub equent extra tion of the int roduced impurity later in 
the pro es . Clearly , in th futur high purity tubing must be used 
fo r zon -refining as well as for crystal growing, as the final 
purity mu t be aff cted . 
Handling cry tals of the si lver halides introduces many problems . 
Di sloca t ion re r markably unstable a nd it is probably nea rly 
impos ible to cut the cry tal without causing severe mechanical damage . 
(Bending a crystal of ilver chloride requires litt le effo rt and ~ 
plastic until it hardens and ca n then be broken) . 
In ge n r 1 , rystals have been cut using a fine stainless 
s t ee l aw lubri cated wit h x,ylene. About 0 . 5mm . is then r emoved 
from the ut urfa ce us ing a very fine "wet and dry" carborundum 
paper (600 grad ) with distilled water as lubricant a nd finally the 
crysta l s are etch d in a 3N hypo ( sodium thiosulphate) solution to 
r move a furth r O.5mm . Provided the initial surface of the crystal 
i cl a n and fr e from grease , and the hypo is continuously agitat ed, 
this me thod i ati f act ory for crystal preparation . Othc(' workers 
have found it n e sa ry to use cyanide solutions to etch samples for 
opti 1 work, but polishing in hypo has b en quite satisfactory. 
6.7 
Silv r halide a r mechanically very isotropic . They do not 
cl eo v nd be us of the cubic tructure, do not exhibit any 
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dir ctiona l p operties as f ar as distorti on or polarization are 
conc rned . A f ~ seconds etch in hypo produces et ch pits on the 
cry s tal urfac but it has bee n much simpl e r to find the crysta l 
orienta tion to a fir t pproximation by growing epitaxial NaCl 
cry tals on th surface . After this s t age , two methods have been 
us d for mor detailed information regarding the cry stal axes . 
(a) Crystals have been mounted in t he oscillating camera of a 
X-ray goniom t r* , a back-reflecti on method bei ng used, a nd it was 
found po sible to cut the crystal to with in one degree of t he 
mea sured axe the final adjustment being possible in the e .s.r. 
o 
spectrom t r by incl ining th e helix and dewar by as much as 3 to 
the magn tic f ield . 
(b) In iron doped crystals , the relatively simple anisotropic 
fin structur of the {FeCl 4)-spectrum wa s l at t erly used to find the 
crys tal ax s . djustm nis normal to t he axis of the coaxial line 
lading to th h lix \V r made by bending the helix by up to 300 
from normal to th f ie l directi on. Where it has been possibl e , 
this proc du rc ha b en used , as it is much more s t ra i gh t f 0 r wa r d 
than th X-ray m thod . 
I 11 cry tal have b n cut so that they are rotated a bout a 
crystallographic (lID) xis , t he f ield direction lies in the plane 
normal to thi axi and a l lows t he obse rva ti on of spectra along 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
'" Philip Typ P.1 1009/25 Gen rator with a Nonius-~·/eissenberg camera 
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(lOO), (110) nnd (111) fl xes , without distul 'bing the crystal. 
It h s bee n found that wondering of the crystal axis can 
caus e a pprecia bl e problems . It has been possible to estimate this 
wa nd er t o be as much n 5° in some iron doped crystals, by examining 
the 10 s of spectra l r eso lution in certain directions. It has usua lly 
been found poss ibl e to find cryst als with the axis defined to better 
than 1° . Examining the anisotropy of spectral resolution of the 
(FeCl 4) s pe ctrum it is possible to distinguish between a lot of 
small va ri a tions in cry tal nxis and fl sma ll degree of " twinnint '. 
Th r eason for the failure to orient the gold doped crystals 
i s pr obably a r esult of the superposition of a number of spectra 
f r om sub-crys t a l with a r e v degrees va riation in axis . 
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CHAP'l'El. VII 
RESULTS OF STUDIES IN SILV~~ CHLORIDE 
The measurcm nt ",Jhich are described in this Ulesis are 
principally oncerne d vith the properti s of iron as an impurity 
in ilver chlo . ide . A brief description will also be given of 
some ob ervations on crystals of AgCl :Au and AgCl : ~~ . 
ttempt to ob erve e . s . r . signals in pure , undoped silver 
chloride or bromid have been unsuccessful; in general , these 
experim n .. e out t o find if a high temperature oxidizing or 
redu ing anneal followed by slow cooling or quenching could produce 
pa ramagn tic centres . Th irradiation of crysta s with dif f erent 
histori at. tempera ures between 3000 K and 77°K was also investigated . 
Thc only ign I whi h have been observed are due to small traces 
of F 3t or Cu2t impurity under condit ions when these would be the 
exp ctcd valenci es . The ensit i vity of the spectrometer is difficult 
to calibr t e Ihen u ing Q he ix wit h si! ver chloride crystals because 
of their l arg di le tric constant . Less than I ppm 3t of Fe or 
Cu2t hould b ve y a ily detectable . If the amount of iron present 
in dop d ry t 1 ha b en orrectly estimated , the limit of 
f F 3+ I det ction or 1 probably in the region of 0 . 1 ppm . 
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f i gure 7.1 
7 . 1 
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E.S . Si! ve r Ch loride 
( a) Cubic (F C14 ' Compl e x 
The ubi t um of tri val ent iron in silver ch l oride 
which h - bee n m'n t ionc in s ction 2 . 4 . 5(b) has bee n produc ed 
und r diff r ' n t condition nhi ch are described in 7.2. The 
ana ly i of t h i 'P' rum has been published by Hay es I Pi l brow and 
81i f kin (1) and he oram t ers describi ng it are given in tabl e 2 . 3 . 
The pa rolllet r fit in Hamiltoninn of th e form 
~ = gB~. 8 + t ( SI 4 + S,4 + s~4 - ~S(S + ' )(382 + 38 - 1) 
2 I 
+ ~[ Szl~ + B( Sx 1xn+ Syly~ + P( I zn -j In(In + 1)) 
- gBNtl .!n] '7.1 
which i a combination of t h t e r ms 4 . 16 , 17 and 19 . ! 11. 
and C o r the ub ax ·.lhi ch coincide with t he crystall ographic 
<100> axes . 
o hleasurem nt of the g a nd D parameters at 20 K a nd at 
77°) yi e lded th fo ll o 'ling va ' ue s : 
+ g = 2 . 0 . 58 - 0.001 ; a = 2 + -4 - 1 75. - 0.7 x 10 cm 
tr8n i io n ar 1 ; 1 r s ol v d al ong t he <100> cubic xes but only 
parti ally r 01 v d o.i. ong a <111> oxi s of the cube . Otherwise the 
two pai s of fin 
a pair of i tort 
lines coincide suff icie ntly to produce 
incs . Figure 7 . 1 sh~w s the <100> a nd <Il l> 
sp ct a \li th th parti al ly resolved ex trahyperf ine structure on the 
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H3[ 1- t>-+I+ t>] tr nsit ion . The a ngular variation of the fine 
struc ur e i s vould b expe cted for the cubic t erm. (The 
expre ion fo th a t rm peci f ied r lative to the magne t ic fi e ld 
(z) ax i i gi v n in pp ndix 11, also references 2 and 3). 
deta il d nnJy i of the partially resolved cxtrahyperfine 
struclu e on t h 1- t> ~ 1+ t> transition was not carri ed out 
owing 0 the publi ion of Hayes ' results . Garth ' s much more 
ac ural ENDOR e ults s hould provide a more re liabl e set of 
pa rame rs (4) . A car fu l check was made to as certain the t the 
xlrahypc rf in tru tur corres ponded with tha t of Hayes ' resul ts . 
It wo no po ibl to det ct any difference between the spectra 
SO il is a f to conclud that they originat e from the same 
c ntre . 
On int r ling ha racteristic of the r esonance which has 
not b n m nti oned in ny of the publications (1, 4 , 5) is that the 
d gr e of hyp rfin r olution of the centra l line is slightly 
anisolropi , th r olulion bei ng poorer on the low field side . 
Th r . olution of th 
broadening; 770 the microwave po~er at the helix must be 
below bout -5db (approxim tely I watt at th helix is Odb) and at 
0 20 b low about -25db . 
Th 0 r 11 resolution of t.he fine and hyperfine e . s . r . 
sp ctrum ha b n found t.o b very d pendent on the particular 
crystal nd i ha prov d v ry useful to examine the spectra carefully 
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th · provid s informalion r garding the degree of crystal 
p rf e tion ( e lion 6 . 7) Th best crystals show considerably 
bett r r e olulion tha n th publ ished result s (1, 4, 5) . 
Thi p c rum will b r ef rred to as s pect r um A. 
(b) Th e Trigona l (F ' C I ~ Compl ex 
In h inve tigations into the formatio n of spectrum A 
during irradi lion , neu tri val ent i ron pectrum has been observed . 
Th i pectrum (8) i s produced by irradiating certai n crystals a t 
l050 C d· t bl a bove - 750 C. about - a n ~s un a The specific thermal 
cha r t ri ti s r described in ·~ . 2. 
The b t re olvcd v rsion of spectrum B has a backgr ound of 
spect rum cnd th r e i a l so a nother spe ct rum (C) superimposed 
which it h not y t b~ n po si bl e t o analys e . Despit e s erious 
C-
a ttempts to in lud ..w... i n a n a nalys i s of B, it has not been possibl e 
~c 
to tak it into count . Typica lly, the splittings)are in the 
r egion of thr time great r tha n B and what is po ssibl y t he 
centr 1 lin i ~ proportiona t ely more a ni s otropic . The overall 
int n ity i probably b tw n fiv and t n times below that of B, 
and th b h viour of th spectrum C within a region of up to about 
650 gau on h id of g = 2, depending on the ori entati on , is 
ob cur d by up 0 14 lin s of B, and 5 of A. In the discussion 
of th origin of B i th following chapter , it i s point ed out 
that some oth r i tort ed ompl x s may xist under conditions 
f avour bl t o th form tion of B. 
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Two prop r iC5 of C re lYorth noting: the line widths of the 
bsorption are co .parable ~ith A and B and the spe ctrum is approxi-
mat ely di tribut 'd about g = 2 , which might imply that it is 
bo i a lly h " h " F 3+ 19 pln resonanc • The saturat ion may be 
lightly gr t cr und ' r simi lnr conditions . Spectrum C has o~ly been 
cn in onc ry a l , but th is was conside rably more pt:rf ect than the 
oth r in which B \VD examin dj the larger splittings of C will make 
the s p r um mo ~ t o l ine broadening by varia t i ons in the 
cry tal ox 5 nd it 1 . thus not certain that C did not exist in 
th oth r ry t a 
It h be n po ible to f it sp ctrum B to a first order using 
a pin lIamil onia n ~ giv n by 
11 ~ 4 + 84 + 5~ - ~(8 + 1) (382 + 38 - 1)] = gf3 II . S + ' f 
-- 6 ., 
D(S 2 _ 15(8 + -L 4 30 S(S + 1) S 2 + 1)) + 180 (35S1 -1 3 1 
+ 258 2 _ 68 (5 + 1) + 352(8 + 1)2) 7 .2 1 
whe r e the xis ( 1) i t.h exi of distortion and the t erm in F 
tak ac ount of po ib1 fourth order effects from the distortion . 
The maximum pl itti ng from g = 2 is a long a <111> axis and is in 
th e r gion of 650 gau o that an examination of ~ s for various 
dir ctio n of magnctic f ic l d and distortion to the cube axis implies 
t o fi r t or r th(lt th most important t e rm i s g(3!! .~ wh ich should 
b diogonoliz d nd thot th otre r te rms should be specifi ed 
r l ativ to th H re H 11 z . The r e suit of thi s transfOrmation 
i gi v n in pp ndix 11 . 
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For ny gi ' n ori entat ion of a complex 1 five transitions are 
ob c v d t hc mogn tic f l Id 
HI 5 : I:!: i > -41 ± ~ >; 
1 
~ , 4 1+ 1 1+ 3 - 2" >~ - "2>; 
The a n lar ri ion nd th "off-diagona l" corrections to these 
r e ary to t!x min th d t il d f HU ng of the spectrum B. 
Th e quoti on whi h r glv n for the sp l itti ngs reduce to those 
quot. d by rio uthor for pecif ic cases ( e . g • r e f erences 2 to 
5 of I pp nd i II) . 
Th po ibl . r l a t.ions hips b twc cn the ! axis and the cube 
1 
2". > 
ox (,'7 1 C h v b n tudi cd in d tail and onl y one possibility 
ha bc ' n found which how a ny gre m nt with the exper imenta l data . 
Thi i i h th ubi coi nciding wit.h the crysta llographic 
ax th trigo n 1 (or t tragonal) axis coinciding with a 
rys 11 0g phi c <111> a i . Thi arrangement is shown in Figure 
7 .2. po ibl ori ntations of the trigona l a xis 
within h ub nd t h gCI rystal has cubic symmetry 
( No CI . tr ) 1 a ll of th c must b equa lly po ssibl e • For an 
orbi tr ry od n n ion of th m gn tic fi Id rela ti v to th e axes , 
th er wi 11 i n four parat s pectra of five lines ea ch . 
By r ri tin h m gn i field to a rystallographic {1l0} 
p n' Fi ur ' 7 . 2) t h 1" a nd 1'" axe ore equivalent 
and so l.h Q 0 i t d with di torti ons a long these a xes 
oin ide o 
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Consid r ing the three high symmetry directions in thi s (110) 
pla ne , when z is paroUel to ',[001] all di stort ions a r e 
indi sti ngui shabl e nnd there should be a s ingl e spectrum. In practice 
th cry sta l s have ith r not b en s ufficient ly perfect or have been 
incorrect ly aligned s the s pectrum has not been simply resolved. 
Thi s is not urpri sing as an examination of the angular varia tions 
shoVls th e coincid nc ' of the spectra f r om near-equiva l ent sites 
to b very s nsitive to ori ntation. For HI! [110] the axes ! and 
l' are indi tingui habl , bu t detailed assignment of the lines 
(Figure 7 . 3(a» ha _ only followed a deta iled ass ignment of the 
H 11[111] p ctrum . "/hen H is parallel to ! ([111]) the !', P' 
and I'" axes are a l l equiva l ent and it has been po ssibl e to fit the 
spin Hamiltonian 7 .2 to this spectrum (Figure 7.3(b» by measuring 
the splitting J l 5 :: HI - H5 a nd J 2 4 :: H2 - H4 for both sets of , , 
spectra . Th f ollowing pa rameters (in uni ts of 10 -\m -1) fit these 
splittings to within 3 gauss provided the diff erence in "off-diagonal" 
"terms in AII .7 is taken into account : 
a :: (+) lS7 .0 ~ 1, 0:: (-) Sl.3 ~ 1; 
a :: (+) lS1.0 ± 2; o :: (-) 79.0 ± 2; 
+ F :: (-) 6.3 1 
+ F :: (-) 4 .0 2 
where g is assumed = 2.0063 ( see be low) and a i s assumed positive . 
Using thcs parameter and predicting the splittings for the 
HII <110> spectrum , produces a f it for the splittings ?Jl ,5 and W2 ,4 
fo r th two spc tra to withi n a bout S gauss . The behaviour and 
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posit i on of the <100> spe ct rum mentioned above is also in 
/ 
agreeme nt vith thi assignment of parameters. 
The a ngular vo ia t i on of spectrum B has been studied in some 
detail and agoi o" provided the spli ttings WI 5 and ~'l are measured, , 2,4 
spli t t i ngs can be f ound t o fit the predicted variation for most 
angle s . This is no t shown graph ica l ly owing to the difficul ties 
associa t ed with separati ng B from the spectrum C with any de gree of 
certai nty . 
Ca re ha bee n taken in t he preceeding discussion to rest rict 
the fit ti ng t o t he di ff er ence i n fie ld bet lIe en pai .. s. of lines . 
If t he absolut e po si tions of t he lines are studied , there are a series 
of errors be t l'leen the measured and the calculat ed va l ues i'Jhich are 
oft en l arger tha n 20 gauss . These discrepancies can be seen in 
Figure 7 .3 where the ass i gnment of l ines has been put above the 
spect rum and t he c l cula t ed po sitions are sho'm below. The notation 
used i s as follows : for the [lllJ spectrum (Figure 7 .3(b» with 
z Ill, spect r a fo r the di sto r tion 1 a re HI ' H2 etc; for the 
equiva l ent di st ortions 1', l" ~ r", the lines are at HI' "2 etc . 
For Figure 7 . 3( a) (z H [ 11 0]), t he indistinguishable distortions !. 
and 1..1 lead to spec t r a HI ' H2 etc. a nd the distortions 1" and 1"1 
give the spect r a Hl , "z etc . Some of the assignments of the [110] 
spec t rum a r tenta tive . 
I t i s not ea sy t o check t he re l ative intensities of the 
absorption li nes . For the [ I l l ] spectrum the intensities of the nine 
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lines should b i n t he fo ll owing ratios(6). 
H : H2 4 1 , 5 , 
15 24 36 
Appa rently the: HI 5 lines a:-e too intense by a f a ctor of 
, 
about 2 compared wi t h the 
"2 ,4 l ines . This could be because of 
lines of C su erimposed on the HI lines or because the H lines 
,5 
would be more sus ccpt ibl to small distortions caused by local 
def ects . Examina tion of tl spectrum under conditions of 
saturation indi ca t es be tte r agreement and the firs t explanat ion 
- -
might be pref er red . The ra ti os HIS : H2 4 a nd HI 5 : H2 4 are 
, , , , 
correct to wit hin about lc7, whi ch is the bed. assessment which can 
be made . 
Th disc r pa nci s in the fitting of the spin Hamiltonian 7.2 
are discussed i n Chap t r VIII . Th inclusion of a rhombic t e rm 
E(S22 - S32) (AII . l nnd 4) is of no value in improving the agreement . 
Its af f ect on t he H tra nsitions would be small for H 11 L 
I , 2 , ---
but it would c us a furth r spl i tti ng of each of the H lines owi ng 
to the r educed symm- trY j this is not Obs erved . Including the 
rhombic t e rm in a more g neral manner does not produce any 
arral\l: ment which can xplnin t he measured spectrum . 
Th' spin Hamiltonian AII . 1 conta ins all possible terms to 
four t h order which a r ev n i n the components of the spin operators . 
The g- v~lu of spectrum B cannot be calcula t ed because the 
deviations in h s p ctrum are eff ective ly deviations in the g-va l ue 
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of individual pairs of lines and it is quit e arbitra ry \'Jhich set is 
cho sen to calculat e the g-value . In the calculations of the 
predicted line posit ions , it Vias assumed that the "3 + H3 ([lUJ) line, 
wi th i ts off-diagonal correcti on gave the g-value . This value is: 
g = 2 . 0063 ± 0.001 
where the error is due to error in mea surement of the H line . 
3 
The actua l g-va l ue is probably substantially diff er ent from this . 
There i s no evidence t o suggest that the g-value is anisotropic; 
this would no t explai n the di s crepancies in the results . 
(c) Other Spectra 
A number of ot her s ectra have been found whi ch are in s ome 
way associat ed \'I i th th spectra A and B. It is not possibl e to offer 
a re l iab l explanat ion of any of them,principal ly because the 
conditions und r ~hi ch 
and it i s not pos i bl e 
t hey are formed are not altogether clear 
~ .. apj,., 'I 
to re liaaly r eproduce the r esultt. On the 
other hond , i n th discussi on in th e follo wi ng cha pt er concerning 
the format ion a nd decay of A nnd B, it a ppea r s to be possibl e that 
other compl ex may exist under particul ar condi t ions , so it is of 
Vu ue to indicate g ne r olly the s pectra which s ometimes occur. 
Thes e sp ctrn a n be divided into two cat egori es : 
( i ) Unstable sp ctra associated with the rapid warming of crysta ls 
~hich ha ve been irrad iated below about -75°C I ( it ) . Stabl e spectra 
associat ed with th decay of A a t room temperatur e . 
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(i) D 
In a number of samples , pa r ti cula r l y f ollowi ng irradiation 
o 0 
at temperatures b'lo I -75 C, a nd r apid warming t o a bout -40 C, a 
r esona nce with an isot ropi c g-value of 4 .3 a nd a very distort ed line 
shape has bee n found , This spectrum has usua lly occur r ed during 
other xperiments and t e condit ions for forma t ion ment ioned above 
oppear to be a common fa ctor , although it ha s no t been possible t o 
reproduce the spectrul!l by try i ng to r epea t t hese conditions . 
The speed of warming a nd the end t emperature may be very important; 
bea ring this i n mind 0 possi ble expla na t ion i s off er ed in Chapter VIII. 
The i nt nsity of t he r esonance would corre spond to about I 
5 part i n 10 of the compl ex for the specimen with the largest s ignal . 
spect r um D quite oft en occurs with a magnitude not much above the 
limi t of detection duri ng the forma tion of the (F eCl 4) centre (A). 
An i denti ca l abs orption ha s been observed by Castner et al . 
(7) fo r Fe3+ i n glosses a nd more r ecently by a number of other 
workers (8). It ca n be expla ined by as suming a 6S5 / 2 ground state 
with a spin HamIltonian i n which D = 0 and E»g!3H (7). The eff ect 
of E is t o s plit the sextet into three doubl e ts with t he energies 
\J = 0 , ± 2)7 E and t he ma gne tic field split s t he i~ = 0 l evel 
wi th an isotropi c g-va luc of 4 .286 . The other level s are very 
a ni sot r opi c with thr e principa l g-values of 9 . 678, 0 . 857 a nd 0.607 •. 
The sampl es in whi ch a st rong 4 .3 r esona nce was observed were not 
suff iciently we ll oriented a nd ,vere probably too imperf ect to detect 
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the e t ra nsitio ns. Th basi cally t etrahedral model fo r this centre 
\11 ich was suggest d by Castner fits very well into the sil ver halide 
l attice (Chapter VII I) . 
T. is spectrum is kno\1n as spectrum D. 
E 
On two occasi ons , when t he spectrum D was all owed t o de cay by 
o 
warming the crys al to nbout -30 C fo r a f ew minutes , a nother spectrum 
(E) ha s been found . This is olso very unstabl e nnd warming a bove 
a bout -200 C,even very bri fly, causes the spectr um to di sappenr . 
It hos not been possi ble to rep roduce this spectrum a nd measurements 
have not b n made as the crysta l ori entati on in the particular 
samp l es VD unknown . The absor pt ion was a singl e line a bout 100 gauss 
wide a nd its g-va lue vori d between about 2 .0 and 2.5 depending on the 
ori ntation . r,lore information wou l d be needed about t he conditions 
of formati on a d the paromet rs for this centre befa- e a n explanation 
could be attempt cd . 
(ii) F 
Crystal s ontoi ning i n the r egion of 1 part in 104 mola r of 
iron exhibit 0 \Yid isotropic resonance of er substantial irradiation 
et room tempera ture , or ft er the spect rum A has been produced and 
a llowed to d coy 0 numb r of times at room t emperature . The g-value 
of this pectrum is 2 .35 ± 0.02 a nd the linew idth (bet ween' points of 
maximum s lope) i abou 300 gauss . The spectrum disoppet:lrs when the 
crystal is a nn 01 d in chlorine at a bout 400oC, and slowly cooled. 
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Annealing in nit r ogen or under a vacuum of a bout 10-2cm •Hg is only 
pa rt ially successful in removing the resonance . 
~his spectrum (F) is probably due to a n Fe3+ precipitate in 
the crystal. It is dis cussed more fully in Chapte r VIII. 
"/hnt appear to be intermediote spectro between A a nd Fore 
sometimes observed . They are usua lly rather anisotrop ic , consisting 
of a fairly broad line , perhaps with s ome associated weaker fine 
struc t ure lines . 
One of the s~~ctra with a <110> axis as principa l direction 
o 
and g 11 :: 2. 43 , g 1.. :: 2.08 at 77 K is worthy of s pecia l mention. 
It has a very curious chara cteristic whi ch it has not been possible 
to explain . This is ass ociat ed with the powe r saturotion of the 
absorption . Figure 7.4 shows the fi rst deri va tive of the absorption 
for a number of different incident microwave powers. The gain and 
sensitivity ore otherwise una lt ered . The r esul ts shown in Figure 7~4 
witl.. 
were obtai ned a t 77 0 :c but th ey nre i dentical -t,.e.. result s at 200 K 
and 300o ~( except for a sma ll cha nge in pos ition. Int egration of the 
deriva tive abs orpti on spect ra shows that an individual part of a line 
is only soturn t ed when it rea ches n specific int ensity as is sh own 
in Figure 7.5 ( the shift in position may be due to ufine structure" 
on the high field side of the line progressively saturati ng; 
measurements nt lowe r temperatures should clarify this point) . 
This is di stinctly different from the usual power saturation effect 
7.2 
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which is proportional to the transition probability ( section 3.3(c)). 
If the a bsorption line is assumed to be made up of a nunilier of 
unresolved (hyperfine ) components, and these components are assumed 
t o ha ve the same unusual saturati on properties , the extreme.ly large 
slope on the sides of the indi vidua l saturated absorptions will cause 
a "stepping ' of the envelope. It is this eff ect which is seen in the 
first derivatives in Figure 7.4. The phenomenon of saturation 
broadening in this special case leads to an increase in resolution 
of the components of the line . The unsa turated lineshape is nearly 
Gaussian. 
No attempt has been made to analyse this spectrum but the 
chara ct eristics described above suggest a possible qualitative 
explanation which is discussed in Chapter VIII. 
This spectrum and a number of apparently similar but less well 
defined ones which may be more closely related to F are fairly 
stable at roo~ temperctures . They are destroyed by annealing and 
also possibly by me chanical damage. 
Thermal Characteristi cs of the AgCI :re3+ Spect~ 
(a ) Properties of th e Cub!c (FeC1 4) Centre 
The experi ments of Hennig (5) and of Hayes , Pilbrow and Slifkin 
(1) showed that the spectrum A was fairly stable in silver chloride 
'crystals, following quenching from a high temperature onneol (2.4.5(b)) 
It has been found that this spectrum is obtained by irradiating iron 
doped silver chloride crystals at temperatures between about OOC 
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o 
and -75 C. Both filtered and unfiltered optical and u.v. 
radiation has been employed ( section 5.2) with little apparent 
difference in ffect . (The more energetic radiation produces some 
darkening of the surfaces of crystals). It is not as important to 
use well fil tered radiation"as has been necessary in the expe riment s 
with AgCl :Cu ( 2 . 4 . 5.{a) ). The formation of A does not appear to be 
associated \1ith thc crcati on of a latent image in the volume of 
+ the crystal (2. 6) in contrast to the eff ect of Cu (2.4.5(a)). 
This probably explains why u.v. radiation can be more successfully 
employed . Nevertheless oo r e penetrating longer wavelength radiat ion 
should produce 0 more evenly distributed and probably more intense 
spectrum , as ultra-viol et radia tion is heavily attenuated by the 
crystal (2 .3.2 .) 
Expericents have been carried~ out . on crystals conta ining two ' 
-( ;11..«' 0'" 
different amounts of iron, namelyiabout 1 part in 105 ~d about 
4 1 pa rt in 10 mo ar . Crystals with the former doping whi ch had been 
grown in an atmosphere of chlorine and carefully annealed (cooling 
them over a perio' of about 16 hours) showed a strong (FeCI 4) 
spectrum (A). The intensity of this must be at least equivalent 
to 50% of the iron in the crystal . This spe ctrum only decayed after 
the crystal had been damaged , for example by repeated r apid cooling 
o 
from room tempe ra tu e to 77 K. Spectrum A was re-established but 
with a lower intensity following irradiation . This could aga in be 
fo rced t o decay and repeated irradiation suggests that all of the 
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iron is eventually converted into the form which gives the spectrum 
F. Annealing the crystals under chlorine re-established spectrum A, 
but the overall stability was somewhat lower. It is not possible to 
describe these eff ects quantitatively as they are apparently very 
sensitive to crys tal handling and history. Re-annealing of the 
crystals with the lower iron doping followed by fast or slow cooling 
under vacuum or nitrogen is generally not very successful for re-
establishing the state which is the basis for A; growing the 
crystal under nitrogen would probably be more profitable, but this 
has not been investigated for these crystals. 
Generally, the spectrum A is much less stable in crystals with 
1 part in 104 of iron. It usually decays in a matter of minutes at 
about lOoC, although in some crystals, particularly freshly grown 
ones, the decay may take a few hours. The spectra are always stable 
over a period of at least some hours at OOC and can be stored 
indefinitely at 770 K. There is no obvious distinction between the 
effect of annealing followed by slow cooling under chlorine or under 
vacuum. 
The conditions for the formation of the spectra F and G, 
associated with the decay of A, have been described in 7.lc(ii). 
(b) Formation of the Cubic (FeC1 4)- Centre 
The model proposed by Hayes (1) for the spectrum A is that of 
Fe3+ in an interstital site of the AgCI lattice. It is tetrahedrally 
coordinated to four ligand chlorine ions and the other four tetrahedral 
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sites which should contain Ag+ ions are vacant (Figure 8.1) • 
A series of other experiments have shown that this model is correct 
(2.4.5b) and the results presented in this thesis provide further 
support for it . 
The me chani sm for the formation of the (FeC1 4) centre by 
irradiation must be fairly complex because the starting point, as 
is discussed in Chapters 11 and VIII, is very probably an Fe2+ ion on 
a si lver ion site . A number of steps must be involved in the 
conversion from one state to the other and it is this process which 
has been invest igated . 
Irradiation of iron doped silver chloride crystals at 770 K 
has never had any detectable effect on the properties of the crystals 
which have been studied. 
An examination has been made of the effect of illumination on 
iron doped silver chloride crystals for a range of temperatures 
000 between rOom temperature and -115 C. Down to about -70 C (to -75 C 
with rather lower effici ency), the spectrum A is produced, as was 
described in the last section. Between -750 C and -95°C irradiation 
does not produce any spectra, although in one Or t wo particular 
crystal s subsequent warming to -7SoC formed the (FeC1 4)- centre, 
perhaps following the release of trapped charge carriers. Below 
-9SoC, but above about -lOSoC, the centre responsible for spectrum 
B is formed during irradiation. This centre is probably formed more 
easily if the crysta l has been cooled over 8 period of about an hour, 
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particularly in the temperature region of -SOoC t o -90°C. The 
deta ils of this dependence have not been studied . 
#,l.,..,.-I d..,9' 1"'" ~1t < 
The ~rwiQS of spect rum B has been investigated by allowing 
o 
the cry stal to warm up in steps of about 3 C over periods of about 
5 minut es , re-coo ling af t er ea ch interval to measure the spectrum 
at 77oK. The spectr um is unaltered up to -7SoC whe re about half of it 
is convert ed t o A in S minutes. o The next step of warming to -72 C 
compl eted the c onvers ion to A. 
A1-~i ...... t../.., eAli tI.. o.r.Q... 
the t otal numoo.r ofL B centre~ changed 
into A i~ ~ l :~, taking account of the intensities of the lines 
involved. I t is saf e to conclude that the one centre decayed to form 
the other . 
The possible eff ect of rapid warming of some crystals irradiated 
at between -BOoe and -lOSoC is described in 7.1 c{i). Attempts to 
r eproduce spectra D and E in a controlled way by warming crystals 
containing the centre B from 770 K to -40oC in about 1 minute have 
always converted B t o A. 
7.3 other Experiments 
Experi ment s we r e carri ed out preparatory to studyin~ the spectrum 
M 2+ ° °1 hI od of n 1n S l ver c or1 e •• These experiments were not continued in 
detail owing to other work which has been described in section 2.4.Sc. 
The spectra which were observed were typical of divalent manganese. 
A more detail ed study of gold doped silver chloride has been 
made and ea r ly results sugges t that under some conditions, a para-
magnetic speci es can exist in the crystal. In general, a search has 
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been made for paramagnetic centres associated with the effect 
" 
, »c-- $ ij,l Q ~ 
of radiation on t he crystals . whictY-appea r.s -t;.Q ~ontain iiome 
sensitiz~ mechanism (2.4.5d). Similar experiments have been 
at tempt ed a s t hos e which were carried out on the iron doped 
crystals. The result of th i s work was that no paramagnetic centres 
were observed . The two states of gold which would be likely to occur 
in AgCI are ' monoval ent Au+ and trivalent Au3+. The former is 
certainly diamagnetic (5dIO), the latter (5d8) may either be diamag-
netic or the ground state may be a singlet (non-Kramers) far below 
any other stat es. 
It was found quite often that freshly grown crystals which were 
probably only partially annealed (for an hour at 2500 C, say) in 
chlorine , after a nitrogen anneal, or vice-versa, exhibited a weak 
and very complex spectrum with many lines and a g value of about 2.2. 
Attempts to find a symmetry axis for the spectrum were unsuccessful 
but it is now realised that the crystals were not as well aligned 
as had been thought . Careful X-ray orientation should overcome 
thi s difficulty. The sp~m ,which is apparently fairly stable at 
room temperatures but disappears following crystal damage, is 
possibly associated with Au2+. The degree of bonding between such 
an ion and its ligands would probably be substantial and lead to a 
complex spectrum, particularly if the symmetry is lower than cubic. 
3 The nuclear spin of gold, (2)' would further complicate the spectrum. 
If the orientation of this spectrum could be assessed sufficiently 
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accurately , and the conditi ons for its forma tion sufficiently 
confi rmed , it would be very interesting t o study it in some detail 
as the reports of e . s . r . of Au2+ mentioned in 2 . 4 . 5d do not describe 
this state in single crystals . 
Figure 7.6 shows the optica l absorption which is obta ined in 
gold doped cry stals following irradiation and storage for one yea r 
(2 . 4 . 5d) . This absorption band is included as an example of the 
colloid spectra des cribed in section 2 .4 .4. This crystal contained 
about 0 .01% molar of gold , a factor of ten less than Mit chell ' s 
(2.4.5d) , and the observed ef fect is an optica l absorption rather 
than scattering , implying that the part i cle size i s rather l ess than 
the wavelength of light. Kaiser ( 9 ) has attributed a peak at 
5,000jt in AgCl to s ilver collo i ds and one at 5,800~ to gold collo id 
in gold doped AgCI . As can be seen from Figure 2.10, this difference 
is within the r ange that could be predict ed by taking into account 
suffici ent variation in particle size (Figure 2.10 refer s to sodium 
spheres , the position but not the general character of the absorption 
will be alt ered by refering t o a silver or gold colloid) . The great 
sensitivity of gold doped crystals for th e format ion of colloids will 
probably mean that the size and range of shapes will be diff erent 
from the form of colloids in AgCl without any gold cont ent; for this 
reason it is difficult to \definitelyiassignlthe absorption to either 
, 
gold or s ilver . 
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Doremus (10) has cal culated from the Mie theory the positions of 
th e absorption. bands for silver and gold particles in Agel as 
5,040R and 5,770~ respectively . These values should be appropriate 
to spheri cal particles s::,aller than looK radius. Brown and Naifan (11) 
ha ve studied colloid absorption in ~gCl . Their results show that the 
various parts of the absorption band have a range of peaks between 
about 5,oooR to 6 ,0007. for Agel (without gold). 
The band shown in Figure 7.6 is displaced to longer wavelengths 
and is much wider than would be expected from the discussion above. 
The peak is at about 7 ,OOO~ , and the band extends from about 5,000R 
to lO,oooR . The qualitative discussi on given above would imply that 
the absorption is predominantly due to gold colloids and the great 
width may imply that some of the particles are quite large ( i . e . 
o 
r ather greater than the 400A radius which is the largest given in 
Figure 2 .10) • 
The nature of the colloids which form in gold doped crystals is 
of some interest in the investigations to find if a divalent state of 
gold i s associated with the effect of radiation on gold doped crystals. 
Such a state may under conditions of irradiation have a short lifetime, 
but be a necessary step in the sensitizing of the crystal before pre-
cipitation can occur. On the other hand , the precipitation may simply 
be the result of gold in Agel having a low solubility and a small 
activation energy for d'iffusion. The latter process woul d not appear 
to be sufficient as some sort of hole trap must be provided to allow 
the initial sensitization of the crystal (2.6 and 2.4.5a) • 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5 . 
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CHl'.PTER V I II 
DISCUS SION 
8.1 The Cubic (FeCl 1)- Centre 
wHi. 
The spe ctrum A i s identical ~. that measured by other 
workers who created it by annealing iron doped si! ver chloride 
crystal s in an atmosphere of chlorine . They quenched the crystals 
from about 4000 C t o room te~perature . The model whi ch they 
have propos ed is shown in Figure 8.1>l{I)j it has been we ll 
substantiated . An alternative model proposed by Hennig (refe rence 
) I h F 3+ . . t t· th h 5 of Chapter VII i nvo ves tee lon In era c lng wi t e 
nuclei of eight r~g+ i ons at the corners of the cube and !12. 
interaction with the halogen nuclei. Hennig fail ed to take account 
of t he quadrupole interaction with the halogen nucl ei and this 
model i s not cons idered . 
The formati on and decay of spectrum A is di scussed in section 
8.3 but it is worth emphas i sing at this point its great chemical 
stability in the silver chlor ide lattice. There is no evidence 
2+ 
to suggest that the complex, once formed , decays to the Fe state 
while still at its original lattice site (at room temperature or 
bel ow). It is shown in 8 .3 that only O.6l e .v. is necessary to 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
* Si! ver chloride has the NaCl structure with a very similar lattice 
constant (a ~ 5.55~). The model in Figure 8.1 is constructed on the 
simple cube which is formed by the alternate Ag+ and Cl-ions. 
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excite the last occupant from one of the neighbouring ~gt ion 
sites into a n i te rstitial position . This is compared wit h the 
activation energy for fo rmati on of a Frenkel defect ( l . 4e . v . ) 
which at lea st partinlly indicates the degree of bonding with in the 
compl ex. IThile the (FeCI 4) centre has an overall (- e) charge in 
the l attic "' this is distributed over the compl ex and the 
occupancy of an ~g+ site is not very successful in finding the 
full strength of a more i onic bond. The model proposed in section 
8 . 2 for spectrum B a l so suggests the same conclusion . Th se 
observations are in agreement with those of Hayes and his co-
workers and th ir suggestion that the Fe3t ion is part of an 
(F eC14)- molecular complex has been adopted . As there could be 
confusion with the model which is proposed for spectrum B, it is 
emphasised that this is the cubic centre . 
The spi n Hamilt onian parameters descri bing spectrum n are 
particularly interesting and i t is worth making some comment 
regarding them. The cubic crystal fi eld parameter (a) is of a 
magnitude and sign which is normal 
1~4. <4 3+ inL S-state \ ~e ion/ spectra l 
( e . g. see references 20 and 21 , Chapter IV) . The ligand hypcrfi ne 
coupling constants indicate an appreciable degree of coval ent 
bonding (1) (specified in terms of the probability of the paramag-
neti c e ectrons being found on each ligand ion) , the fraction of 
s bonding i s f ::: 0 . 86%. Only the difference between tT and 'TT' 
s 
bonding is obs~rvablc from the e . s . r . results and f~ - f'TT' ::: 3 . ~~ . 
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Onl y a vague est i ma te can be made of the actual lIlagnitudes 
3+ 
of fer and f f rom th e results on octahedrally coordinat ed Fe 
1T 
in Kr.-lgF i n which f - f = 3 . 3% (in AgCl, t he symmetry i s 3 er 1T 
t e tra hedra l a nd the ligands are chlorine) . Us · ng Na thans' neutron 
diff ra cti on da t a , ~ ~ 5. ~h and f ~ 2.1%, so it may be r easonable 
'IT 
to as sume t hat thes e will be lower limit s to the coval encies in 
(F eC1 4) (2, Section 4 . 4c{i i ». 
The g- shi f t i n spe ct r um A is unusually large (6g = + 0 .013) 
~ 3+ for r e , th e g-values of the S- s tate Fe3+ ion in a wide range of 
surr oundings t ypi ca l ly vary about ± 0 .003 from the fre e spin value. 
3+ Other r e sul t s for tctrahedra lly coordinated Fe show a positive 
g-sh i ft bu t no t of this magnitude . Geschwind ' s measurements in 
ga rnet (3) where the Fe3+ ion ha s four tetrahedral ligand oxygen 
ions wi t h a t rigonal disto r tion , indicate a g-shift of 0.0024. 
An a t t empt ha s been made to obtain a quantita t ive understanding 
for thi s large effe ct . The r e sults have so far been fairly 
unsucce ssfu l , ~o the cal cula tions will not be presented in detail . 
It i s pos sible t o a ppr eciat e those mechanisms which might be 
importa nt fo r produci ng an eff ect of this magnitude and a description 
is gi ven of s ome of the mOre relevant factors. 
}>.3' 
The results whi ch are quot ed in table 2.3l. for the g-value and 
the liga nd nucl a r coupling constant s of Fe3+ in l gCl and in 
AgBr (in the l at t er ca se t he g-shift is + 0.04) imply that the 
degree of chemica l bondi ng is very important, it must also be 
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considered a possibility that the larger shift in the br omide is 
a r esult of the larger spi n-orbit coupling cons tant of bromine 
-1 - 1 than chlorine (2,400cm I compared with 600cm ) . In al l the 
calcula ti ons which have been carried out, the eff ect of the s pin-
orbit coupling on ligand ions amounts to a co rrecti on of the central 
ion spin-orbit coupling . This is a consequence of assuming the 
admixt ure of ligand functions is small . Accordi ngly, it can be 
assumed that the total cumulative magnitude of centra l i on 
contributions to ma trix elements will be at l east comparable and 
us ual ly rather greater than the contributions involving ligand 
func tions . As it has not yet been possible to understand the 
me chanism of the g- shift , the ligand eff ects a r e not explicitly 
included in this discussi on although it must be unde rstood that 
they will pl ay a substantial part . This could be very important if 
central ion elements cancelled as this would be a n "a cc idental" 
effect flnd ligand contribut ions wou ld not necessarily cancel in th e 
same way . 
The molecula r or bital calculation of the matrix element s 
involvi ng ligand functi ons is quite straightforward but rather l ong 
be cause of the five- electron wavefunctions which must be us ed . 
~dditional paramete rs are required some of which are approximat e ly 
known (the covalency pa ramete rs) a nd some of whi ch would ha ve t o 
be comput ed (overlap ir.tegrals). Taking account of configurational 
interacti on ca n i ntroduce more pa r ameters so inclusion of these 
eff ect s is seen as Cl stage beyond a molecular orbital calculation. 
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It is knO\'Jn t ha t the crystal fi eld in the (FeC1 4) - complex 
is very stront~ (but not strong enough to forc e the Fe3+ ion into 
a low spin state ; no low spin tetrahedral Fe3+ complexes a ppear to 
have been id ntifiod) . This i~~li8i~ly impli es Cl substa ntial 
degree of cova cncy whi ch can be usefully included as a paramet er 
by using a diagram of the form gi ven by Tanabe and Sugano (Figure 
4 .2) . Th e cal culati on of the magnitude of the crystal f ield 
( ~ I /B in Figure 4 .2) would be very compl ex (Section 4 . 3) but on 
opt i ca l measurement from the ground state of an ion woul d determine 
t he crysta l fi e l , provided the optical transition could be 
identified . 
~ttempt s to obse rve the 6Al~4rl transition in the (F eCl 4) -
complex i n hgCl at 770 K using the apparatus described in section 5 . 3 
have no t b en successfu l , owi ng to the inadequat e sensitivity of 
the Unieam SP .700 spectrophot ometer and the la ck of sufficient 
centres i n the crys t a l. hccurat e knowledge of this transiti on is 
vita l to any calcule.tion of parameters for an S-stat e ion , a s 
6 departures f rom " free -spin" of the " I state r ely on spin-orbit 
4 
coupling admixing xcited T stat es with the ground state . 
I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Usual ly the distinction between medium and strong crystal fi e ld 
3+ for Fe campI xes is the transition from high to low spin i th e 
discus si on that follows r eli es on techniques whi ch are a ppropriate 
to s trong rather t han medium crysta l fields so that the strong 
description is used her e although the spin is still high . 
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In the absence of Q measurement of the 6i11~4T 1 splitting 
i it i s of interes t that ~ has be en measured by F~dman (4) for 
the te t rachlorof errat e ion in association with potassium in 
ethereal solution and in 16N HCI. He measures this transition at 
18,800cm-l and as th (F eCI 4) complex is essentially the same 
(the tetrachloroferrate ion is in the form of c flattened tetra-
hedron), it seemed worth measuring the g- value of ( sodium) tetra-
chloroferrate . This has been measured by freezing a dilut e ethereal 
solution (4) to 77oK. I. single , nearly symmetrical line a bout 
50 gauss wide is observed with a g-value of 2.011 ± 0 . 001 . If this 
powder measurement can be accepted as a reasonable assessment of the 
g-value , it indicate s that the process which is caus ing the g shift 
(+ 0 . 009 in this case) is CO;.:rJon to both complexes . 
In the ,absence of further information , a firs t estimate of the 
optical splitting of (FeCI 4) in AgCl is that it is rather less than 
- 1 3+ 18 , 800cm • Figure 4 .2 is now applied to the case of Fe in 
tetrahedral surroundings ( the i nformation about the nature of the 
cubic crystal field i s included in the parameter describing the 
strength of the fi eld, provided the strong fi eld levels are reassigne~ . 
I .t about this sepa ration from th e ground state 4r 1 and 2T2 levels 
" cross" and ca lcula tions which start from states whi ch are eigens tete s 
of the crystal fi eld , and only insert the influence of spin-orbi t 
coupling as f\ perturbati on will be quite inadequate in this region. 
New states mus t be formed from the ~ and 2T which are eigenstates 
I 2 
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of the spin-orbit coupl ing operator . This has not yet bee n studied 
in detail . Perturbations involving second order wavefuncti ons produce 
4 
a negligible g-shift of about -0 . 001 , i f only the Tl level is 
considered . No rmally , hig er orders of perturbation are necessary 
to include doublet levels and if the separation is large between 
the doubl et s and t e quartets , the eff ect as f or as the g-value 
is concerned is small compared with the second order co rrecti on s . 
If the separ~tion of the 4.rl and 2T2 levels is of the order of 
A~ 400cm-1 (the spin-orbit coupling constant), this a pproximati on 
is no longer valid . hll interactions with higher order 4r1 levels 
can also be neglected in the first instance as the energy splitting 
4 
of the next Tl a bove the ground sta te (Figure 4 . 2) is more than 
double that of the 4r1 ( 4G) level ( in second order the effect is 
squared , s o tha t the result is a correction fou r times smal l er). 
So far , the most important difference between the t etrahedral 
and octahedral cubic symmetry has not bee n mentioned , namely the lack 
of i nversion symmetry for tetrahedra l coordination . Thi s is 
unimportant fo r d lectron sta t es as they ha ve even r.erity, if s ome 
4p states are Eldrnixed , the tetrahedral and octahedrol symmetries are 
no bnger quivolent . While this can be important i n a point charge 
ca l culation , Ballhausen (5) has pointed out that the eff ect is much 
sma ler when a molecular orbital trea tment is necessary . As the 
~ '(.;.~ 
l atter is the case her e , ~Re 19ne~ of the 4p stotes is probably 
justified ; more over if i t was necessary to i nclude 4p states , 
Ges chwind ' s r esul ts would have shown a simila r g-shift ( see above) • 
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1'. confieurat ional calculation which considers ~n admixture of 
2+ 3+ - c 
some (Fe Cl Cl3-) into the (Fe Cl 4 ) .omplex may reveal with more 
physicnl meaning the nature of the g-shift . 
The discussion above has attempted to describe some of the 
intera ctions which could be important in explaining the g-shift of 
the (F eC1 4) complex. The approximations which have been made are 
.-f.,....-
not ~ va lid ~ the cubic field splitting parameter 
(a ) as the f/7 nnd r'S levels of the ~l state a re only split by spin-
2 
orbit coupling when their interaction with other states (e . g . T2) 
is taken into account . This is the reason for the inaccura cy of 
;qatann be ' s calculations (s ee section 4.4c ) • 
It is appropriate at this point to indicate the methods which 
have been used to cal culate w~vefunctions and matrix elements . 
The correct spin-orbita l states for the central ion have been set 
up using the methods described by Ballhausen ( 6) . The free ion 
terms are first split according to the symmetry of the crystnl fi eld 
and then spin degeneracie s are included by all owing them to "interact" 
with the orbita l st~t~s . The transformation of the five-electron 
Slater Determinants in the T double group is examined a nd the final 
d 
wa vefunctions describe the effect of spin-orbit coupling on the 
crystal fi eld states· . The wnvefunctions of the ground st~te of Fe3+ 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- . 
• Care should be tnken in following Ballhausen1s transformation 
procedures , as there appea rs to be some confusion in the use of 
active and pa ssive transformntions . Griffith ( 7) gives a good 
simple a ccount of spin transformation •• 
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are simply thos e wh ich or e obtained in the spi n Homil t onian 
trea tment i f the cubic "0" term is included . 
The hybrids whi ch are made up of 1 igand functions t o form the 
independent bonding mol ecul ar orbita l s ore given in re f erence 1 . 
The perturbct ion Hami lt onia n wh ich has been employed is in the 
form 
8 . 1 
where the summat i on over i i ~pli es that ea ch one e l ectr on function 
is operated on in t urn . The orbita l op erat or 1. is tra nsported 
-1 
from the cent al i on to ea ch of t he ligcnds in turn . This is the 
meaning of n, and t. n is th e one electron spin-orbit coupling 
1 
consta nt f or t he ion denot ed by n. 
The spin-orbit matrix e l ements for the important states of the 
centra l i on a r e gi ven by Griffi th (7), as is an a lt ernat ive method 
for deri ving the wavefunctions . The methods for the calcul ation 
of matrix e l ements involvi ng ligand functions are to be found in 
ref er ence 29 of Chapter IV . All the terms involving . E H.l . and l , n --1 
the ground stat e disappear as this is on S-st3t e . 
3+ If it is possibl e to explain t he l a rge g-shift of t he Fe 
resonance in silver chlo ride , this should be directly appli cabl e to 
the even l a rger deviat ion in AgBr, as suming the iron complex i n 
AgBr has the same structure . 
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figure 8.2 
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l\g+ Vacancy <- . Ag Ion 
Figure 8 .2 
Model ofT igon' 1 eC14) - Cent re 
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8 . 2 The Trigona l (FcC1 4) Centre 
(a) The ?lod 1 
Th re ore two possible sites for the Fe3+ i on in the silver 
chloride lattice with n axia l dist ortion along a crysta llographic 
(Ill) axis . The Fe3+ ion could be at a substitutionol site ( i . e . 
occupying an I,g+ site), but there is no r easonable ionic arra ngement 
around the ion ~hi ch could provi de the t rigonal distortion . 
(rhe John-Teller effect is not operati ve as the S- stat e is a n orbital 
singl e ~) To obtain charge compensation , two silver ion sites should 
3+ be vacant and if the Fe ion is al lowed to move into a n int ers titial 
site , there viII be three ~g+ i on vacancies . It is this model 
\Jhich is propos d for th spectrum B (see Figure 8 .2), the three 
silv r ion vocancies are nIl in the same simple cube . This is 
the same as the mod 1 for the ( FeC14) 
+ 
centre but one of the Ag 
vacancies is occupi d . This structure is in good agr eement with 
the observations of ionic reorrungeme nt whi ch are discussed in 8 .3 . 
The s~ll va ue of he parameter D is of some intere st . I f the 
magnitude of 0 is e measure of the strength of the a xial distortion 
on the compl x , th n the t ota l distortion must be very small . 
o can be much l a rger than the quanta usually usec in e . s . r. 
experim nt s , in ome cases , it migh t be greater than 5cm- l (7 , 8). 
Typica lly, 0 is ra h r l e rg r tha n the (-)81 x lO-4cm- l measured 
fo r this complex . G schwind (3) fi nds D = - 880 x 10-4cm- l in the 
te trahedra l garne t compl ex . From a n ionic point of vi ew this effect 
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is probnbl y ra the r surprisi ng os the 1\g+ i on sit e s ore only 2. 40~ 
f rom the Fe3+ ion and it would be reasonable t o expe ct the 1\g+ ion 
"lfr~·..J,I~ to .appr @c~~ dist ort the comple . If the bondi ng between the Fe 3+ 
ion a nd t he four ha logen l i gands is strong , t he influence of the 
+. '11 b h 1 near st ne ighbou Ig lon ~ l e muc sma l er . Electrostati c 
at tra ction \'I i 11 be t ow~rds the complex os 0 whol e rather tha n to 
indi vidual chlo.ine ions . i':iea surement s of t he bondlength of the 
t ct r a chlo roferra t e ion indi ca t e Q l ength of 2.21R (9), whi ch wi ll 
fur t her reduc e the interact i on with t he 1\g+ ion . Thus it is 
possibl e that t he smal l D val ue is agai n a consequence of the 
covalency which has been discu ssed in 8 .1. 
The IMgnitude of the "a" parameter « +) - 4 - 1 87 x 10 cm ) is 
3+ 
not especially di ff erent f rom that fo r ma ny Fe arrangeme nts and 
the posit ive sign is onl y nomina lly assigned for conven~nce . It 
may be worth noting tha t Geschwind det ermined the a bsolute s ignsof 
o a .nd D fpr th tetrahedral centre in garnet with ~ positive and 
D negntive (3), also Garth (re f erence 4 of Chapter VII) found 0 
positive value for t he a parame t er in cubic (FeC14)-. The ~-value 
whi ch is nominally quoted in section 7.1b is only of value as an 
a pproximate fi tt ' ng parameter and does no t necessarily have any 
~e cio l s i gnificance . 
Ta king into a ccount the grea t similarity between thi s cent re 
( i . e . that responsibl e fo r spect r um B) a nd th e cubic (F eCl
4
)- complex, 
as we ll as the very weak binding of the l as t neighbou r' ing Ag+ ion, 
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this cocplex is also referred to as an (F eC14) complex. 
To distinguish it from A, it is ca lled the trigonal or neutral 
(F eC14' compl ex ; it is understood that it is associated with 
, + . 
an t\g 10 
(b) Di s crepa nc ies in the S£,in Hamiltonian 
It i s shol'Jn in section 7 . 1b that the s pin Hamiltonian 7.2 
is not adequate t o describe spectrum B. On the other hand, it has 
not be en po ssi bl e t o find any other combination of paramete~which 
would explain spectrum 3 in any way or include spectrum C. 
It is int eresting t o study the nature of the deviations f rom the 
"l east squares" f it in some de tail . 
The parameters R , D and F which have been used in section 7.1b 
are the best fi t for the splittings J I 5 and , 
respective pairs of lines . These spl ittings 
;12 4 between the 
, 
depend to a f irst 
order on the zero-field splittings and only to a second order on 
the Zeeman term . The absolut e fields at which the absorptions 
occur are to a f irst order a Zeeman splitting and to a second order 
a consequence of the crystal line zero-field Bplittings and the spin-
orbit coupling. 
The errors in the fit ting of a, D and F to the measured values 
1Lt. «cc ~'1 4-
for various I'll 5 ' ;"2 4 are small although they are outside[ measurement 
, , 
e1"10f'oS.. This cou l d be a consequence of small misorientations, or 
in some cases, simply a result of the diff iculties associated with 
separating nearly coincident lines . In a spin Hamiltonian (e.g. 
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equation 7.2), the t e rms of even or de r in spin operat ors are those 
wh ich descr ibe the zero-f i e l d or Stark spl ittings . Th i s is a 
re sult of the r equirement for the inva riance under time r eversal 
,vh ich al s o l eads to Kramer 's theorenl . If att ention i s r e s t ri ct ed to 
s tat es wi th even pa ri t y ( e . g . d states ), only even components of 
t he spi n ope ra to rs wil l occur (10) . The spin Hamiltonian 7.2 i s thus 
cons istent with th e eff ect of a cubic and an axial di sto r t i on on 
d l evels. It fu l l y describe s th e zero fi e ld spl i t t i ngs wh ich can 
occu r a s t he r esul t of pure ly el e ct rostatic eff ects . If states of 
odd parity are admixed with the d level s ( e . g. 4p stat es), th e 
requirement fo r overall even parity still holds, but indivi dual 
compo~ent s can occur wi t h odd order . The consequenc e of this i s 
t hat the zero-fi e ld t erms in 7 . 2 are not now sufficie nt to describe 
the possibl e ene r gy scheme of the ion . Such terms appea r t o be 
negligible for syst ems i nvolving paramagnetic d elect r ons and 
moveover they would not explain the e rrors . n t he Zeeman spE t tings 
of spectrum B. 
Gene rally , a spin Hamiltonian for an ion in an axial fi e ld 
requires two g va l ues ( g 11 a nd g.l.) to describe t h '-' spec t rum 
(the t wo values a re indist i nguishable in spectrum ~. This do es 
no t fully take account of Zeeman terms in excited state s which may 
be admixed by spin-orbit coupling . It is useful to give a simpl e 
exampl e to demonstrat e this effect . 
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Considering an S-sta te with a 6Al ground stat e (as in t he 
previous sect i on), and the cubic field exci ted state 4.r I' the 
only matrix e lements connecting the two states are thos e 
invol ving th e spin-orbit coupling (using the perturbation 
Hamiltonian 8 . 1) . In a cubic fi eld this do es not lead to any zero 
fi eld spli tting of the 6Al level in second order as t he matrix 
el ements connect i ng "7 and r 8 states are equal , (7, Table A34) 
Whe rC ;-;jg, ~ and~jg, e arc eigenstates for the spin-orbi t coupling, 
r ef erred to the ground (g) and the excited ( e ) stat es. j is an 
individual component of the doubly degenerat e ~7 or the quadruply 
degenerate~. If the S-statc complex is di s tort ed along a cubic 
axis {i . e . a t etragonal distortion} the,r; levels are split into a 
P6 and a r-; of the D 4* group so that the ground state is now 
made up of the t hre e doublets r:,. 2 r!, . JTh e matrix e l ements 
of each of th ese thrce doublets with corresponding stat e s of the 
d istorted 4rl (= 4A2 + ~) a r e different. Griffith considers the 
4A2 part of this in the D4* group and he gives the spin-orbit coupling 
matrix elements as (7,p . 368) 
<r6 . g l~~ l._s .1 r:6 .c> = - rr~; <~7 .(l)g·lzr,I ' . S ' lr(l)E)=- ~ '! J i -1 ~ J ~ .5' J i 1-1 -1 I 7 j 15 b 
and 
= o 
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where th e ground sp in-orbit states can be recognised as the 
usual spin stat es , I /76J,g> -- I +--21 >, I r-'(l)g> 1- 3 )and I, 17j = +2 
As at least se cond order ~ave functions must be used to examine effects 
Nith the excited sta te , al l these matrix elements must be squared . 
If the immediate ef fect of these elements is taken into the spin 
Hamilt onian formula they contribut e to the t e rm D(S 2 - 1/3 S(S + 1). 
z 
If t he Zeeman effect in the excit ed state is studied , these spin-
orbit matrix elements will be di ff ere nt multiplying fact~rs to each 
of t he excited spin states . As far as a spin Hamiltonian is 
concerned , ea ch pair of transitions I'll 5 
I 
1-1->--.I+i>transition (H3) will appear to 
and ~ and also the 2,4 
have a different g-value . 
Gen rally S-state ion g-shifts are small (section 8 . 1) and as 
these shifts occur because of Zeema n interactions in excited states , 
the departures from a simple spin- Hamiltonia "ill also be 
small but of compa rabl e magnitude . The g-shitt of the (FeCl 4)-
comp~ex is not s mall ( ~20 gauss at X band ) and it is errors of the 
type d scribed in the example I and of about 20 gauss in magnitude wh ich 
i.Ust be explai ned . Such large errors would not appear fo r the cubic 
centre because of the equality of all matrix elements be t ween the 
ground state a nd the ~1 excited s tate. 
In conclUSion , the new terms which would be required in a spin 
Hamiltonian are included in thore occurring in the generalized 
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Hamiltonians ( s ection 4 . 4b). They are fi eld dependent terffis which 
must be of odd orde r in the s pin operat or to retain time r ever sa l 
invariance . The gene rn l fo rm of such terms in fou rth order wil l 
be fourth order tensors of t he form SiSjSkHI where i ,j,k, l indica t e 
components of the oper a t ors . Symmet ry arguments will greatly reduce 
the possible combi nationsof these components ( t his is the effect of 
the various generali zed treatments menti oned in 4 . 4b) , but 
unfortunately such a rgument s leave no suggestion of the relative 
importance of the various terms . 
At this stage there are a pparently t wo courses open : one is 
to attempt to fi t th e data t o a generalized ~amiltonian consistent 
with the axial symmetry of the centre , the ethe r is to study the 
coupling with exc ited state levels which are near enough to contribut e 
substant ially to the ground state to modify the spin Hamil t onian 
and to fi t the data t o t e new Hamiltonian . Accordi ng to the 
arguments which have been proposed , t he latter
J 
is fundamentally .the 
same problem as hat of understanding the g-va lue of spectrum 
It is proposed thnt the same process is responsib lc for the g-shift 
in A a s i s necessary to explai n the discrepancies in spectrum B. 
8 . 3 Proposed i:'le chani sm for the Formati on of fe3+ Centres in AgCI 
The observati ons described in the las t chaptcr indicat e an 
explanation for th formation of the stabl e trivale nt iron centre 
in the cha ra ct eristical ly monovalent silver ch l oride lattice . 
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The explanation proposed by Haycs , Pilbrow a nd Slifkin 
( referred to in 2 . 4 .5( b)) r el i ed on the dif fu s i on of silver inter-
stitial ions or vacancies to or from the crysta l surface during a 
high temperature annca i in chl orine . idsorption of a ch~ o rine 
mol :cu le at the su face all ows the format ion of additi onal 
,'<ge l and of t rio hol es ·.Ihi ch can diffu se throu gh the c rysta l s and be 
trapped by Fe2+ io ns to form Fe3+, They the n propose that the 
trivalent ion stabi l i zes itsel f in the cubic tetrahedral configuration, 
either by capturing other sil ver va ca nci es or by the diffusion of 
ligand sil ver i ons a~·/ay th rough th e crystal . 
This mechanism is cl ea rly not adequate to explain the 
formation of t he cubic (F eC14)- complex follo wing irradiat ion be lo w 
room tempera ture . The source of halogen is no t availab e , nOr is 
such high mobi lity of sil ver vacancies and i ntersti tia l s as is 
obse rved at high t emperature~ , 
I t is fir st of a ll assumed that when iron is di ssolved in 
si lver chl oride and no resonanc e is obse rved, it i s in the 
divalen t state . The monovalent state (d? rather than d64e1) is 
not pr oba ble chemically and it is only known as a result of 
irradiation in salts ( ll ). Moreover, it is a Kramers ion and 
should be q ui te eas i l y detectable by C . S , f' . It is very probable 
that Fe2+ ions dissol ve substitutionally in IlgCI and the t endency 
for Fe2+ e . s . r . spectra to be ve ry susceptibl e to line broadening 
by la tti ce distortions has been mentioned in section 2 . 4 ,5(b). 
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,'.n a lt ernative eXtLa nati on for the no n-appea rancc of thc Fe2+ 
spect r um , eve n at very l ow temperatu res , is t lat t hc Fe2+ ions 
may be in a low s pin (diamagneti c) configuration if the oc tahed ral 
crystal f ield is suf f i c i~ntly large . 
Thc format i on of silc c trur,l B may be assistcd by previously 
coo ling the crystai sl owly (7.2), whi ch impli es that a silver ion 
va ca ncy has bcen al l owed to a ssoc ia t e with th . substitutional Fe2+ 
ion (2. 4 . 2 and 5) . It is no n~lly assumed that a n~arest neighb our 
/,g+ sitc is va ca nt , bu t this is pr obably not importan t . Irradiati on 
':'itJ.Q, 
creates el ectrons i n the\ crys tal / conduction band' a nd holes in thc 
va l ence band (2 . 3) and it IS presumab l y the t rapp ing of an e l ~ctron 
or a ho le by the Fe2+ ion whi ch initiatcs th fo mntion of the 
comp.cx . A pr oc ss involving the tra pping of an electron would 
+ 
net appear t o be ir,1portant as Fe would be fo rme( and this 'wuld 
occur IilO i~e 'asily afte r ra pid coo ing of the crystnl , "Ihcn th e 
b t ' t t· .... 2+ . t · t d . tl ' + , su s 1 u Iona l' C I on s arc no a ssocla C \VI 1 Hg vaca nCI Cs . 
Jhilc this process must be cons idc ed as possib c , it must be 
realised t hat Fc+ , like Cu+ is probably a very effici ent hol e trap , 
s o that t.his mcchnnism only allows the Fe2+ ion to act as a 
r combina tion cent e . This would 01 0 appear to be true at 
o 
suffici ently low tempera t ures (be low - 110 C, say) when a hole i s 
trapped f i rst a nd Fe3+ is formed , as this ion i s not detected 
followi ng irradia tion a th~s e lo v tcmperatures . It is interest ing 
to not e that he possibility of ho le trapping by a divalent ion at 
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a substitutional site IS being su ggest ed , usua l ly divalent ion s , 
such as Cu2+ and lh 2+ nct as ele ctron trnps (2. 4 . 5) . 
The i mpor nnt cri cri on, remembering the electrostatic 
cf f e ct of ~ possiD~ associated va eu ncy, is that trapping should 
form an altern~ tiv , but ch emically acceptable valency . I t is also 
probably a general rule that trapping of one charge carrier 1 s 
fol l owed by a tra~ping of the other unl e ss a more ~ ffective 
nlternati vc trap is a va ilable ( e , g . case of Cut) , or els unless 
th e centre formed by the first troppi ng can alter its fo rm \~ithin 
the lifetime Of this state . It is the hltter mechanisr:. ,'Ihich 
• th 1:' 2+ + h+ F 3+ t . , h f t f th ap pears to stabi.li z e e .' , ~ e rn pplng ~ ~ e n ~ 0 e 
conduction ele ct r ons is ignored at this stnge . 
The observaU on of a threshold t emperature f o the formation 
of the trigonal (Fe C1 4) co mp l ex described in th' l nst se ction 
impli es thnt some ionic as well as electronic rcnr-rangement is 
necessory . I t is proposed tha t th e stre ngth of the binding of the 
~ 
tetrahedral ( FeCI ) compl e x in llgCl is suff iciently high to 
4 
3+ 
" pull" the Fe ion oi'Jards an interstitiol sit\.! . This stnte shn ll 
be rath r like th e model in Figure 8 .1, bu t two of t e vacant 
+ !.g ion si t s sllall be occupied n nd th centre Fhall have an 
ov roll chorg of ( +e). o Bel ow -105 C , this npparent l y 
acts as o n e lectron trnp , but above this temp e rature, there is 
a competing proce ss , nane ly that one of the Ag+ i ons in an occupied 
tctrnhedrol sit can jump into one of its other neighbouring 
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interstitial sites (F igure 8 . 3) . This is precisely the model which 
has b~en proposecl to explai n spectrum B (F igure 8 . 2) with the 
nddi tionnl information that an interstitial si te neighbouring th e 
tetrnhcdron is occupi ed (L e . 6 of the possibili ties) . The other 
possible interstit:al site is not at the nearest but the next 
3+ . 
nearest int ~rstitiol site to the Fe I on . Figure 8 .3 in icntes 
the possible single jumps for t h is ion by arrows , those carrying 
the same number being indis ti nguishable with respect to the 
ori entation of the complex . The site 5 is the next neares t one . 
It is possible to estimate the activation energy for the loss 
of this /\g+ i on frol:1 the complex if a va lue can be estimated for 
the lifetime of conduc tion ele ctrons in this c ystal . The 
elect ron mobility et this temperature is about 100cm2 jvo t sec 
(Figure 2. 6) and the clcctron range is nominally assumed to be 
IO-4cm2/ volt ( 2 . 3 . 3 b), whi ch implies a lifetime of about 10- 6s ecs . 
13 - 1 
Assuming an at of.1ic fr equency factor (1,)) of about 10 sec I 
o 
equation 2 .0 gives an activati on energy of Q.23e . v . As the 
acti vnti on energy fo the diffusi on of an interstitial ion is 
O. IOe . v . (2. 4 .2), the ion can be expected to diffuse away into the 
crystal ~s there is no electrostati c attraction between the ion and 
the neutra l ( Fee 4) -,'.g+ complex . 
The equilibrium of the crystal shall be upset by the insertion 
of the ndditional interstitial Ig+ i ons (2.4 .2), but it may be 
expec t ed that th y wou: combine with the conduc ti on e l ectrons on 
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dislocations (2.6). This ~ould imply substa ntial darkening of 
the cryst~l s Ivhi ch is not detected , al though the opt i cal spectrum 
has no t bee n examined in detail . There i s definitely no darkening 
+ of t he amount observed in AgCl:Cu crystals. ~no ther possibility 
is that some of the interstitial ions will spend some time in the 
vicinity of t he ne utra l ( FeC1 4) complex. If t his occurs with 
sufficient probabi ~ ity , it could suggest an explanation of the 
spectrum C which occurs as a background to B. Figure 8 .3 
indicates all the possible nearest interstitia ... sites which a n 
ion may occupy (four distinct site s ). Also probable may be the 
ne xt nearest sites , such as ~, and the sites along body diagonals 
f om t he Fe3+ ion throu gh its Cl - ligonds . The binding energy 
associated \'Ilth he variou s sites \,ill vury .. perha ps quite 
substuntially , so that one or t i'JO of the possibilities may be 
pre f e rred . If the spectrum C is a result of this t y pe of centre, 
the principal uxis (L e . of the 0 and F terms) will be slightly 
alt ered and a rhombic E term will probably b necessary in the . 
spin Hamil tonian . 
o 
','[arming 0 crystal containi ng the sites B to -75 C causes about 
half of th em to decay in minutes. The la st tetrahedral Ag+ ion i s 
lost with an activation energy of 0 . 61 e . v . The stabl e (F eCI ) 
4 
complex has now been formed . 
It is no cl ea r why rapid warming of the crystal should s ometi rr.es 
produce a distinct e ff ect. It may be possible that the inters titial 
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silver ions which have been released du r ing irradiation and have 
been trapped in shallow traps are a1 released in a short period . 
The hermal equilibrium of the crystal will be upset and the trivalent 
iron centres may trap the excess of ions fo rming a tetrahedral 
comp l ex with two of the ncighbouring A:/ ion sites occupi ed . 
It is precisely thi s t ype of model \1hich Castncr pI'oposes for the 
iron compl ex in glass "Jith a g-value of 4 . 3 (7 . 1 c ) . This may be 
ac ceptabl e as a tentative explana tio n of spectrum~ . It would 
exp la i lhe difficulty nhi ch has been found in r e producing this 
result . This complex was involved i n the descript ion of the 
2+ inilial hole t c: pping by an: e ion , but it was suggested that 
it was an ef f i ci ent e l ect r on trap to explai n the threshold temperature 
of -I050 C. If this model fo r spectrum D is co rre ct , irradiati on at 
o 
77 K should at 1 ast partia lly bleach the spcctl'um . Fur her support 
of this model is tha t thc s ect r um i s normally seen at a very loVl 
level following i radiati on t o form t he cubic spe ct rum . The E 
spectrum is connected wi t h the decay of D and if this mOdel can be 
J 
substantiated , the complex r nsponsible for E may be associated , 
for example , with the fe3+ i on jumping to a substitutional 
(octahedra l) site . 
At this stag it is wo rth discussing bri ef ly he fa te of the 
conduction lectrons and of the interstitial Ag+ ions which must be 
fo r med duri ng irradia tion . The conditions would apparent y be correct 
fo r the d coration of dis locations ; although the darkening has not 
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been measured quantitative l y, none of the crysta ls investigated 
exhibited obvious darke ning . In the absence of de t ailed information 
on the subject, i t must be assumed that this a ccoun t s for at least 
+ part of the electrons ane! h.g ions . The subject is much more 
comp l icat ed than th is as it is virtually certa in that some iron 
~,ill be deposi ted on c rys tal dislocations (2.5.2(b) and (12)), 
upsetting the simple model . As the experiments -./hich have been 
described are onl y indirect l y s ensitive to these intera ctions, it 
is not possib!e to understa nd these effects. On the other hand, 
the disloca tions are in principl e assumed to be a use fu l " sink" for 
+ 
conduction electrons and exces s int erstitia l ag ions . 
The discussion above suggests a process for the formation of 
the cubic centre . It does not explain the fir st stage in the 
formation of this complex when the crystal is irradiated at higher 
temperatures (i . e. a bove -75°C). That no s pectra are observed when 
a crystal is irradiated at temperatures above -95°C can be explained 
by assuming that i t is at about this temper ature that vacanci es 
can dissociat e from the substitutional Fe3+ ions. This wil l have 
two effects : firs t ly, an electrostatic repulsion from the no~ 
locally uncompensated Fe2+ ions will repel positive holes, secondly I 
the quantity of vacanc ies in the lattice will be greatly inc reased, 
reducing the number of interstitial ions which can exist (a 
consequence of the La-.v of Ma ss Action, equation 2.6) • 
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As formation of a stable trivalent complex involves the 
production of t hree interstitial i ons , it will only be possibl e if 
+ 
suff ici ent traps exist fo r interstitial f..g io ns . It would appear 
that this can only happen ab ove -75 0 C. Although the mechanism 
is not clear, it must be ass oci ated with dislocations . The 
exponent ial temperature depe ndence of the equilibrium constant in 
the La'l of i,;ass 'ct ion may also ha ve an important rol e . This 
argument suggests that holes are actually trapped by uncompe nsated 
Fe2+ ions . Th2 probabi li ty of such a process Vlould appear to be 
very 101'1 but cou ld be important if suff iciently eff ective traps 
existed for electrons . Hol e trapping would presumably occur when 
" th " " "t f F 2+ " a vacancy was 1.n e V1.C1.n1. y 0 a n e 1.on . i.f ter a hol e has 
bee n tra pped the formation of the cubic (F eCI 4) compi ex ~i 11 
proceed as bef ore . 
Th is suggested process for the direct fo rmat ion of the cubic 
centre implies a number of properti es which should be observabl e 
expe rimentally . In pa rti cular, it i s sugg~sted that the ef f ~ciency 
of formation of ( FeCI ) complex will be rather low (i . e . efficient 
4 
hole traps do not exist o above -95 C) . It should be po ssi bl e 
to measure this at east to wi thi n an orde r of magni tude , by 
compari ng the nU lber of i ncident quanta with the magnitude of the 
spect r um which i s produced . I\lso , as the thermodynamic arguments 
imply large changes in the ratio of silver vaca nci es to interstitials 
at diff e rent t emperatures , some information could be obtai ned from 
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dark ionic conducti vi t y measurements . r.lore careful measurement s 
t f 't' 'th F 2t , h Id b of lhe impor ance 0 va cancy aSSOCla lon Wl e lons s ou e 
qui te s traighlfon'lard provide d th e cooling rate of the crystal can 
be carefully contro led . Data conc erning th e degree of vacancy 
association is l i kc. y lo be of conside rable va lue in eluci dating the 
more doublful stages i n th e formation of the cubic (FeCI ) centre . 
4 
In gener al , if some of the more t entative processes can be 
confirmed, i t would be possible to extend the argument s given above 
to exp lai n in mo re de t ail the complicated processes which are 
implicitly assumed to occur at or nea r to dis loca tions . If it 
appears that processe s around dis loca tions are being us ed t oo 
exle nsively to explain the difficulties which have appeared in the 
discussion , i t s ould be realised that i t is essentially such 
complexities that make possibl e practical photographic processes in 
the si lve r halides . 
To summarise th formation mechanism of t he cubic iron centre , 
J 2t , i t appears that under specific conditions, an Fe lon, whether or 
not it is associat ed with a silver ion vacancy , can trap a positive 
hol Trival ent iron appea rs to be very stabl e and tends to pref e r 
an int erstitial si te , fo rmi ng t e trahedral bonds with four chlorine 
ions . I r esult of l his is that the ne ighbouring figt ions are no 
long r ad equately bound to their sites . The last tetrahedral / gt ion 
r equir s an activa tion ene rgy of O. 61e . v. which is considerab ly l ess 
than the en rgy r equired to r emove a si lver ion from a norma l site 
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to an int er stiti I position (l . 4e.v" section 2 . 4.1) . This 
compal'ison is interes ting as the di ff erence i s probab y a result of 
the degre e of caval nt bonding in the iron compl ex , reducing the 
ionic and coval nt strengths of the l i gand chlorine - silver bonds. 
The re laxation of the lattice around th e compl ex will a lso contribute 
to th e r educ tion of t he a cti vation energy . Th e a ctiva ti on energy 
+ 
necessary for the se cond Oast tetrahedral ;~g ion to l eave its site 
is rather lower (O. 23e . v . ) owing to t he excess local positiv charge 
at t he centre . 
It appears t hat Fe2+ can act as el e ctron-hole recombination 
centre be low about 1650 K. This is in agreement wi th low tempe rature 
elect ron mobili t y data (2 . 3 . 3 ; 2 . 4 . 5 b , r eferenc e 73 of Chapt er Il) . 
2+ 
Fe do es not have a very large effect on electron mobility, it will 
only limit t he lif et ime . 3+ Fe severely reduces the e ectron mobility 
at low temperatures r obably because the overall nega t ive cha rge and 
th e lattice di t ortion around the (F eC1 4) cent re s ca tters t he 
conduct i on ele ct on s . 
8 . 4 Pr cipi tat ion Effects 
;:!hen the spe ct r um f r om the cubi c (FeCI ) - spectrum dtUiys I it 
4 
is apparently no t possible to r store it by irradiation . The rat e of 
decay i s very dependent on the overall doping and on the crysta l 
history . This implies a pre cipitati on eff ect in the crystal . 
Spectrum F is typ i cal of this t ype of e f f ect , a s spin-spin interactions 
b tw en ions can no longer be neglected . 
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No spectra have been obse rved for a r ecombination of Ag+ inter-
stitial ions with the cubic centre and as it is stable in the crystal 
even at hi gh tempera tures , the precipitat ion must be as soci a ted with 
di ffu s i on of the entire (f eCI 4) cO r.1p l ex . This type of process 
is quite possibL: as ther,; is no dou :.;t uit e a high probability of 
finding neighbouring Ag+ ions a t the vacant I,g+ sit es at room 
temperature . I f t~o such processes occur s imultaneously , the complex 
may have a 5~,~ probability of jumping into a neighbouring site . 
The electrical and r.1e chanical atmo spheres (2 . 5 .2) around dislocations 
\~ould .provide suffi ci ent local f icld to attract the diff ~sion of 
fairly close complexes . Gore distant compl exes ~ou l d F ~:fe r ouch 
1 ~ f5 Lttr nction, explai ning greater stability in samples with f ewer 
dislocations and lower doping (the doping will be pa rticularly 
important if the overall solubility of Fe2+ ions in this temperature 
r egi on has been exceeded and the excess ions have precipitated on 
dislocations) . I,lso i rr.portant in this process will be the quantity 
of int e r s titial flg+ ions whi ch have been prod)..lced in the formation 
of the (FeCI 4)- complex . Charge compensation is provided by the 
conductio n e lectrons fo r only half of those . The uncompensated 
+ I\g ions may pIa)' a very important part in the field surrounding 
dislocations a nd during a precipitation , they wou ld provide charge 
compe nsation for t h (FeCI 4) complexes . 
If t wo ( FeC1 4) - centre s should int eract during their diffusion 
forming another fairly stabl e complex , this larger def ect ~il l be 
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" locked" into the lattice . The temperature inde pendence of the 
cur i ous snturet io of snectrulTI G and its a nisotropy sugge st that 
it may be due t o coupl ed pa ramagneti c complexes . Spectrum G is quite 
s ~a b c On(; 2 formed on th e ini :·, ial formation is intimat e ly connect ed 
with the decay o;~ . Les s re scl ved spectra would be associat ed with 
the int eraction of more t han t wo centre s . 
As ~n s t he ca se i~ tle previous section , a limit exists to the 
understanding of th e diffusi on processes in the crystal . It is 
di fficult to suggest me chanisms for precipitation, or fo r some of 
the s t ages in the formation of the complexes, t aki ng account only of 
the l att ice propert i es . Ne verthe l ess it is not essential that the 
precipi ta tion must occur in the vicinity of a dislocation, but 
there are a number of advantages in assuming that it does. 
Dislocat ions will provide a field to attract a di ffu sing (FeCI 4) 
complex and if the r e are excess interstitial Ag+ ions associated 
with di s locations J they wi 11 add to the dislocation "atmosphere". 
O tl th h d th t F b th t f . 1 F 3+ . n "le 0 er an J e spec rum may e a 0 slng e e lons 
in the very inhomogeneous crystal field around a dis ocation . 
The " pre cipita tion" model is perhaps lo be preferred but the 
characteristics of the spectrum F have not bee n studied in detail . 
In the argume nts which have bee n put fomard in this nnd in 
the prev.~ ous sect i ons , the the rmodynamic equilibrium of the cry s ta 
has been taken int o a ccount as much as could be done with the 
information available . The quantita tive a pplication of the Law 
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of Hass fLction is not straightf orward owing to the uncertain rol e 
played by dislocations . ILn attempt has been made to r estri ct 
the qualitative discussion to argul.1ents which would be thermo-
dynamically allowable . Ther e are at least 1020 iron centres per 
cm3 and on y about ~ 01 2 Fr ~nkel defects at room tempe ature in a 
pure, perf ect AgCl crystal, so that the iron centres must dominate 
the cQuilibriu~ of interstitial ions and vacant sites at all stages 
of their production and precipitation . 
8 . 5 Conclusions 
The work described in this thesis is essentially in two 
parts. One of these is perhaps more relevant to the theory of 
e . s .r . spectroscopy, v/hile the othe r has attempted to study the 
trapping of charge carriers and the subsequent ionic reorganisation 
which takes place . 
Problems have arisen i n the s~ctral interpretation of the 
trigona l (FeCl 4) spectrum are perhaps a result of inadequacies in 
the spin Hamiltonian which would usual ly be applicable for a c~mplex 
J 
of this type . The results suggest that this centre is only a 
slightly perturbed version of the cubic (FeCl
4
) - complex . The cubic 
spectrum is also unusual in that its g-value deviates from the free 
spi n value by about ten times the usual amount . It ha s not been 
possible to understand the detailed origin of this shift , but there 
is some indication that it may be a consequence of close mixing 
of the ~l and 2T2 levels in the excited state of the S-state Fe3+ ion. 
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Th e coval ency is likely to play an important part in explaining 
the spectra fully, owi ng to the re l atively large spi n-o rbit coupling 
constant of th e ha logen ligands . A measurement of the optical 
spli ttings associated with the compl ex wil l provide a sound basi s 
f or further study of this problem . His probable that the 
discrepanci es in the spin Hamiltonian of the trigonal centre are to 
be associated with the large g-shift of the cubic spectrum . If this 
suggestion is valid , it "Ioui d imply that the " fit" which is usually 
obtained with a spin Hamiltonian for S- state ions is onl y obtained 
because of the typically smal l g-shifts . 
There has been cons iderabl e experimental difficul ty in 
r eproducing some of the spe ct ra which have been observed in iron 
doped s i l ver chloride cry stals . It has been possible to propose a 
mechanism for th e process whi ch occurs in a n iron doped sil ver 
chlori de crystal during irradiation and in the thermal t r eatment 
fol l owing this . The parts of this me chanism which ar more di fficul t 
to under stand are of te n under conditions where crystal disl ocations 
, 
could play an important part . There is insufficient informat i on 
availabl e to allow more than tentative su~gestions r egarding some 
detailR of the processes . 
8.6 Su~gesti ons for Future ~1ork 
~ 
More da ta +& requirmto study furth er the fitting of the ( a) 
trigonal (FeCl4) compl ex to a spin Hamiltonian. Specifica lly, 
detail s of the angular va riation of the spectrum would be useful 
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and the r e lationship of the spe ctrum C to this would a l so be of 
int c~t . It should be possibl e to sepa rate C and fit a spin 
Hamiltonian to it . If it is necessary to use a generalized form 
of the spi n Hami l tonian to explni:1 the trigona l spectrum , measureme nts 
at a di ff erent frequency (e . g . 36Gc/ s ) wou ld be invaluable si nce 
it is suggested that the additi onal t erms woulri be f ield dependent . 
(b) Heasurement of the opti cal split ting ( ll ) for th e cubic 
(FeC14) centre \1 0uld be of great value in indicating th e source of 
the l arge g- shift . This wi 11 probably a l s o indicate the extra spin 
Ham i l tonia n te ms necessary t o explain the trigonal spectrum . 
The exte ns ion of this work to the study of iron in silver bromide 
would be very inkTcsting as the m~osured g-shift i s about three times 
that in s ilver chloride . In addition, the fine structure lines of 
this spectrum have ;"l.Ot bee n identif i ed . There arc few publ ications 
of transition ion e . s~r . in silver bromide ; the r e appear to be 
some difficulties rega rding the r esolution of spectra but it is not 
cl ear whethe r this is a consequence of cryst al imperf ections 6r of 
large ligand int eract i ons broadening the spectral lines . 
(c) Some experimen~which could t es t and extend the tentative 
mechanisms propos d in secti on 8.3 are suggested at the end of that 
section . Useful e . s . r. experiments could examine the efficiency 
of processes during irradiation at different temperatures and for 
various periods of time . It may a l so be possible to define more 
carefully what has been rather vaguely called "crystal history" 
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together with the importance of dislocations . Optical measurements 
of volume darkening in the crystal will perhaps elucida e the 
ele ctron trappi n3 mea surements . 
(d) The suggestions above are restricted to the study of iron 
impurity in the s il ver halides . The preliminary experiments with 
gold doped samples indicate tha t some furth er work, particuJ.arly 
\',ith relati vely undamaged crystal s,may reveal a fai rly stable 
divalent gold state . 
(~) The description given in Chapter V of the use of a helix 
instead of a cavity in an e . s . r . spectrometer indicates that it 
can be a realistic alternative . The matching conditions have not 
been examined in any detail and some care in de si,gn might improve 
the sensitivity . 
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The fi eld equa tions for a helix contai ning D l ossless 
di elt: c tric €: and enc l osed by a di electr ic t:. 2. The coordinates 1 
are shO\1n in Figure 5 . 2b and all equations should be mu lt iplied 
by [c j(wt - (3z) ] . 
Insid_~c_~ix : 
Hz ::: li i I (y r) 1.1 . 1 0 
H ::: j H. ~ 11 (y r ) 1'.1.2 r L y 
!if' ::: - :-{ (30
2 
E Cot "f- 11 I (y r ) ; 1.3 i 
y2 
1 1 I 
0 
E ::: jH1 
k(3 
Cot '/-t" 11 10 (y r) A1.4 z 0 
Y 10 
E ::: -H . k(3(3o Cot -+ 11 11 (y r) r 1 A1.5 
y2 1 0 
E1) ::: -j I 1 k(3o I (y r ) /\1 . 6 
y 
Outside the He ix : 
Hz ::: -H .:t;( (y r) 11.7 1 K 0 1 
H ::: j HI fi 11 Kl (y r ) " 1 .8 r y Kl 
2 
[~ ,t; ::: H ~ E Cot¥-' 11 (y r ) /\1.9 \,' 1 ? 2 . - K 
Ko 
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E j H1 
kf3 0 I = Cot ~ -:l- Ko{y r) z 
y 1(0 
E = HI kf3f3o Cot -f' !J. K1 (y r) r yz Ko 
E~ = -jH1 kf30 !.!. K1 (y r ) 
--y Kl 
The r elation be t ,Jee n y, a and Cot r is given by 
,'Ihere I . = 11 Ko + 10K1 
E.l 11 Ko +E2 I oKl 
222 The radial phas e constant y is given by y = f3 - [30 ; 
k = J~o /£~ = l201fohms , a nd In(x) , Kn (x} a re modif i ed 
&!ssel func ti ons of order n and argument x. i'/hen x := ya 
these are abbreviated to In' Kn . 
The powe r associat ed rlith the propagation is given by 
p 
= i Al Le§. x !i*d't 
and by taking this ove r a pl ane normal to the axis of 
propagotion, 
AI. 13 
J J.i4 
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Substituting fo r E and H inside and out s ide the hel ix and 
int egrating gives 
P = ;·1 2 ~ 13(30 ( ) 11. i [ ( K - 10 I ·, Ir 
• .L 2 y 4 ya KJ. l K ~ I) + A (I~ - ;(~ ) + 
AI. 5 
Al. 16 
wher ' B (ya) is a function of ya, Eland t 2 ' 
;'lhen El = E 2 = , B(ya) is re ated to Pi erce ' s F (ya) 
by the r ela tion 
B(ya) Al. l 7 
Pi rce gives F(ya ) = 7. 154 e-0.6664ya in the range of 
ya : 0.5 to 8.0. 
APPENDIX 11 
Angular va riation of spi n Hami ltonian f i ne structure te rms 
up to fourth order i n even spin operators , specified r elati ve 
to a fixed axis . 
f/= 
The spin Hamilt onia n may be written as (1) 
g0H .S + D(S 2 
-- J. 
122 
- 3S(S + 1)) + E(S2 - S3 ) 
+ S, - ~ S(S + 1)(3S2 + 3S - 1)] 
when H ll z and this is taken as the principal axi s of 
quantizati on of the spin opera tors , then the other terms are 
as given below. The ba sis is Sz, S+, S_, where S± - Sx ± i~. 
e i s the a ngle bet ween the z axis nd 1, lVi s t he a ngle 
J 
bet ~een the z axis and one of f, '7 I or C , say t ' -\Jith the 
condition that z lies in the (110) or (110) plane specified 
by these axes . ~ is the angle between the 2 axis in the E 
term and the z axi s ( see Figure 7.2). 
fJD = O:o[Sz2 --~ S(S + l)J + bD(S+[Sz + -!-] + SJSz -!] 
1 2 2 
+ 4' cO[ S+ + S _ ] 
AII.2 
AIl .3 
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J.V = 1 ~2cos2~[S 2 - ! s(s + I)J + ~ cos20[(a + ~2' Tan 2~) E 2 Z 3 
1 1 
1.fa = aa Zo(S) + 8Pa[Zl(S) + Z_l(S)J - 8 ca[Z2(S) + Z_2(S)J 
+ ~ da[Z3(8) + Z_3(8)J + ~2 ca[Z4(S) + Z_4(S)] 
#r = O''F Zo(8) + i4 bF[Zl(S) + Z_1(8)J - ~4 cF[Z2(8) + Z_2(S)J 
+ J2 dF[Z3(S) + Z_3(S)] + ~ eF[Z4(S) + Z_4(S)] 
where 
AII . 4 
AII.S 
AIl.6 
Z (8) = (6!· Sz4 - S(S + 1) S 2 + E. S 2 - 1 S(S + 1) +....!. S2(S +1)2] 
o z 6 z 5 10 
Z+ (S) 
_2 
Z+ (S) 
_3 
Z±4( S) 
and 
= S+[1 48 2 ± 215 2 + 195 - 6S(S + 1)5 ! 3S( + 1)] 
_ z z z z 
= 
8 2[75 2 + 
± z-
= S 3[ 8 ± 1 ] :t z 2 
= 
S 4 
+ 
45 + 9 -
z 
S(S + 1)] 
2 
cD = (1 - a ) 
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Of = ~(l5a4 - l0a2 + 1); 
c = (7a4 - ~ + 1); 
F 
2 dF = a( 1 - a } 
where 0: = Cos e , (3 = Min e , y = Cos f ' w = Sin. y . 
Matrix element s for mar.y of the operators are given by Low (2). 
The equations given below specify the magnetic fields at 
which various M = +l transitions occur within the S = S/2 
manifold for trigonal or tetragonal symmetry ( i.e . E = 0). 
Ho = hg~ , and D, a and F are now understood to be the 0, 8 
and F above divided by g(3 , provided they are now measured in 
terms of magnetic field rather than energy unit s. The fields 
for the various absorpti on transitions are , 
H1 ,5: I:!: ~ > ~ 1 ~ ~ >; H2 ,4: I ± i > ( ~I ± ~ > H3: 1- i > -71 + t> 
1 2 S 3 2 
HI 5 = Ho + ~D + -34 aa - 10(2Dbo + za b) _ ~(DcD - ! ac) 
, + +4 +3-1 
HI ,5 - o CID - 3" aq H1 ,5 - Dan + 6' aex 
~ (ad)2 
24 
~ (3DcD + ~ ac}2 
+ H1 '5 ± D'1> + ~ aa 
5 2 2(2DbO - 8' ab) 
HI ,S± 2~ ":f ~ aa 
H 
3 
where 
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5 2 4( 2Dbp - 8 ub) 
H2 , 4 ! 2Dap + t (lex 
5(2DbD + t ab)2 
+ ------~----~---+ + 4 H2 4 - 4Dctn - '3 aa , 
5 2 LA (nd) 
+-----------
- 2 + 1 1124 + ~ - - na 
, 9 
nCt should be rend a s (aa 
a 
ab (obe) 
(ae {lC 
a 
ad (ad 
a 
ne (ne a 
zk. (ae ) 2 
_ - 1 
H2 4 + ~u + 3 aa , 
532 4 (Den - 4"nc) 
+ 
4(2Db - * ab)2 
5 2 
H3 - (20CXv - '3 ea) /H3 
5 )2 12 (ad 
+ FOf); 
7 + -Fb ). 3 F' 
1 
+ 3 FeF) ; 
+ I Fd ). 3 F' 
+ t FeF) • 
hl1. 7 
The precision of these splittings is about O . 05~ for a~l~~ H 
o 
D ~ 5% Ho; the accuracy for high symmetry di r ecti ons can easily 
be improved by carrying out addit ional calculations . In principle, 
the actual magnitudes of Hl 2 are sensitive to the absolut e signs 
, ,4,5 
of the paramet rs 8 , D a nd F; a change in absolute sign will a l ter 
the magnitude of a splitti ng by about O . 2~ for a ~ 100/0 Hand 
o 
- vi ii -
The equa tions flII . ? reduce to those give n by a numbe r of 
authors (2-5) by ma king suita bl e a pproximations ; unfortuna t e ly none 
of the s e cases are suff i ci ent ~~ th e Qnalysis of spectrum B. 
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